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Abstract

Amalgamations, New and Old: The Stratification of America’s Mixed Black/White

Population

by

Aaron Olaf Gullickson

Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology and Demography

University of California, Berkeley

Michael Hout, Chair

This research focuses explicitly on the life chances of biracial black/whites. I

contrast the “new” biracials, those born to interracial couples in the post Civil Rights era,

to the “old” biracials, the lighter-skinned descendants of the original mulatto elite. Both

groups have occupied privileged positions relative to monoracial blacks within educational

and occupational institutions. For the old biracials, this privilege derives both from the

inherited advantages of the mulatto elite and from the independent significance of skin tone

within the black community.

I show that the skin tone privileges of lighter-skinned blacks declined for cohorts

coming of age during and after the Civil Rights era. This decline marked the end of a system

of stratification that characterized the black population for over a century. Furthermore,

it seems to suggest that the new biracial advantage over monoracial blacks in educational

outcomes is not the result of a skin tone hierarchy within the black population.

These new biracials differ from the old in that they have access to intimate white

relatives within their family networks. On the one hand, the new biracial advantage could

potentially result from race-based resources, such as access to the cultural and physical

resources of their white parent. On the other hand, the new biracial advantage may result

from class-based resources, primarily the selection of highly-educated parents into interracial

unions.

I show that the new biracial advantage over monoracial blacks in educational out-

comes can be largely explained by their relatively privileged family backgrounds. These
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advantages, and not biraciality itself, result in higher grades and lower grade retention,

although they do not explain differences in standardized test scores. Thus, in order to un-

derstand the new biracial advantage, we must understand the dynamics of union formation

in the immediately prior generation.

I show that this this pattern of interracial union formation can be most accurately

described as one of lower-class black isolation. While traditional models of interracial union

formation are all plausibly supported by the data, the most accurate model focuses on the

exclusion of blacks with a high school degree or less from interracial unions, regardless of

their potential partner’s education. This results holds in both marital and non-marital

unions and points to the possibility of greater isolation for lower class blacks as interracial

unions increase and to a generational bifurcation of the black class structure directly tied

to issues of racial identity.

Michael Hout
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Understanding Race in America,

Understanding Race Mixing in

America

CROSS

My old man’s a white old man
And my old mother’s black.
If ever I cursed my white old man
I take my curses back.

If I ever cursed my black old mother
And wished she were in hell,
I am sorry for that evil wish
And now I wish her well.

My old man died in a fine big house,
My ma died in a shack,
I wonder where I’m gonna die,
Being neither white nor black?

– Langston Hughes, in Selected poems of Langston Hughes (Hughes [1959]1974)

The United States has a long and tumultuous history of amalgamation between blacks and

whites. Since the introduction of African slaves to the American colonies in the early sev-

enteenth century to the present, sexual contact between the two groups has produced what

Joel Williamson called “A New People” in his seminal book of the same name (Williamson

1995). But this contact has been inconsistent over the course of American history. Inter-

racial sex was relatively common during the slavery period, followed by drastic declines
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during Reconstruction and Jim Crow, with a resurgence in the post Civil Rights era.

Social scientific interest in racial amalgamation has mirrored this trend with a

consistent lag time. There was broad interest in the issue of “racial hybrids” in the early part

of the twentieth century, both on the part of eugenicists and liberal-minded reformers. This

interest diminished in the post-war years , largely due to the nearly universal acceptance

of a “one-drop rule”, which defined anyone with a hint of black ancestry as black. In

the post Civil Rights era, interest in racial amalgamation has re-emerged, largely due to

the increasing number of children with parents of mixed ancestry. Within sociology and

demography, there has been two largely separate strands of research. The first strand

is research on interracial unions, which focuses primarily on the peculiar class dynamics

of interracial marriages. The second, and more recent, strand is research on multiracial

individuals themselves. Here, the primary focus is on the identity formation of multiracial

individuals, generally within the context of the one-drop rule, and, to a lesser extent, the

relative stratification of multiracial individuals between their constituent groups. This latter

research has consistently shown that multiracial individuals fall in-between their constituent

groups both in educational and labor market outcomes.

In this study, I unite these two strands together in understanding the “new” bira-

cial –those children born to interracial couples in the post-Civil Rights era– and at the same

time contrast this new formation with America’s prior experience of “racial hybridity.” My

focus will not be on identity, but rather on how racially-mixed individuals fit into a system

of racial stratification. Many observers have interpreted the Langston Hughes poem quoted

at the beginning of this chapter as symbolic of the identity crisis facing biracial individuals.

I take a slightly different view. What makes identity issues salient in this poem are the vast

gulfs in real power between blacks and whites, illustrated by Hughes’ contrast of the shack

and the fine big house. In this research, I attempt to answer Hughes’ question and identify

how biracials fit into the American system of racial stratification.

I will show that today’s biracial children are not simply a continuation of the long-

standing mulatto elite, but have emerged from the ashes of this old system in the post Civil

Rights era. Furthermore, I will show that the advantages of these “new” biracial children

are best understood not through ambiguous racial identity, but rather through the complex

interaction of class and race in the formation of sexual unions.

This study is important for two reasons. First, while the biracial black/white

population is small, it is growing. Edmonston and Passel (1999) estimate that individuals
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with multiple ancestries will make up 14% of all those with at least some black ancestry

by 2050.1 It is important to understand this growing population. Second, this study

informs us about larger racial issues. The study of racially mixed individuals is one of

the most insightful ways to understand race, because race is ultimately a mechanism for

creating boundaries. Many observers, both contemporary and historical, have placed the

hope of racial reconciliation in racial amalgamation. This study questions that approach and

demonstrates that the creation of biracial children may be one more signifier of increasing

class cleavages within the black population that continue to isolate the most disadvantaged.

I will focus specifically on the union formation of blacks and whites and the out-

comes of black/white biracial children compared to monoracial white and monoracial black

children. Clearly there are many other combinations of race possible and these are of theo-

retical interest as well. In recent years, there has been a sustained critique of the reduction

of US race issues into a binary black/white divide (see Omi and Winant 1994, for exam-

ple). I am not attempting to engage in such reductionism here. The narrowness of my

focus is based on the goal of producing interesting insights with a limited amount of time

and space. Because racial categorization is a historical process, each racial category in

the United States presents its own complexities and nuances. Any combination of racial

groupings only adds further complexities. I believe that the desire to study all multiracial

groups collectively has prevented existing research from drawing many theoretically insight-

ful conclusions. Rather than attempt to generalize poorly, I have selected one particular

grouping in the hopes that I can focus on its particularities. In light of this, the black/white

distinction in the United States is probably the most polarized, and one with a long and

empirically well-established history of amalgamation. I do not deny that my preference for

this group reflects my personal bias that in understanding racial issues in the United States,

one should begin with the black/white divide. However, I think more historically situated

research on other groups would be extremely valuable. Because of my focus, I will use the

term “biracial” to designate biracial black/whites, without further comment.

1This 14% figure ignores interracial unions prior to 1995, in essence one-dropping all individuals with
black ancestry at the start of the forecast
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1.1 The Race Concept

Since most social and many physical scientists now agree that race is a social

construction, it can be misleading to talk about a “multiracial” population. The concept

of multiraciality itself implies fixed categories of “pure” races (Omi 2001). Research on

multiracial individuals which does not carefully consider this issue can unintentionally reify

racial categories themselves. In this research, I will build an understanding of the multiracial

concept within the more general context of the social and historical process in which the

race concept itself developed.

There is little basis for a biological definition of race. The human species exhibits

a great deal of diversity in physical appearance (phenotype) and most of this diversity re-

flects differences in gene frequencies corresponding to natural selection and/or genetic drift

among geographically isolated populations. Phenotypic differentiation tends to increase

with the physical distance between populations because this distance necessarily implies

less interbreeding. However, this diversity is generally too continuous across space to iso-

late meaningful sub-species clusters without making arbitrary decisions about the level of

such clustering and what gene frequencies to observe (Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi, and Piazza

1994:16-20). Even if it were possible to isolate meaningful genetic clusters, it is highly

unlikely they would correspond to racial classifications in general use, particularly as these

classifications themselves vary over time and space.

The recent scientific rebuttal of race as a meaningful concept, however, hides a

deeper truth. The concept of race was not created by scientists, but rather inherited by

them. The origins of the race concept preceded scientific interest in the subject and were

deeply embedded in folk ideology by the time science turned its eye toward the taxonomic

division of mankind in the nineteenth century (Smedley 1999). Even among physical scien-

tists who reject race as a biological concept, this point has been largely overlooked. Race

is better understood as a social construction created to differentiate groups by hereditary

physical attributes.2 According to Omi and Winant(1994:55) race is “a concept which sig-

2Smedley (1999) argues that actual physical differences are not necessary for racial categories, but rather
perceived heredity which is believed to be immutable. This is evidenced, for example, by the nineteenth
century attempt in France to classify individuals as Germanic, Latin, or Celtic (in that order of prestige). In
the United States, this perspective is captured by Southern white hysteria over “invisible blackness” in the
Jim Crow South. While I generally agree with this assessment, racial projects seem to be most successful
when they reference identifiable physical characteristics. The attempt to divide the French people along
such lines failed after all, and most “invisible blacks” were successful at passing, either intentionally or
unintentionally.
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nifies and symbolizes social conflicts and interests by referring to different types of human

bodies.” This definition emphasizes the dynamic manner in which race is constructed over

time due to political contestation. This contestation takes the form of various racial projects

which continually attempt to reconstruct the meaning of race.

Early theorists of race assumed that racial distinctions had always existed. Gos-

sett (1963), for example, argued that the cognition of physical differences in outsiders was

an early form of racism in a diverse set of ancient groups, such as the Aryans, Chinese, and

Greeks. Others have argued that color prejudice (seen as racism) is a primordial psycholog-

ical reaction to difference (see the works in Franklin (1968), particularly Gergen and Shils).

This view has been seriously challenged by scholars who argue the early work conflated eth-

nocentrism with racism. Although many cultures in history have been highly xenophobic

and disparaging of outsiders, the “other” was defined largely in terms of differential culture,

rather than on a hereditary basis (Hirschman 2003). There is no evidence of proto-racial

ideologies which emphasized hereditary differences in the ancient western world (Snowden

1983). In the western world during the Middle Ages, divisions largely revolved around reli-

gion rather than physical appearance. According to most scholars today, race is a modern

concept which arose during European colonization (Smedley 1999; Omi and Winant 1994;

Lieberman 1968; Hirschman 2003).

The era of colonization, beginning in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,

brought Europeans into contact with groups which had previously been quite distant and

thus very phenotypically different. As Europeans confronted this variation, they found that

physical differences corresponded to the asymmetric power relations of colonialism. Accord-

ing to Tilly (1998), such correspondences often give rise to categorical inequality because

they solve organizational problems. Phenotypic differences helped solve such problems for

European colonial enterprises and gave rise to the creation of artificial racial categories,

superimposed on continuous phenotypic variability. These categories did boundary work

by defining who was included and who was excluded; who was exploited and who bene-

fited (Tilly 1998). The particular categories varied from place to place, depending on the

particularities of each locale. Corresponding to these categories, a mythology grew which

ranked races in their level of development, always with white Europeans at the apex (Thorn-

ton 2001). In the region which would become the United States, the central race divide

in this era revolved around the importation of slaves from Africa and the displacement of

Native Americans.
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Ironically, the colonial era and the resulting (often forced) mass migration of peo-

ples created a challenge to the very categories it helped to create by bringing people with

considerable phenotypic differences into contact, most importantly sexual contact. Multira-

ciality, therefore, has existed since the origin of the race concept itself. The oldest racial

projects in the world are those addressing how to deal with this multiraciality. Maintaining

the firmness of racial boundaries required policing. This policing has taken different forms

in different places and at different times (Davis 1991). As I will describe below, this policing

has varied over the course of US history. However, by the beginning of the twentieth century,

a system was in place which remained largely untouched for most of the century, and may

still apply today. This system, known colloquially as the “one-drop rule”, assigns anyone

with known black ancestry to the black category, regardless of physical appearance. This

rule can be distinguished from ways the boundary issue was resolved in other countries. In

South Africa and parts of the Caribbean, mixed race individuals formed a separate buffer

class between whites and blacks, whereas in Latin America, the boundaries dissolved into

a gradational system of observable difference (Davis 1991).3

Smedley (1999) argues that the drastic policing of the color line in the United

States is a product of the peculiar North American folk ideology, developed early on, that

racial categories are absolutely immutable. In the southern United States, for example, a

muleology developed which associated the sterility of the mule with black/white mixed race

individuals, arguing that they could only reproduce for a limited number of generations

(Toplin 1979). This myth helped to relieve southern whites of concerns about the poten-

tial mutability of racial categories. As Jim Crow grew in strength in the late nineteenth

century, many Southerners became paranoid about the lurking problem of “invisible black-

ness”, where black ancestry could not be detected by physical appearance. This ideology of

immutability may have derived from the earlier English experiences with the Irish, whom

the English found impossible to “civilize.” Iberian cultures on the other hand were much

more comfortable with race mixing due to the pre-existing diversity of the Mediterranean

region.

Although pre-existing ideology may have played an important role, there are also

practical reasons for the development of the one-drop rule in the United States. Abolitionists

made frequent use of “the mulatto issue” to highlight the sins of slavery. As the Abolition-

3The Latin American/US distinction has produced a voluminous literature. The seminal piece on this
issue is probably Degler (1971).
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ist movement grew, mulattoes became an increasing embarrassment to Southerners, and

hostility toward them increased (Toplin 1979). Furthermore, Jim Crow style segregation

made mulattoes an impracticality in the United States. In other places, the size of the black

population made mulattoes much more valuable as a “buffer class.”

The result of the one-drop rule is that most people who are defined as black today

could legitimately claim to be multiracial, because four hundred years of mixing in the

United States, even at low levels, has spread European ancestry throughout this group.

All studies of multiracial individuals capture some subset of this population (Goldstein and

Morning 2000). Every study should define distinctly how and why the particular subset

is being drawn. In this study, I wish to make a logical distinction between two types of

biracials: new and old.

1.2 New and Old

In order to understand the logical distinction between new and old biracials, it is

necessary to understand the history of racial amalgamation in the United States. Unfor-

tunately, we have only limited statistical data for most of the time period, but based on

various pieces of historical evidence, it is possible to reconstruct this history.

Africans were first introduced into the colonies at Jamestown in 1619, when they

were purchased from a Dutch ship. Interracial sexual contact likely commenced shortly

thereafter. This was a period of ambiguity in the racial system and the inappropriate-

ness of such contact was hardly clear. There was a great deal of legislative activity in the

seventeenth century American colonies regarding interracial sexual contact, marriage, and

the status of children produced in such unions. Legislators were grappling with how to

define difference in a world not only dichotomized by a proto-race concept, but by capi-

talist/worker, Christian/heathen, free/slave, and free/servant divisions as well. The highly

inconsistent legislation of the period testifies to the ambiguities surrounding how to combine

these various concepts into a single legal code.4 The first known case of punishment for

interracial sexual contact is generally taken to be the case of Hugh Davis. On September

17, 1630, the Virginia Assembly declared:

4There is an extensive literature, mostly in legal history, on the meaning and significance of these various
laws, which I cannot do justice here in this brief review. See Mumford (1999) for a concise review and
analysis or Martyn (1979) for an exhaustive review.
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Hugh Davis to be soundly whipped, before an assembly of Negroes and others
for abusing himself to the dishonor of God and shame of Christians, by defiling
his body in lying with a Negress; which fault he is to acknowledge next Sabbath
day. (quoted in Mumford 1999)

The Hugh Davis case speaks to the ambiguity of the early colonial era. Hugh

Davis’s race is not mentioned, but rather his Christianity is contrasted to the apparent

heathenism of the Negress. The term “defiling” probably has a religious connotation, as

well. Anti-fornication laws between blacks and whites may have actually leveled racial

differences, because the underlying crime was fornication, for which intraracial partners

faced similar penalties. Anti-miscegenation laws regarding marriage on the other hand,

were a sign of incipient racism, because they sought to define the nation as white through

the institution of the heterosexual family (Mumford 1999).

The peak in interracial sexual contact in this period likely occurred sometime

between the 1680s and 1720s. It was during this period that white indentured servants and

black slaves were in close contact in large numbers in the upper South (Williamson 1995:38-

39). The practice of keeping white indentured servants was on the decline, and African

slavery was on the rise, which led to a crossover in this period in which the two groups

often lived and worked in close quarters. This interracial exposure in a period where folk

ideologies of racial differences were still in their infancy probably produced the highest level

of interracial sexual contact ever observed in this country. As Morgan(1975:327) notes, “It

was common, for example, for servants and slaves to run away together, steal hogs together,

get drunk together. It was not uncommon for them to make love together.”

Anti-miscegenation statutes were at least partially attempts by white elites to

define and create boundaries between the two working class groups of white servants and

black slaves, who they feared might band together in rebellion (Smedley 1999:103-104;

Morgan 1975:326-337). Anti-miscegenation statutes also solidified the institution of African

slavery as it was transformed from pseudo-servanthood into a hereditary status. The peak

in anti-miscegenation legislation occurred in the same time period as the peak in interracial

sexual contact. From 1690-1725, Virginia (1691), Maryland (1692), Massachusetts (1705),

and Pennsylvania (1725) all passed laws explicitly punishing interracial marriages, as well

as laws regulating other aspects of miscegenation (Martyn 1979). The feverish pace of

anti-miscegenation legislation in this period strained to keep up with the feverish pace of

interracial sex, as land-owners attempted to control the volatile issue.
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According to Williamson (1995), this early wave of amalgamation was crucial for

the formation of the original mulatto population in the United States. As white indentured

servanthood declined to non-existence, the segregation of black slaves from white laborers

increased dramatically, almost certainly resulting in a sharp decline in interracial sexual

contact.

Interracial sexual contact persisted, however, between black (generally female)

slaves and white (generally male) slave-owners and overseers.5 Many of these unions were

certainly unwanted by the black slaves who were at an extreme power disadvantage rela-

tive to their white masters, but such unions ran the gamut from single instances of rape

to life-long relationships of mutual devotion (Williamson 1995:42-56; Kennedy 2003:41-69).

Within their limited means of control, some slaves no doubt saw such unions as advanta-

geous, because children produced in them were often privileged within the household and

sometimes even freed (Mullins and Sites 1984).

That such unions existed is not in doubt, but their frequency is a hotly-debated

question. During the slavery period, abolitionists used the “miscegenation problem” to paint

a picture of widespread debauchery and fornication on the plantation (Toplin 1979). Many

contemporary scholars, similarly, have assumed that such unions were exceedingly common

in the antebellum South, to the point where sex with a black slave was a rite of passage for

young Southern men. Jennings (1990) found that in a sample of ex-slave women narratives,

about 4% of women indicated they had interracial sex with whites while they were slaves.6

She suggests that this number may be an underestimate because women interviewed by

whites were less likely to mention such incidents. Fogel and Engerman (1974), on the other

hand have shown that a rate of 1 union per 100 blacks per generation is consistent with the

size of the mulatto population in the 1850 census and its growth from 1850 to 1860.

Regardless of the actual magnitude of interracial sexual contact in the Antebellum

period, most authors agree that it declined after Emancipation. At this point, there is some

stronger statistical evidence to support the assertion. The odds of interracial marriages

5Sexual relations also continued between free blacks and whites. Although the empirical basis is weak,
Fogel and Engerman (1974) and Bodenhorn (2002) both argue that the rate of contact was higher among free
blacks and whites than on the plantation. This may be the case, but since the vast majority of blacks were
slaves, the overall rate of interracial sexual contact was largely determined by activity on the plantation.

6Jennings (1990) does not provide this figure directly, but it can be derived from her tables on page
66. Instead, she reports the percentage of women who were directly involved in interracial sex out of the
number who mentioned interracial sex in any manner in their narrative (35%). This latter percentage is a
meaningless statistic which a casual observer might mistake as the true rate of interracial sexual contact,
although Jennings attempts to prevent such an interpretation (see footnote 50).
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did decline from 1870-1900. By itself, this decline is not necessarily indicative of sexual

relations more broadly. However, two important studies of black genealogies conducted in

the early twentieth century find a more general decline in interracial sexual relations.

Herskovits (1930) collected genealogical information on 1,195 black students at

Howard University in 1925. Each respondent filled out a form indicating the race of both

parents and all four grandparents. Assuming a rough generational length of twenty-five

years and that most students at Howard University were probably in their early twenties, the

grandparent generation represents sexual activity centered around the 1870s and the parent

generation represents sexual activity centered around the turn of the century. Herskovits

never provides a full accounting of these genealogies, but in a later work, he states that only

2% had interracial parents, while 10% of the respondents had at least one white grandparent

(Herskovits 1928). He takes the difference in these numbers as evidence that interracial

sexual relations declined dramatically in the late nineteenth century. The direct comparison

between these two numbers is based upon faulty logic, as they are not measuring the same

underlying phenomenon. However, after correcting for Herskovits’ mistake, it appears that

interracial sexual contact in the grandparental generation was still at least two to three

times as common as contact in the parental generation. See Appendix B for a detailed

critique and re-appraisal of the Herskovits finding.

Day ([1932]1970) collected genealogical data from 346 black families from 1918 to

1932. This data included information on 2537 adults, both living and deceased. Unlike

Herskovits, she had no set generational length. In some families she only collected infor-

mation on two generations. In other families, she had as many as four generations. She

divided her sample into a group born before 1860 and to a group born after 1860. In the

former group, among 1,152 persons, there were 243 unions between whites and blacks. In

the latter group, among 1,385 persons, there were only three such unions. Day provides

even less information on her methodology than Herskovits, preventing a more thorough

analysis. Regardless of potential problems, the drop is dramatic over the time period, and

points in the same direction as Herskovits’s findings.

In the early period of Reconstruction, interracial sexual relations declined due

to the increased physical distance between blacks and whites and the skewed sex ratio

among whites due to war casualties (Williamson 1995:88-91). As Jim Crow developed,

interracial sexual contact remained low for two reasons. First, whites became obsessed

with maintaining the boundaries between black and white. Jim Crow-style segregation
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relied legally on the distinction between two concrete groups. Racial ambiguity could not

be tolerated. It was during this period that the one-drop rule crystallized in American

race relations. The one-drop rule had to some extent existed in law and custom since the

inception of slavery, but it had generally existed in tension with another custom which

granted the mulatto a distinct status between whites and blacks (Davis 1991; Williamson

1995). This latter rule was stronger in the lower South, particularly South Carolina and

Louisiana (Williamson 1995, Chapter 1). The distinct status of the mulatto faded way with

the growth of Jim Crow, and the one-drop rule ultimately prevailed.

White policing of interracial sexual contact increased in this period. Legally, leg-

islative activity was feverish during this time period, to the point where anti-miscegenation

statutes were added to several state constitutions. Extralegally, lynchings were often ar-

ranged for blacks accused of crossing the race line sexually (Kennedy 2003; Wells-Barnett

1969). Much of the focus was on the racial “purity” of white women, while white men

were apparently given more leeway to engage in non-marital sexual relations with black

women, although such relations had to remain extremely private affairs or risk strong reac-

tion (Kennedy 2003:76).

Second, interracial sexual contact declined because the exclusion of blacks and

mulattoes from the white world bound them together tightly. In response to the social clo-

sure originating with whites, blacks and mulattoes closed their own social world. Although

black organizations have long fought anti-miscegenation laws because of their racist under-

pinnings, in practice blacks have historically been nearly as resistant to interracial sexual

contact as whites (Kennedy 2003; Porterfield 1978).

By the beginning of the twentieth century, black-white sexual relations were ap-

parently at an all time low, partly due to the exclusionary nature of Jim Crow and partly

due to the black response to this exclusion. The levels and trends for most of the twenti-

eth century are unknown. Interracial marriage appears to have grown slightly from 1920 to

1950. After 1960, it began to rise dramatically, although it remains extremely rare (Kalmijn

1993). This growth in the second half of the twentieth century no doubt corresponds to

the changes ushered in during the Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s. The

Supreme Court decision, Loving v. Virginia, in 1967 invalidated all remaining state anti-

miscegenation laws, but it is likely that more fundamental changes in race relations during

this period resulted in the rise in interracial marriages.

The pattern described above is shown stylistically in Figure 1.1. The precise
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Figure 1.1: Stylistic depiction of interracial sexual contact across United States history

Time

Antebellum PeriodColonial Slavery Period Reconstruction and Jim Crow Civil Rights
and After

magnitudes and the size of changes from time to time are unknown, but the rough shape

can be approximated from the historical evidence.

The important point of Figure 1.1 and the preceding discussion is that high levels

of white-black interracial sexual contact occurred early and were not sustained. After the

Civil War, such contact became extremely rare. Most racial amalgamation in this country

has in fact been between mulattoes and unmixed blacks (Williamson 1995). As a result,

most blacks in the United States have some European ancestry, but the source of this

ancestry is both generationally distant and an unpleasant reminder of the history of racial

oppression in this country.

The recent resurgence of interracial sexual contact in the post Civil Rights era, has

created a bimodal distribution within “black” genealogies with regard to the generational

length at which black/white racial intermixing occurred. For most blacks, this mixing

occurred several generations removed. These are the old biracials. For a small number of

“blacks” (assuming the continuance of the one-drop rule), this mixing occurred one or two

generations previously. For this small group, the mixing is much more salient and is devoid

of the explicit racial oppression surrounding earlier interracial sexual contact. These are
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the new biracials.

In order to understand “multiraciality” today, we need to understand how both

this older biracial order and the newer biracial order affect the life-chances of individuals.

1.3 The Life Chances of Mixed Race Individuals

The recent interest in mixed race individuals is not really new. In the early part of

the twentieth century, racial hybridity was a popular topic among sociologists, particularly

within the dominant theory of ethnic assimilation.

1.3.1 The mulatto vanguard or the black elite?

During the first third of the twentieth century, there were two main strands of

interest in biracials. The first was a eugenicist concern with maintaining the superiority

of the white race. Racial hybrids were seen as a threat to this superiority (as was the

high fertility of lower class whites). The eugenicist camp often endorsed some of the most

inaccurate myths about mulattoes, such as their inability to procreate beyond the third

generation.

The second strand of interest came from more liberal-minded reformers in sociol-

ogy and anthropology who treated race relations within their larger framework of ethnic

assimilation. Robert Park, a sociology professor from the University of Chicago, is the

founding father of this line of work. He coined the term “marginal man” to describe some-

one who is caught between two social worlds but belongs to neither (Park 1928). The term

was later popularized by one of his students, Stonequist (1935). Marginal men were a re-

sult of the general process of assimilation which occurs when two ethnic groups come into

contact (Park 1914; Park 1931) and begin to amalgamate both culturally and physically.

Mulattoes were seen as a prime example of this “marginal man” because they crossed the

very deep racial divide in the country.

Park and Stonequist both emphasized the psychological distress such individuals

faced, because they carried within them two conflicting cultures. Park lists the characteris-

tics of the marginal man as “spiritual instability, intensified self-consciousness, restlessness,

and malaise” (Park 1928:893, emphasis in original). Stonequist(1935:12) states that in

some individuals, marginality “initiates a process of disorganization which finds expression
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in statistics of delinquency, crime, suicide and mental instability.” This emphasis on anx-

iety is mirrored in popular literature which has often portrayed the mulatto as a tragic

figure (Brown 1933; Zanger 1966). The images of the “tragic mulatto” and the “marginal

man” have had a significant effect on contemporary research. Many social scientists have

begun their analysis with the hypothesis that psychosocial stress may produce negative

outcomes for biracials (Kao 1999; Wells 2003; Herman 2003).

As Harris and Thomas (2001) point out, this portrayal of “marginal man” theory

is not entirely accurate. While Park and Stonequist emphasized the stress facing individuals

of mixed-race, they also believed that such “marginal men” would generally be successful

in life, partially due to the “restlessness” resulting from their situation. Indeed, according

to the ethnic assimilation model, such individuals would be the vanguard of cultural as-

similation and the fight for equality. In describing the process of assimilation, Stonequist

wrote:

The initial phase involves a small group of marginal individuals who are much
ahead of the minority or subordinate group. This favors the process of their
identification and assimilation with the dominant race; it is about the only
road. Gradually the group of marginal persons increases and the minority race
itself begins to stir with new feelings and ideas. It makes progress in cultural de-
velopment and self-respect. Then, if the dominant race continues intransigently
in its position and attitudes of superiority, some of the marginal individuals
swing about and identify themselves with the rising group. They further define
the situation and accelerate the movement ... The final outcome may be a new
social framework–perhaps a new race, nationality, caste, or even a new state.
On the other hand, if assimilation is facilitated, the minority group is eventually
incorporated into the dominant group ... In any case, the marginal man is likely
to have an important part. He is the key-personality in this type of cultural
change. (Stonequist 1935: 12)

Stonequist saw the American mulatto as the herald of the ultimate assimilation of blacks

into the American mainstream. According to the ethnic assimilation model, it was physical

amalgamation through intermarriage which would play the greatest role in dealing with the

race problem. Franz Boas, another liberal-minded reformer in anthropology and one of the

first anthropologists to challenge the biological notion of race, echoed this perspective when

he wrote in 1921,

[T]he greatest hope for the immediate future lies in a lessening of the contrast
between negroes and whites...intermixture will decrease this contrast between
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extreme racial forms...In a race of octoroons, living among whites, the color
question would probably disappear. (qtd. in Sanjek 1994:104)

This statement by Boas is probably the clearest testimony of the faith academics of the

times placed in interracial unions as the means of ultimate racial assimilation and equality.

Both the eugenics and ethnic assimilation models have been heavily critiqued. The

critique of the eugenics movement is so broad, that I cannot do it justice here. Eugenicist

theory was based on an incorrect interpretation of Darwinian evolution. It reified intelligence

as an innate biological concept, based on test performance which largely reflected learned

ability (see Gould [1981]1996 for a thorough critique.)

Marginal man theory relied on an extremely static and monolithic understanding of

culture. Large groups each possessed a culture, and individuals who crossed these cultures

would then suffer from the inclusion of incompatible cultural elements within their persona.

However, decades of research on culture has shown that such static views are unfounded.

Culture is a highly contextual and fluid object. Humans are extremely capable of drawing

on disparate cultural elements depending on situational context (Sewell 1999). With regard

to ethnicity, Waters (1990) has demonstrated that among multi-ethnic whites, identity is

extremely fluid and situational. Whites are able to navigate their multi-ethnic heritage with

little stress or difficulty.

The larger ethnic model of race relations upon which marginal man theory was

based has also been challenged for its reliance on a particular reading of the European

immigrant experience to explain racial issues which go beyond issues of ethnicity (Omi

and Winant 1994:14-23). The racial worldview is the antithesis of assimilation because it

posits immutable differences which cannot be overcome by cultural and physical interaction.

Furthermore, recent work on the European immigrant experience suggests that European

immigrants succeeded partly by contrasting themselves with blacks (Ignatiev 1995; Lieber-

son 1980). Rather than a model for blacks to follow, the assimilation of these immigrants

depended on the maintenance of a white/black dichotomy.

What happened to the “mulatto vanguard” in whom Park, Stonequist, and Boas

placed such hope? Ironically, social scientists were just beginning to take up the issue of

mulattoes as mulattoes themselves were rapidly fading into blacks. Rather than bridging

the gap between black and white, mulattoes quietly accepted the one-drop rule and became

the elites of the black community.
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Mulattoes had long been privileged relative to blacks. On the plantation, slave-

owners treated such individuals favorably, because they were frequently kin of some sort.

Slave-owners were more likely to manumit mulattoes. If not manumitted, mulattoes were

more likely to be trained in skilled household jobs within the plantation than were their

darker peers (Wirth and Goldhammer 1944; Mullins and Sites 1984).

Off the plantation, mulattoes were privileged as well. This privilege is well doc-

umented in the lower South, where mulattoes for a time gained a distinct group sta-

tus (Williamson 1995; Davis 1991). Bodenhorn (2002) argues that the mulatto advantage

applied to free blacks in the upper South as well. He has shown that lighter-skinned free-

born blacks were generally taller than darker-skinned freeborn blacks, indicating a healthier

childhood environment.

These initial advantages helped to form a mulatto elite. In the period of slavery

and immediately following the Civil War, this mulatto elite was often as contemptuous of

blacks as whites, and frequently allied itself with whites in opposition to unmixed blacks.

However, as the one-drop rule crystallized in the early twentieth century, this mulatto elite

became more and more a part of the black community without giving up its elite status. This

merging led to a wide range of skin tones within the black community and an association

between lightness and success.

Initially, the lighter skin of mulattoes was probably just a correlated but not causal

by-product of their status. Based on a genealogical sample from Who’s Who among Black

Americans, Mullins and Sites (1984) have noted the importance of the initial Antebellum

head start for today’s black elite. However, over time, lighter skin tone has taken on a

meaning of its own apart from the inherited advantages of its possessors. Based on data

from a large national survey of blacks, Hughes and Hertel (1990) and Keith and Herring

(1991) have both shown that controlling for family background only marginally reduces

the positive effects of lighter skin tone on education, income, occupation, and the marriage

market. The persistence of skin tone differences in the face of such controls indicates that

skin tone has a meaning which is independent of the initial privileges mulattoes possessed

in the slavery period. Some writers have referred to this phenomenon as “colorism”.

What was the result of racial mixing for most of American history on blacks’ life

chances? Figure 1.2 illustrates the answer. The one-drop rule prevented racial crossing and

assimilation, except for clandestine individual acts of “passing.” While the one-drop rule

leveled identity distinctions with the black population, it certainly did not level the black
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Figure 1.2: Race and skin tone stratification
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population in terms of their life-chances. Rather, it produced a gradient based on skin tone.

Skin tone stratification within a clearly-defined racial group is the legacy of the American

history of racial amalgamation.

Importantly, the mulatto advantage has nothing to do with the integration of white

members into black family networks, except for the slavery period, when such white relatives

may have been helpful on the plantation. The contemporary advantage works through the

operation of colorism and inherited privileges. Most blacks today have no connection to

white relatives who are generationally very distant. This, however, is not true for the “new”

biracials, to whom I now turn.

1.3.2 Eve and the new biracials

On December 2, 1993, a special issue of Time Magazine appeared on news-stands

which featured a computer-generated woman’s face on the cover. The woman, who has since

gained the unofficial name of “Eve”, was produced via the computerized “morphing” of im-

ages from various racial and ethnic groups, including a 17.5% African contribution (Gaines

1993). The image was meant to portend a future in which amalgamation between racial (or
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ethnic) groups had blurred racial lines.7 Inside the magazine, an article on intermarriage

discussed the growing trend in interracial marriage, even as it discussed the difficulties such

unions face (Smolowe 1993). For an interactive presentation, the reader could also peruse a

matrix of various groups containing pictures of what mixed individuals of each cross might

look like.

This issue of Time Magazine highlights the renewed popular and academic inter-

est in racially-mixed individuals at the close of the twentieth century and the dawn of the

twenty-first. In part, this interest reflects the growth in intermarriage rates not only be-

tween blacks and whites, but between whites and Asian and Hispanic groups, and between

minority groups themselves. Partly, the interest reflects the growth and diversification of

America’s minority populations. The interest is also partly due to the mobilization and

agitation of parents of biracial children who have lobbied against the exclusiveness of racial

categories. These groups have been largely responsible for the change in federal government

race reporting which now allows respondents to check more than one box for their race.8

Echoing ethnic assimilation theorists a half-century earlier, many popular ac-

counts, including this issue of Time Magazine, view physical amalgamation as the key

to racial reconciliation, particularly between blacks and whites. This view has aggravated

some, who see such arguments as a denial of the validity of blackness in America (see Sanjek

1994 for a discussion). This perspective also ignores the widespread amalgamation between

blacks and whites that has already occurred. Nonetheless, these new biracials present in-

teresting avenues for new research, and a flurry of academic interest has surrounded the

topic.

Academic interest has focused both on the self-identity of multiracial individuals

and their educational and labor market outcomes. On the self-identity side, research has

shown that biracial children have more fluid and contextual racial identities than would be

strictly expected under the one-drop rule (Campbell 2003; Brunsma and Rockquemore 2001;

Herman 2001). In terms of stratification, research has shown that biracials have outcomes

in-between blacks and whites, both in educational and occupational attainment (Morning

2000; Harris and Thomas 2001; Kao 1999; Herman 2003; Udry, Li, and Hendrickson-Smith

2003). Therefore, biracials have an apparent advantage over monoracial blacks.

7Displaying the typical confusion around these terms, Time Magazine used race and ethnicity inter-
changeably, in addition to conflating them both with immigrants.

8These groups did not get exactly what they wanted, however, since they generally preferred a single
“multiracial” category.
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It is often unclear what subset of the multiracial population researchers wish to

capture. The implicit interest generally seems to be in the children of interracial couples,

although samples are generally chosen through self-identification of the respondents. As

Goldstein and Morning (2000) point out, these are overlapping but not identical subsets of

the much larger population who could identify as multiracial. The narrowness of this focus

also tends to be ahistorical in that it ignores the long history of the American mulatto.

However, as I have alluded to earlier, there is a compelling reason to treat the

children of interracial couples as potentially different. Most blacks have some degree of

European ancestry and thus could identify as multiracial if they so desired. However these

genealogical “nodes of mixing” are distant and unpleasant memories. For today’s new

generation of biracial children, this mixing is highly salient and occurs in a post Civil

Rights era in which overt state-sanctioned racism has declined. This mixing also gives

biracial children direct access to white relatives within their family networks. Such access

has largely not been available to mulattoes since the slavery period. These factors may

affect both identity and outcomes for these children.

Identity and stratification have been conflated in most work on biracial children.

One interpretation of the one-drop rule is that biracials will not have better outcomes than

monoracial blacks. By this logic, the one-drop rule appears to have weakened in the post

Civil Rights era because research has generally shown that biracials do indeed have better

outcomes than monoracial blacks. But the one-drop rule is predominantly a theory about

the identification of biracials, not about how they fit into a system of racial stratification.

Under a strong racial caste system such as Jim Crow, racial classification and stratification

are strongly correlated, and thus the “one-dropping” of biracials also seriously affects their

life chances. The fact that biracials now have greater attainment than monoracial blacks

may simply reflect the weakened correlation between racial classification and stratification

in the post Civil Rights era. It may also reflect nothing new at all, but rather represent

a continuation of the same skin-tone preferences that have been observed for more than a

century. In any case, it is not strong evidence regarding the collapse of the one-drop rule.9

The focus of this research is on the stratification of these “new” biracials, rather

than their identity. There are three possibilities I would like to consider to explain the

9It is beyond the scope of this project, but I would like to note that self-identification measures are
also not the best measure of the strength of the one-drop rule, since the one-drop rule relies mostly on the
identification attributed by others.
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biracial advantage over blacks.

It is possible that this biracial advantage is the old mulatto advantage under a

different name. Given that biracial children are more likely to have lighter skin, researchers

may simply be picking up skin tone advantages which are already well established in the

literature. While this is a possibility, it seems unlikely that the biracial advantage is merely

a continuation of the same process given changes in overall race relations and given that

these biracial children come from families which are interracial in nature. The other two

explanations I propose are based on the saliency of interracial unions for these children.

Having access to white parents provides biracials with race-based resources that

monoracial black children do not have. These race-based resources may be diverse in nature.

On the one hand, biracials may more easily adopt white or “raceless” cultural practices

which are rewarded within schools. On the other hand, biracial students may suffer from

less discrimination within schools because of their racially ambiguous physical appearance.

Either way, a racially-mixed background directly produces superior outcomes for biracials.

There is also a third possibility, one which emphasizes not the racial position

of biracials, but their family background. Biracial children may do well relative to black

children because their parents are a highly select subset of their respective populations.

This insight originates with the interracial marriage literature which has been primarily

concerned with the types of individuals who marry interracially. In general, the expectation

of this literature is that blacks who marry whites will be positively selected from their

population with regard to class characteristics such as education. The same may be true

for interracial unions more broadly. This expectation is generally confirmed by the data,

although the reasons for this selectivity are less clear. I will explore this question further in

Chapter 4.

The new biracials, then, will likely have a highly educated black parent, predomi-

nantly a black father. Therefore, biracial children will have superior parental resources to

draw upon compared to their monoracial black peers. It may be this advantage in parental

resources which explains their advantage over blacks in outcomes.

These latter two explanations of the biracial advantage draw a distinction between

a race-based explanation and a class-based explanation, but they are not meant to compete

in the typical race vs. class fashion. Both theories presume a truly racial difference in

outcomes between blacks and whites, but the theories differ in understanding the source

of biracials’ placement between these two groups. According to a race-based explanation,
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biraciality itself is treated differently from blackness within educational and occupational

institutions. According to the class-based explanation, race plays an important role in

shaping the family institution for biracials, which has subsequent implications for their

treatment within schools.

Understanding the source of the biracial advantage is key to understanding the

future of racial hybridity in this country. It is also key to understanding racial issues

more broadly. Time magazine’s Eve is symbolic of the hope many Americans have that

racial mixing will solve our racial problems. One of the main arguments of multiracial

advocates in debates over racial classifications is that the creation of multiracial categories

will help destroy the race line. If the biracial advantage stems from racial ambiguity,

then their greater mobility within educational and labor market institutions may be a

sign that such hope is not misplaced. If this advantage merely reflects the continuation

of skin tone preferences, however, we may just be seeing a familiar process of intraracial

stratification with new lenses. If, on the other hand, this advantage stems from selectivity

in the formation of interracial unions, we may be facing problems of internal class cleavages

within the black population. Wilson (1978), in his seminal book, The Declining Significance

of Race, highlighted such cleavages within the black population in the post Civil Rights era.

He argued that the increased occupational and spatial mobility of the black middle class had

crippled black communities and led to the creation of an isolated ghetto poor. Similarly, if

interracial unions are restricted to a certain set of blacks, they will likely not be the solution

to racial problems. Paradoxically, interracial unions may further isolate certain segments

of the black population.

1.4 Outline of this study

In this study, I will show that the new biracial advantage in educational outcomes

is largely a result of their privileged backgrounds and thus originates in the dynamics of

interracial union formation. Biracials succeed not because of lighter shades of skin or a

racially ambiguous identity, but by drawing upon their superior family resources.

Chapter 2 will examine more closely the skin-tone stratification of the “old” bira-

cials. I will show that there was a dramatic decline in the importance of skin tone for

educational and occupational attainment beginning with cohorts born and raised during

the Civil Rights period. Among other things, the transformation of the racial system dur-
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ing this period imploded the skin tone hierarchy within the black population which racial

amalgamation had helped to created. Thus, there is reason to treat “new” biracials very

differently.

Chapter 3 will examine educational outcomes for these new biracials. Since, most

of these individuals are quite young, looking at occupational outcomes is not possible. I

will demonstrate that the biracial advantage in schooling outcomes is largely explained by

the parental resources they possess. After these resources have been accounted for, biracial

children are generally indistinguishable from blacks in terms of their educational outcomes,

although there is an important deviation from this pattern with regard to test scores.

Chapter 4 will explore how the privileged families of biracials are formed. I will

show that black selectivity is a general feature of interracial unions, not just marriages.

Furthermore, I will compare different theories regarding this selectivity and demonstrate

that the most plausible account points to class cleavages within the black population which

isolate lower-class blacks.

Chapter 5 will synthesize the results and draw some conclusions. I will also discuss

the potential future of racial mixing in the United States and how we should approach the

subject.
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Chapter 2

The Demise of the Mulatto Legacy

Skin tone discrimination within the black population has rarely been the subject

of legal action, but an important case in 1989 before the United States District Court for

the Northern District of Georgia is telling. In Walker v. Internal Revenue Service, Tracy

Walker, a light-skinned black clerk-typist for the IRS claimed that her darker-skinned black

supervisor had discriminated against her on the basis of her skin tone (Jones 2000:1539). Ac-

cording to Walker, her supervisor had “singled her out” for unfair treatment because of her

light skin and had inaccurately reported her to be tardy, lazy, and incompetent (Anonymous

1989, May 15). The case is noteworthy because the direction of discrimination is opposite

that which we have come to expect. Historically, lighter-skinned blacks have been privileged

over darker-skinned blacks.

There is no more visible manifestation of this privilege than the exclusive “blue

vein societies” which proliferated during Reconstruction. The name originates with the

Blue Vein Society of Nashville, where admittance was only granted to blacks whose skin

was light enough to make visible the blueish-purple veins of their wrists. Such societies

attempted to preserve the distinct freeborn mulatto status which existed before the war,

and which was now threatened by the emancipation of a mass of darker-skinned blacks. As

Landry (1987) writes:

The main objective of all these clubs was social, and members regularly enter-
tained in lavish style with parties, dinners, dances, and teas and in general tried
to pattern their lives after upper-middle-class whites. A great deal of emphasis
was placed on white values and the imitation of affluent whites, an attitude that
inclined the black elite to avoid contact with the rank-and-file of black society
and to withdraw within the narrow circle of friends and relatives. (qtd. in Jones
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(2000), note 122)

Ultimately, blue vein societies failed. Tripartite segregation was inconsistent with

America’s emerging racial ideology. As whites rejected them, mulattoes turned to the black

community and melded into the darker masses. Blue vein societies were a symbol of divisive-

ness within this broadened “black” community, and interfered with attempts to create racial

solidarity in the face of oppression. By the 1920s, these societies largely disappeared and

“black” America became “brown” America (Williamson 1995). The mulatto vanished as

all parties accepted the one-drop rule. Whites accepted it as a means of oppression. Blacks

and mulattoes accepted it as a means of organizing greater solidarity, and thus resistance.

The racial battle lines were drawn and there would be no buffer.

The blue veins lived on, however, if not so visibly. When mulattoes joined the

larger black community, they brought with them the superior resources which had long

defined their group. These resources enabled many mulattoes to occupy elite positions

within the black community. Because mulattoes were phenotypically different from blacks,

power within the black community was associated with proximity to a European phenotyp-

ical appearance. This initial association apparently led to the development of preferences

for lightness that privileged lighter-skinned blacks in their life chances, regardless of their

familial connections to a mulatto elite.

Is Walker, then, a sign of a shift in this skin tone hierarchy, or is it merely an

isolated incident of an atypical role reversal? In this chapter, I will explore possible changes

to America’s intraracial skin tone hierarchy in the late twentieth century. Ultimately, the

evidence shows that the privileges of lighter-skinned blacks disappeared during the civil

rights era, signifying that the final legacy of America’s first wave of racial amalgamation

have passed away.

2.1 The Skin Tone Legacy

Skin tone variation within the black population is a result of both sexual inter-

action between blacks and whites and “the one-drop rule” which assigns the offspring of

these unions to the black category. Prior to Emancipation, interracial sex both on and off

the plantation was relatively common, and led over time to a significant number of individ-

uals of both African and European ancestry, known colloquially at the time as mulattoes.
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Interracial sex declined after Emancipation as outlined in Chapter 1, but sexual contact

between mulattoes and blacks continued, leading to a black population with a significant

and uneven amount of white ancestry and a great deal of diversity in physical appearance,

but with no connection to living white relatives.

Prior to Emancipation, the distinction between whites, mulattoes, and blacks was

uncertain and geographically variable. In certain parts of the country, a three-tiered system

developed which recognized the distinct status of mulattoes. This recognition was particu-

larly common in areas influenced by Latin and West Indian traditions, such as Louisiana,

South Carolina, and other parts of the Lower South. Elsewhere, the formal distinction

between blacks and mulattoes was less clear (Williamson 1995).

It is important, however, to make a distinction between formal classifications and

the categories of lived experience. Whether or not mulattoes were recognized as a distinct

group formally, they were almost universally privileged relative to blacks. On the plantation,

mulattoes were more likely to be given household or artisan jobs as opposed to fieldwork.

According to the 1860 Census, the vast majority of the 12 percent of slaves who were

enumerated as mulatto lived in the households of their masters (Kronus 1974). These

advantages most likely stem from the kinship relations mulattoes had with whites on the

plantation. Of course, such relations were not always beneficial, particularly when mulatto

children were competing with their white half-siblings for attention, or when they reminded

white women of their husbands’ infidelities. Numerous anecdotal stories exist of mulattoes

being treated harshly precisely because of their origins. Nonetheless, relative to the average

unmixed field hand, mulattoes were generally in an advantageous position because of these

kinship relations.

Mulattoes were disproportionately represented among free blacks. The 1860 Cen-

sus classified 58 percent of free blacks as mulatto, while it only classified 12 percent of

the slave population in a similar manner (Kronus 1974). This overrepresentation has two

probable causes. First, mulattoes were apparently more likely to be manumitted than their

darker peers, once again owing to their kinship relations. Second, interracial sexual contact

may have been greater off the plantation than on it.

Whatever the reason, mulattoes were so dominant among free blacks that the

term Free Person of Color (FPC) often connotes a light-skinned mulatto. Obviously, being

free provided numerous opportunities unavailable to slaves, primarily the accumulation of

wealth and property.
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Among FPCs in general, light-skinned individuals were privileged, even in areas

without a strong mulatto distinction. Bodenhorn (2002), for example, has shown that

lighter-skinned freeborn blacks were taller than darker-skinned freeborn blacks in Ante-

bellum Virginia, suggesting greater health resources in childhood for the lighter-skinned

group.

By the dawn of Reconstruction then, mulattoes were more likely than blacks to

be free, highly skilled, healthier, and to possess more wealth. Even if it was not officially

recognized across the United States, a three-tiered hierarchy of whites, mulattoes, and

blacks had developed.

The gradual evolution of Jim Crow, however, challenged this three-tiered system.

By the late 19th century, whites were heavily policing the color line in order to prevent

“miscegenation.” The one-drop rule became the unofficial (and in some states, the official)

distinction. Interracial sexual contact diminished and mulattoes found themselves in an

uncomfortable position. As whites rejected their distinct status, mulattoes increasingly

accepted the one-drop rule and identified as black.

The disappearance of mulattoes from 1870 to 1920 was certainly a gradual process.

The “blue-vein” societies which flourished in the late 19th century and early 20th century

were really a last ditch effort by some mulattoes to preserve the three-tiered hierarchy

which whites had abandoned. As the untenability of such a hierarchy became clear, most

mulattoes voluntarily joined their darker kin. They brought two important items with them

when they merged with the black community: (1) their ancestry, and (2) their resources.

The first item has led to an incredible amount of phenotypical diversity in people who in

this country are considered “black.” Numerous studies using certain genetic markers have

estimated that the percentage of European ancestry in the black population may be on the

order of 20 percent (see Reed (1960) for a review and estimate). This diversity is reflected

in many physical features, but the most salient of these is skin tone.

Mulattoes joined the black community from a privileged position which allowed

them to dominate elite positions within the black community. Light-skinned descendants of

FPCs dominated black educational, religious, and political institutions. Most of the early

leaders of the black community, for example, were actually light-skinned mulattoes such as

W.E.B. DuBois, Booker T. Washington, and Walter White. The educational system, in

particular, was a mulatto-dominated institution. The creation of black preparatory schools

and colleges after the Civil War was a project of the mulatto elite and the students at
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these elite institutions were often noticeably light of complexion (Mullins and Sites 1984;

Williamson 1995; Russell, Wilson, and Hall 1992; Bond 1965). Some elite schools allegedly

even used color tests to determine admittance (Russell, Wilson, and Hall 1992:18). One of

the few exceptions to this rule was the Tuskegee Institute of Alabama, founded by Booker

T. Washington, which accepted many darker-skinned blacks. But the Tuskegee Institute

focused on vocational training as opposed to a liberal arts education, thus contributing to

greater inequality by skin tone. The elite black colleges produced new elites, while the

Tuskegee Institute produced skilled workers (who, because they were black, could rarely

find high paying work).

Because of the mulatto domination of elite institutions and positions within the

black community, the status hierarchy within the black population has long been correlated

with skin tone. Research in the 1960s demonstrated that this aspect of the status hierarchy

had not disappeared in the intervening decades.

Freeman et al. (1966) collected a sample of 250 black families in Boston in the

early 1960’s. They used a lithographed chart of six skin shades to measure skin tone of both

the husband and wife in these marriages. They found a statistically significant correlation

between husband’s education and skin tone and between wife’s education and skin tone.

Lighter husbands and wives were more likely to have at least some college education. They

also found that husbands’ and wives’ skin tones were correlated with the education of their

spouse, suggesting that lighter skin is a valuable resource for attracting high status spouses.

Edwards (1972) used a sample of 2,809 blacks taken from fifteen cities in 1968

which included an interviewer-identified measure of skin tone. He found that lighter-skinned

individuals were more likely to have attended college, had higher incomes, were more likely

to be in a white-collar occupation, and were less likely to live in a low-income neighborhood

than darker-skinned blacks.

Ransford (1970) sampled 312 black male head-of-households in Los Angeles in

the late 1960’s. Respondents were classified by the interviewers into one of four skin tone

categories. He found that lighter-skinned individuals have higher returns to their education

in terms of occupation (blue vs. white collar), employment, and income than darker-skinned

blacks although college graduation diluted the effect of skin tone overall.

The pressing question, however, has not been the existence of such a hierarchy but

whether it reflects a deep prejudice toward lighter skin or is simply a correlated by-product

of the mulatto “head start.” Parents pass on both privileges and skin tone to their children.
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Therefore, observed differences in socioeconomic status by skin tone for cohorts born in the

twentieth century may merely be artifacts of the initial differences by skin tone among their

ancestors in the late 19th century.

Research indicates, however, that the skin tone hierarchy is not simply an artifact.

In the most rigorous study of the pre-civil rights era, Hill (2000) used a longitudinal design

which linked a cohort of blacks born between 1910 and 1920 from the 1920 Census to death

records. He found significant differences between those listed as mulatto and those listed as

black on the 1920 Census in terms of school attendance and later-life occupational prestige.

Although mulattoes came from relatively privileged households, household differences in

literacy, parental occupation, and family type only explained about twenty percent of the

effect of skin tone.

Two other studies have confirmed Hill’s finding. These studies, based on the

National Survey of Black Americans conducted in 1980, demonstrated that skin tone dif-

ferentials in education, income, occupation, and spousal selection are only slightly affected

by controls for parental background characteristics (Hughes and Hertel 1990; Keith and

Herring 1991).

The available evidence, then, strongly suggests the existence of preferences for

lightness in the United States which operate independently of the class background of those

possessing the lighter skin. This phenomenon has been called “colorism.”

2.2 Colorism

Jones (2000) attributes the origin of the term “colorism” to an essay by Alice

Walker. The term describes the social hierarchy within the black population which privileges

lighter skin. Although the term is commonly used for any difference in outcomes by skin

tone, the pathways by which this association occurs are not well understood.

It is important to distinguish the practice of colorism from the practice of assigning

racial identity, although both involve the use of physical markers such as skin tone (Jones

2000). Skin tone is clearly a feature which people use to assign others to racial categories.

But this use of skin tone is not colorism itself. The race distinction is a categorical distinc-

tion. The recognition of color gradients within a categorically-assigned group can operate

independently, once this categorical distinction has been made.

As Jones (2000) and Ransford (1970) have noted, there are really two kinds of col-
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orism, one which operates interracially and another which operates intraracially. Interracial

colorism would be the the preferential treatment of lighter-skinned blacks by whites. Based

on a strict interpretation of the one-drop rule, we might expect that whites are unable or

unwilling to distinguish between blacks, once they have made the necessary categorical dis-

tinction. Indeed, Hill (2002) has shown that whites are less able to detect skin tone variation

within black subjects than are blacks. Nonetheless, there is some indication that whites do

have worse impressions of particularly dark-skinned blacks, although the evidence is sparse.

Anecdotal evidence suggests whites have particularly negative stereotypes about darker-

skinned blacks, demonstrated by the darkening of O.J. Simpson’s face on Time magazine’s

cover. In one of the few empirical investigations of the issue, Terkildsen (1993) reports that

white respondents evaluate fictitious black political candidates more negatively if they have

darker skin.

Even if whites are salient of such gradations, however, they are almost certainly

less salient than blacks. An entire terminology exists within the black population to define

different color shades which is largely unknown by whites. The other source of colorism

is intraracial colorism, or the preferencing of lighter skin by blacks themselves. Here the

evidence is stronger, although much of it is again anecdotal. The “blue vein societies” are

an early example of such intraracial colorism. I have already noted that color discrimination

occurred in admissions to prestigious black universities (Russell, Wilson, and Hall 1992).

Similarly, “Paper bag tests” are notorious tests where blacks have been allowed access

to organizations only if their skin is lighter than a brown grocery bag. Such tests have

allegedly been used in some black churches, fraternities, and sororities (Russell, Wilson,

and Hall 1992).

The general consensus seems to be that lighter-skinned blacks are privileged be-

cause of a universal distaste within the black population for phenotypes which are partic-

ularly “black” (dark skin, kinky hair, etc) (Russell, Wilson, and Hall 1992; Ransford 1970;

Udry, Baumann, and Chase 1971; Hill 2000; Hughes and Hertel 1990; Freeman, Armor,

Ross, and Pettigrew 1966). This distaste is apparently the result of ubiquitous white ideals

of beauty as well as the role model position of the mulatto elite in the early years after

Emancipation. The various skin-lightening, hair-straightening products available for blacks

suggest that such a distaste exists. In some of the most famous social experiments ever per-

formed, Kenneth and Mamie Clark found that black pre-school children preferred playing

with white dolls over black dolls and identified with colors lighter than their own (Clark and
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Clark 1940; Clark and Clark 1950), suggesting that blacks have developed “self-hatred” of

their own appearance. Although this self-hatred may have changed in recent years as black

pride movements have attempted to assert that “Black is Beautiful”, recent evidence on

black youth (Porter 1991; Robinson and Ward 1995; Powell-Hopson and Hopson 1988) and

college students (Bond and Cash 1992) suggests that preferences for lighter skin remain.

The self-hatred argument isn’t entirely accurate, however. In terms of personal-

ity characteristics rather than physical appearance, the majority of blacks prefer medium

shades of skin and have negative evaluations of both light and dark skin tone extremes. Par-

rish (1946) found that a group of middle-school black students generally provided favorable

physical descriptions of light and medium skin tones (such as “cute” or “nice looking”),

but negative physical descriptions of darker skin tones (such as “ugly”). However, per-

sonality trait descriptions were generally negative for both lighter and darker skin tones,

while they were positive for medium skin tones. In a sample of 400 individuals, he found

a similar breakdown when they were asked to identify which color grouping best fit certain

statements. Darker-skinned blacks were considered “hardest to get along with” (52.5%),

followed by lighter-skinned blacks (23.2%), and finally medium skinned blacks (9.9%).1

The majority (57.7%) of respondents thought that medium-skinned blacks were the most

“sweet and affectionate”, that lighter-skinned blacks “think they are better” (74.7%), and

that darker-skinned blacks were “excluded from sororities” (75.0%). This finding indicates

that while only darker-skinned individuals suffer from negative evaluations of their appear-

ance (as expected), both lighter-skinned and darker-skinned blacks suffered from negative

stereotypes about personality traits.

It is telling that the majority of blacks fall into the medium range of skin tone

and that this tone is viewed most favorably. Yet, lighter-skinned blacks have historically

been privileged even over this medium-skinned group despite the fact that they suffer from

certain negative stereotypes. If colorism were simply reflective of preferences among blacks,

then we would expect both lighter-skinned and darker-skinned blacks to suffer relative to

the large group of medium-skin tone blacks. Colorism may not simply be a matter of self-

hatred and deeply ingrained individual prejudices. Rather, a more structural explanation

may be necessary. Lighter-skinned individuals may remain privileged because they can

reproduce this privilege through their role as gatekeepers of opportunity in the educational

1These numbers do not add up to 100% because some respondents did not provide answers.
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and occupational spheres. Homophily combined with a “mulatto head start” may explain

intraracial colorism. After all, it has hardly been necessary for blacks to discriminate against

fellow blacks in favor of whites for whites to maintain a racially dominant position. In a

similar fashion, it is not necessary for all blacks to favor lighter-skinned blacks for lighter-

skinned blacks to remain dominant.

Color dominance, however, may be more difficult to maintain in the long run than

racial dominance. The categorical nature of race is important in this vein. Skin tone, un-

like race, is simply a location on a gradient from darker to lighter. There are important

organizational differences between categorical boundaries and gradients. Tilly (1998) ar-

gues that gradients are unstable boundaries and they will tend to evolve toward categorical

pairs. The use of a plethora of terms to describe different color shades within the black

population (high yellow, chocolate, tarbaby, blue black, sealskin, etc.) may be an example

of such an evolution. However, these identifiers have never coalesced into distinct categori-

cal boundaries. Such boundaries are impeded by important relations among individuals of

different skin tones, such as kinship relations. Because of the one-drop rule, kinship net-

works for the last century and a half have been almost purely intraracial. This means that

racial boundaries do not separate local kin networks. Color distinctions within the black

population, however, frequently separate local kin networks. The difficulty of establishing

categorical boundaries around skin tone differences may weaken the reproducibility of skin

tone distinctions over the long term.

Although the skin tone hierarchy was strong for the first half of the twentieth

century, it is less clear what happened to this hierarchy in the second half of the twentieth

century. While the skin tone hierarchy may have been a difficult hierarchy to reproduce

in general because it never crystallized into firm categorical distinctions, it may have been

particularly difficult to reproduce in the period from 1945-1970 during which time the

United States underwent a profound racial transformation. The Civil Rights Movement,

the specter of Nazi racism, the restructuring of the urban economy, and the decline of labor

unions all contributed to dramatic transformations of the racial system (Omi and Winant

1994; Wilson 1978). Blacks became more integrated into previously white educational and

labor market organizations, a black pride movement consciously challenged long-established

preferences for lightness, and blatant racial domination became political unacceptable. Did

the skin tone hierarchy survive this transformation intact?

There are reasons to think it did not. First, the civil rights movement consciously
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challenged dominant ideals of beauty within the black population. This may have altered

prevailing attitudes about color and could have conceivably reversed color prejudices within

the black community. Second, the integration of blacks into previously white institutions

changed the institutional gatekeepers from blacks (lighter-skinned blacks in particular) to

whites. If these white gatekeepers were less salient of color than were black gatekeepers,

then this integration may have been more beneficial for darker-skinned blacks than for

lighter-skinned blacks.

Udry, Baumann, and Chase (1971), using a sample of 350 married black couples

from Washington D.C. in 1965, found evidence that skin tone differentials had reversed

for recent marital cohorts of black men. They found that darker skin was associated with

higher levels of education, spousal education, and occupational mobility for younger marital

cohorts, while lighter skin was associated with better outcomes for older marriage cohorts.

For black women, on the other hand, lighter skin was associated with higher levels of these

variables for all marriage cohorts. They argued that increased black pride associated with

the Civil Rights Movement brought about this shift for black men. However, their data was

collected on a small and localized sample and focused only on married couples. Three later

studies on larger national samples have generated skepticism about their findings.

Two of these studies examined the first wave of the National Survey of Black

Americans, a nationally representative survey of black Americans eighteen years and older

conducted in 1980. Hughes and Hertel (1990) found significant skin tone differentials in

education, occupational prestige, income, and spousal education and occupational prestige,

even after controlling for family background. Furthermore, they compared the magnitude of

the results from their study to earlier studies and concluded that there had been no change

in the effect of skin tone on education and occupation from 1950 to 1980. Keith and Herring

(1991), similarly, found significant differences by skin tone in terms of education, occupation,

and income, even after controlling for parental background. They did not directly compare

their estimates to previous ones, but conclude that skin tone discrimination “continues to

occur within this era (pg. 775).”

Seltzer and Smith (1991) use the special oversample of blacks in the 1982 General

Social Survey to examine skin tone differentials in education, occupational prestige, and

marital status. They find that lighter-skinned blacks are more highly educated, have greater

occupational prestige and are more likely to be married than darker-skinned blacks, although

they do not control for parental background in their analysis. They conclude that “in the
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later third of the 20th century, the Black community continues to exhibit a degree of class

stratification based on color (pg. 284).”

These three studies have provided important insight into skin tone differentials

in the black population and the first two have also provided important evidence that skin

tone differentials cannot be explained by class background. However, their pronouncements

about the persistence of skin tone differentials in the post Civil-Rights era must be viewed

with some caution. All of these studies reached this conclusion by looking for simple period

changes in skin tone differentials. If, in a 1980 survey, skin tone is found to have an effect

on some other variable, then it is interpreted as producing this effect in 1980. However, a

survey of those eighteen years and older in 1980 includes many individuals who lived much

of their life prior to the Civil Rights period. For older cohorts, educational, occupational,

and marital outcomes were determined by conditions in existence prior to 1980. Educational

outcomes tend to be concentrated early in life, occupational outcomes are partly determined

by occupational trajectories which have their basis in the past, and the importance of skin

tone on the marriage market is important as the time of the marriage, not at a later

stage in the union. The important question is not whether we observe an overall difference

between lighter-skinned and darker-skinned individuals in 1980, but whether this difference

has changed for recent cohorts who came of age during and after the Civil Rights period. I

now turn to that question.

2.3 The Rise and Fall of the Skin Tone Hierarchy

If we wanted to know the differences in educational attainment between whites

and blacks over the twentieth century, we could examine birth cohorts separated by race

from repeated cross-sections of the United States Census. Such an analysis would provide

a very accurate account because it essentially provides data for the entire population, not

just a sample. It is not possible to use the Census or any other large, long-term data

source to look at skin tone, because none of these sources record information on skin-tone

differences within racial groups. The mulatto category, used irregularly until 1930, may be

an uncertain proxy for light skin tone, but its measurement ends before it becomes useful.

This problem can be addressed by observing changes across cohorts in a recent sur-

vey. A survey that includes multiple cohorts encapsulates information about each cohort’s

lived experience at previous points in its life course. Education, for example, is generally
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Table 2.1: Sample size and years for waves of the National Survey of Black Americans and
the General Social Survey, 1982

Dependent Variables Available
Wave Year N Education Occupation Spouse’s Education

NSBA, Wave 1 1979-80 2103 Yes Yes Yes
NSBA, Wave 2 1987-88 916 Yes Yes No
NSBA, Wave 3 1989-90 771 No Yes No
NSBA, Wave 4 1992 644 No Yes No

GSS 1982 510 Yes Yes No

achieved early in the life course. Therefore, differences across cohorts in educational at-

tainment reflect educational conditions when these cohorts were younger. Although, this

logic is not as true for occupations, one’s current occupation is largely determined by a

prior occupational trajectory. Therefore, looking at differences across cohorts can provide

important information about trends in the past.

I pursue a cohort strategy here, using the National Survey of Black Americans

(NSBA). The NSBA is a random sample of black Americans eighteen years of age and

older. The survey was originally conducted in 1979-1980. There were three follow-up waves

of original respondents in the 1980s and early 1990s. In round one, interviewers collected

information on skin tone. I supplement this data set with a smaller sample based on an

oversample of the black population in the 1982 General Social Survey (GSS82) that also

collected information on skin tone.

The sample size and years for the surveys are shown in Table 2.1. There was

significant attrition from wave I to wave II. I have failed to detect significant changes in

important variables across waves, but this does not completely rule out the possibility that

the models for later waves are affected by this attrition.

I examine three different outcomes associated with skin tone. I examine total

years of education, occupational prestige, and spouse’s years of education (for those who are

married). These variables are not necessarily available for all four waves. Their availability

is shown in Table 2.1. Occupational prestige in both the NSBA and the GSS82 is coded

according to the 1970 three-digit census codes. For those who are retired, I use their last

occupation. I recode the three-digit census codes into Duncan SEI scores (Blau and Duncan

1967).

In both surveys I restrict the sample to native-born blacks less than eighty years
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of age. Foreign-born blacks from the West Indies and Africa may be very dark and yet

come from a selective immigrant group, thus they may have a tendency to obscure the skin

tone hierarchy existing among native-born blacks. There are so few people at older ages

that they may have an undue influence on change across cohorts simply by random chance.

For the occupational and educational attainment models, I also restrict the sample to those

over 25 years of age, to exclude individuals who are still involved in the schooling process.

In the first wave of the NSBA, this means that the youngest cohort examined is the 1955

birth cohort, while for later waves, I include up to the 1963 birth cohort. In the GSS82,

the youngest birth cohort is the 1958 birth cohort. This lower age restriction is not placed

on the marriage models, but in these models I do restrict the sample to only those who are

currently married.

In both the NSBA and GSS82, interviewers rated each respondent on a scale of

skin tone from one (darkest) to five (lightest). This method is not as optimal as using some

sort of lithograph, but it is the common method used in the literature. Although there will

no doubt be interviewer biases, such biases would tend to weaken the overall effect of skin

tone by inducing random noise. In the section that immediately follows, I turn these five

groups into three groups by collapsing the two darkest categories and the two lightest. In

the formal models to follow later, I do not collapse the five groups.

2.3.1 Trends across cohorts

Initially, I plot the outcome measures by cohort, divided into three skin tone

groups: light, medium, and dark. Figure 2.1 shows the results for educational attainment.

The upper left panel of Figure 2.1 shows the absolute difference of medium and darker

skinned blacks from lighter skinned blacks in years of schooling by five-year birth cohorts.

The data are plotted for both wave I and II of the NSBA. Because this is sample data,

there is significant random noise in these points, particularly for the small older cohorts.

The points are smoothed using a LOWESS technique (Cleveland 1979).

Even without the smoothing, however, the trend is clear. There is a convergence

in years of schooling between blacks of all skin colors. For most cohorts, the ranking

is as expected. Both medium-skinned and darker-skinned blacks have lower educational

attainment than lighter-skinned blacks, and darker-skinned blacks have lower educational

attainment than medium-skinned blacks. For younger cohorts, however, the differences
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Figure 2.1: Skin tone differences relative to light-skinned blacks in years of education across
birth cohorts, National Survey of Black Americans
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between the three groups get progressively smaller, until they are virtually non-existent.

For the youngest cohorts, there even appears to be a reversal in the ordering.

Where the decline begins is uncertain. For the medium-skinned cohorts the decline

only seems to begin in earnest for cohorts born between 1930 and 1940, while for darker-

skinned cohorts the decline appears to be more constant across the time-span.

Absolute differences in educational attainment across cohorts may distort the pic-

ture. A three year difference in educational attainment for cohorts born in 1900, for example,

may mean something very different than a three year difference for cohorts born in 1950,

because of the changing distribution and level of education across the twentieth century.

The lower two panels of Figure 2.1 experiment with alternative measures of difference. The

lower left panel measures the percentage difference of medium and dark-skinned cohorts
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from lighter-skinned cohorts. The 1900-1905 cohort of darker-skinned blacks, for example,

had on average 40% less years of education than the lighter-skinned cohort. The trend here

is quite similar to the trend in the upper-left panel.

The lower right panel of Figure 2.1 measures the difference in terms of the standard

deviation in educational attainment for the entire cohort. The 1910-1915 cohort of medium-

skinned blacks, for example, had, on average, one standard deviation less years of schooling

than lighter-skinned blacks. This measurement tends to shrink the values for the oldest

cohorts, because the variation in educational attainment was so high for these cohorts. Thus,

although in absolute and percentage terms, the medium and darker-skinned blacks from

cohorts born before 1920 were doing very poor relative to lighter-skinned blacks, they were

not doing so poorly when one considers that the overall level of educational inequality was

quite high. Nonetheless, this model still predicts a convergence in educational attainment

for the youngest cohorts, although it only picks up this trend for darker-skinned blacks in

the second wave.

Figure 2.2 shows similar graphs for occupational attainment differences by cohort,

as measured by the Duncan Socioeconomic Index. To simplify the graphs, I do not show the

results for the third and fourth waves here, but they are very similar to the pattern for the

second wave. The pattern here is quite different from the one for educational attainment.

In general, there appears to be a curvilinear relationship in which skin tone differences

actually grew from the earliest birth cohorts to those born in the 1930s, and then began to

decline again. This decline is apparent for medium-skinned blacks in both waves and for

darker-skinned blacks in the second wave.

This result is intriguing and suggests that mulatto dominance in educational in-

stitutions preceded their dominance in high-status occupations. Given that mulattoes first

came to dominate the black educational system in the days of Reconstruction, this finding is

understandable. Due to low returns on education for blacks in the early twentieth century,

highly-educated lighter-skinned blacks may not have been able to turn this advantage into

an occupational advantage.

A second important feature of Figure 2.2 is the period convergence between wave

I and wave II. For all cohorts still in the labor market (born before the 1915-1920 cohort),

there is a dramatic decline in skin tone differences from 1980 to 1987. Unlike educational

attainment, which is largely achieved early in the life course and then remains constant,

occupational mobility occurs throughout the life course. The results here, suggest that
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Figure 2.2: Skin tone differences in occupational attainment (Duncan SEI) relative to light-
skinned blacks across birth cohorts, National Survey of Black Americans
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upward mobility was greater from 1980 to 1987 for medium and darker-skinned blacks

than for lighter-skinned blacks, leading to a convergence in occupational attainment within

cohorts. Because of the high attrition between waves I and II, I cannot completely rule out

that this effect is an artifact of the attrition, however.

Finally, I plot similar graphs in Figure 2.3 for spousal differences in years of edu-

cation by marital cohorts. It is important to use marital cohorts rather than birth cohorts

here, because the year of the marriage reflects the applicable marriage market conditions

with regard to skin tone. Marital data is only available for wave I of the NSBA, and I

exclude marital cohorts prior to 1940 because there were very few light-skinned blacks (less

than five) in those cohorts. The figures show the appropriate rank ordering of the skin tone

groups. Both medium-skinned and darker-skinned groups had less educated spouses than
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Figure 2.3: Skin tone differences relative to light-skinned blacks in spousal years of education
across marital cohorts, National Survey of Black Americans
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the lighter-skinned group and the darker-skinned group did worse than the medium-skinned

group. For the younger cohorts married by the 1960’s or later, there is some apparent

convergence of skin tone differences in spousal education, regardless of which measure of

convergence is used.

While these figures provide important information, they are not sufficient for two

reasons. First, they do not take account of confounding factors which may vary across

cohorts and produce spurious effects. For example, education is important for both occu-

pational attainment and spousal selection. Because Figures 2.2 and 2.3 do not account for

educational differences between groups, they may simply be “carrying through” a skin-tone

effect which largely operates in the educational sphere.

Second, these figures have no measure of statistical inference. In fact, the LOWESS
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smoothing weights each cohort the same regardless of size. I would like a more rigorous

method of identifying potential changes to the skin tone hierarchy. To address both of these

issues, I now turn to multivariate models.

2.3.2 Formal multivariate models

A simple model for measuring skin tone differences would be:

yi = α + βsi + x′
iλ + εi (2.1)

Where, for the ith individual, yi is some outcome variable, si is a skin tone variable, and xi

is a vector of covariates. When these covariates have been added to the model, β provides

an estimate of the net “effect” of skin tone, or the differences between skin tone groups

holding these other factors constant.

In keeping with the approach of previous research, I model the skin tone measure

as a continuous variable. One could also measure skin tone using categorical variables.

However, given the general expectations that skin tone acts as a gradient, the continuous

variable approach seems reasonable. The gradient approach is supported by the results of

Figures 2.1-2.3, which generally show the appropriate rank ordering and distancing between

the three groups of lighter-skinned, medium-skinned, and darker-skinned blacks. Using this

formulation, β becomes the increase (or decrease) in yi associated with being one skin tone

category lighter.

Equation (2.1) is the general model used by Keith and Herring (1991) and Hughes

and Hertel (1990). I wish to extend this model to capture potential changes in the skin

tone hierarchy across different cohorts.

I begin with a model which assumes change began for a certain cohort and contin-

ued in the same direction. This type of model can be used to determine if a particular time

period in the twentieth century is associated with the decline of the skin tone hierarchy. I

refer to this type of model as a “threshold model.”

The basic threshold model is:

yi = α + (β + γti)si + δwi + x′
iλ + εi (2.2)

where yi is the outcome variable of interest for the ith individual, either years of education or

an occupational prestige score, wi is the cohort year of birth (occupational and educational
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attainment models) or marriage (marriage models) for the ith individual, si is the skin tone

variable for the ith individual, and xi is a vector of control variables for the ith individual.

The key variable in this analysis is ti, which is defined as follows:

ti =







0 if wi < υ

wi − υ else
(2.3)

where wi is the cohort year for the ith individual and υ is some year before which skin tone

differences have not changed between cohorts. After year υ, there is a linear change in the

effect of skin tone. A positive value of β indicates skin tone differentials favoring lighter-

skinned individuals. A negative value on γ indicates a linear decline in these differentials

after some year υ.2

The key coefficient in these models is γ, which measures the strength of change

in skin tone differentials after some index year, υ. Identifying the appropriate year, υ,

however is not trivial. Furthermore, it would be useful to be able to compare a model with

a cohort parameter to the basic model from equation (2.1). I use the Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC) suggested by Raftery (1995) to both determine the appropriate threshold

year and test whether the best threshold model is superior to a model which assumes no

cohort change. For an OLS model, The BIC ′ statistic is:

BIC ′ = n log(1 − R2) + p log n (2.4)

Where n is the sample size and p is the number of independent variables in the model. BIC ′

balances goodness-of-fit with parsimony in a single measure which makes it very useful when

comparing models. In this case, I run the model from (2.2) with every possible value of υ.

For every model but the last, this means comparing R2 values, since p and n are constant.

This allows me to not only test for the best threshold year, but to simultaneously test the

threshold argument against the argument that there has been no change across cohorts.

The model where the threshold is the youngest cohort is equivalent to the model with no

cohort interaction. The difference in BIC ′ for this last model reflects both differences in

R2 and the improved parsimony of removing one term from the model.

The use of BIC ′ as a model-fitness statistic is not universally accepted. It is only

an approximation of a Bayesian factor, and is generally used in conjunction with other

2Careful observers will note that I do not include ti as a term in its own right. I cannot do this because
the collinearity in the model would be extremely high. I can, however, capture the effect of this variable by
including polynomial terms of birth year. The substantive results of such models are similar to ones without
the polynomials, so I exclude them from models presented here.
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methods. Furthermore, the cohort threshold model imposes a great deal of structure on

changes across cohorts. The expected pattern does not appear to fit the more complex

patterns for occupational attainment and spousal attainment shown in Figures 2.2 and

2.3. Therefore, I use a set of polynomial models to test for more complex patterns in a

multivariate framework. Polynomial terms allow the skin tone effect to change in non-

linear ways across cohorts. The higher the order of polynomials fit, the greater is the

flexibility across cohorts. I fit models which include fourth-degree polynomial cohort-skin

tone interactions, as follows:

yi = α + (β + γ1wi + γ2w
2
i + γ3w

3
i + γ4w

4
i )si + δwi + x′

iλ + εi (2.5)

According to this model, the effect of skin tone for any individual will be a function

of the cohort year wi for that person, such that:

∂y

∂s
= β + γ1w + γ2w

2 + γ3w
3 + γ4w

4 (2.6)

This function is a fourth-degree polynomial. The γ’s are not directly interpretable,

but can be understood graphically. Furthermore, calculus techniques can be used to deter-

mine maxima and minima of the function.

For both types of models, the control variables differ by the outcome being exam-

ined. All models include dummies for gender and region (south vs. non-south dummy). In

the occupational and spousal attainment models, I include the respondent’s own education

(years of schooling) as a control, since education is a prime determinant of both occupation

and spousal education. I include father’s occupation as a control variable in all models.3

I also include parental education (years of schooling) in the educational and spousal at-

tainment models. It is important to control for these parental characteristics because skin

tone may to some extent be a proxy for the inheritance of family advantage. Without such

controls, the direct effect of skin tone will be overestimated. I also experimented with inter-

actions between skin tone and gender and between skin tone and region. Neither produced

any noticeable effects. I did however include both a gender-birth cohort and an education-

birth cohort interaction in the occupational attainment models to capture changes over the

course of the century in occupational gender differentials and returns on human capital.

Finally, I also include a family size variable from the GSS82 which is not available in the

NSBA.
3In the NSBA, this is coded as a 31 category list which is roughly ordered by prestige. I include it as a

continuous variable. In the GSS82, father’s occupation is included as a Duncan SEI score.
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There are a large number of missing values for parental education and occupation

in both surveys. Hughes and Hertel (1990) and Keith and Herring (1991) apparently omitted

these cases, leading to drastic reductions in sample size. I use a different technique here. I

impute mean values on all missing variables for parents’ occupation and education. I then

include dummy variables indicating which values are missing. The dummy specification

means that the imputation will not affect the estimate for the variable where imputation

occurred. It does not produce better estimates for this variable, but does allow me to use

the full dataset. Furthermore, the coefficient for the missing case dummy variable tells me

how far off my mean imputation was, based on the data that are non-missing.4

In any analysis of change across cohorts in a single time period, two competing

explanations must be addressed. The first is that the observed changes across cohorts are

actually changes across age. In fact, Hughes and Hertel (1990:1111) include a straight

cohort-skin tone interaction into their model of educational attainment, but interpret it in

terms of an age effect, rather than a cohort effect. The second is that the younger cohorts

differ from the older cohorts because of differential mortality in the older cohorts.

Both concerns can be dealt with here by looking across subsequent waves of the

NSBA. If the thresholds identified here truly represent the effects of reaching some age

threshold, then the best threshold should shift to later years in subsequent waves. For

example, if the best threshold for educational attainment in Wave I (1980) is 1945, then

that threshold applies to 35-year olds. The best threshold in the second wave (1987-88)

should be around 1952-1953 because that birth year cohort would be 35 in 1987-88. If the

effect is truly a cohort effect, on the other hand, then the threshold year should not change

across waves.

The second concern can be addressed in a similar fashion. It is not intuitive how

mortality selection would create such a threshold effect. Even so, if mortality attrition at

some age created the threshold, then that threshold should move to later years in subsequent

waves, assuming that the pattern of selection by age is not changing over time.
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Table 2.2: Fit of threshold models and year of best-fitting threshold compared to models
without cohort change

Year BIC ′ Difference Strength
change no change

Education (NSBA W1) 1944 -795.32 -779.57 -15.75 Very Strong
Education (NSBA W2) 1944 -392.77 -359.48 -33.28 Very Strong
Education (GSS82) 1948 -97.66 -92.76 -4.89 Positive

Duncan SEI (NSBA W1) 1953 -670.57 -661.6 -8.98 Strong
Duncan SEI (NSBA W2) 1944 -376.06 -374.79 -1.27 Weak
Duncan SEI (NSBA W3) 1945 -334.51 -327.95 -6.56 Strong
Duncan SEI (NSBA W4) 1947 -277.14 -274.58 -2.56 Positive
Duncan SEI (GSS82) 1934 -92.48 -88.17 -4.31 Positive

Spousal Educ. (NSBA W1) 1969 -413.38 -417.49 4.11 Not Pref.

Threshold Models

Table 2.2 summarizes the results for each threshold model-fitting exercise. It

shows the threshold year of the best fitting cohort model from equation (2.2), the BIC ′

statistic for that model as well as the BIC ′ statistic for the basic model from equation

(2.1) with no cohort change, and the difference between the two models. The strength of

the cohort change model over the basic model is determined according to the conventions

of Raftery (1995:139), and is loosely related to the standard significance levels used in

conventional p-value tests. Negative differences indicate a preference for the cohort change

model, while positive differences indicate a preference for the no-change model.

Table 2.2 strongly suggests a change in skin tone educational differentials for co-

horts born in the mid-1940s. It shows milder, but consistent support around the same time

frame for skin tone differences in occupational attainment. For spousal education, however,

there is no evidence of a change in the importance of skin tone across cohorts. I will now

examine each of these outcomes in more detail.

4The large number of imputations performed here might be a concern if parental background was my
primary interest. My central concern here is skin tone differences across cohorts. Parental background is
only included to provide a better specification, so the additional information added by the imputation is well
worth the cost. Alternative models which did omit cases produced similar results, but I prefer the models
which make use of the entire dataset.
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Figure 2.4: BIC ′ statistic for educational attainment threshold models based on year of
threshold
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For both waves of the NSBA, the threshold model for educational attainment is

strongly preferred over the basic model, which indicates that there was a change in skin tone

differentials beginning with cohorts born around the mid-1940’s. This timing corresponds to

the cohorts who grew up during and after the Civil Rights period. Furthermore, the year of

the best-fitting model is consistent across the waves, casting doubt on an age interpretation

of these findings. If the threshold model had truly reflected an age effect of skin tone,

then the best fitting year should have moved to 1951-52 in the second wave, which was

conducted 7-8 years later than the first. Instead, the best-fitting model remains fixed on

the birth cohort of 1944 in both waves, despite the fact that this cohort was 7-8 years older

in the second wave. The results for the GSS82 also support a cohort change model, although

the level is not as strong and the best-fitting year is slightly later.
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Figure 2.5: Predicted effect of skin tone on educational attainment (highest grade com-
pleted) across birth cohorts, based on fourth-degree polynomial models
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Source: National Survey of Black Americans, Waves I and II, General social Survey, 1982.

Full results for the polynomial models are available in the appendix under Table A.1.

Figure 2.4 shows the BIC ′ statistic for every possible educational attainment

threshold model based on the year of the threshold (υ). Negative values indicate better-

fitting models. For all points except the last, changes in BIC ′ simply reflect changes in

the variance explained (R2). The point to the far right is the model with no cohort change

at all. The drop associated with this point is the improvement in parsimony gained by

removing a term from the model.

There is a clear and strong pattern showing better fitting models for cohorts born

as early as 1920 and peaking by the mid 1940s. The best-fitting model from Table 2.2 is

not a result of random noise, but the result of a clear pattern which indicates that skin tone

differentials in educational attainment changed for cohorts born around these years.

It is possible that the threshold model may be imposing too strict a structure on
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the pattern of cohort change. The results of the polynomial model demonstrate, however,

that the threshold model is actually a very good approximation of the process. The skin

tone coefficient from this model, fit using equation (2.5), is shown in Figure 2.5. The results

are strikingly consistent across both waves of the NSBA and the GSS82. All three lines are

positive and relatively constant in the early period, and begin to decline dramatically in

the 1940’s. The GSS82 line increases dramatically with the early cohorts, but this should

not be taken too seriously as the sample size of these early cohorts is quite small. The

decline is more dramatic in wave II of the NSBA, but there is no shift to later cohorts,

which suggests that the decline is a true cohort effect. There is also no noticeable level

differentiation between wave I and II of the NSBA, suggesting that there was no period

change in the effect of skin tone on educational attainment. This is as expected given that

educational credentials are generally earned in a concentrated period of early life.

Based on Figure 2.5, the threshold model appears to be a reasonable model of

change across cohorts in educational differentials. Table 2.3 shows the educational attain-

ment threshold models for all three surveys. For each wave, model I is the basic model and

model II is the threshold model. For simplicity, the threshold for each model is 1945.

The effects of the independent variables are generally as expected from previous

research on educational attainment. Parents’ education and occupation both have a strong

influence. Being from the southern region of the United States is a detriment to educational

attainment. Younger cohorts have higher educational attainment, reflecting the general

trend in education across the twentieth century.

The models predict that those with lighter skin tone historically had more years of

education, even compared to someone of the same sex, age, region, and parental background.

The β coefficient of 0.419 in the second model for NSBA wave I indicates that, prior to 1945,

the average difference between someone in the lightest category and someone in the darkest

category was 1.68 years of schooling (.419 x 4 degrees of difference).

The second model for all three surveys shows that this skin tone effect has declined

dramatically for younger cohorts. The interaction effect, γ, is strongly negative, significant,

and consistent across all three surveys. The model predicts that for every birth cohort born

after 1945, skin tone differences in education between the darkest and the lightest blacks

declined by 0.2 years of education. At that rate, skin tone had virtually no effect on the

educational outcomes of cohorts born after 1953.

The main effect of skin tone (β) is also more consistent across the waves of the
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Table 2.3: Threshold models predicting educational attainment (total number of grades
completed)

NSBA, Wave 1 NSBA, Wave 2 GSS
Variable (I) (II) (I) (II) (I) (II)

Intercept 12.72 12.99 13.65 13.95 1.88 2.15
(0.290)∗∗∗ (0.293)∗∗∗ (0.356)∗∗∗ (0.351)∗∗∗ (0.635)∗∗ (0.636)∗∗∗

Skin Tone (β) 0.341 0.419 0.195 0.367 0.355 0.479
(0.077)∗∗∗ (0.078)∗∗∗ (0.097)∗ (0.098)∗∗∗ (0.156)∗ (0.160)∗∗

Skin Tone Decline (γ) -0.050 -0.053 -0.050
(0.010)∗∗∗ (0.008)∗∗∗ (0.017)∗∗

Father’s Occupation 0.142 0.145 0.127 0.127 0.008 0.007
(0.017)∗∗∗ (0.017)∗∗∗ (0.022)∗∗∗ (0.021)∗∗∗ (0.015) (0.015)

Father’s Education 0.037 0.051 0.045 0.067 0.020 0.020
(0.027) (0.027) (0.033) (0.032)∗ (0.054) (0.054)

Mother’s Education 0.166 0.168 0.138 0.148 0.272 0.278
(0.028)∗∗∗ (0.027)∗∗∗ (0.034)∗∗∗ (0.033)∗∗∗ (0.051)∗∗∗ (0.051)∗∗∗

Birth Year 0.079 0.097 0.058 0.093 0.067 0.093
(0.005)∗∗∗ (0.006)∗∗∗ (0.006)∗∗∗ (0.008)∗∗∗ (0.010)∗∗∗ (0.013)∗∗∗

Male 0.036 0.024 0.056 0.042 0.292 0.299
(0.143) (0.142) (0.182) (0.178) (0.300) (0.297)

South -0.787 -0.756 -0.779 -0.735 -0.383 -0.372
(0.140)∗∗∗ (0.139)∗∗∗ (0.174)∗∗∗ (0.170)∗∗∗ (0.303) (0.300)

Siblings -0.087 -0.090
(0.037)∗ (0.037)∗

Father’s Occ. Missing -0.065 -0.037 -0.170 -0.070 0.049 0.062
(0.188) (0.186) (0.235) (0.23) (0.416) (0.412)

Father’s Ed. Missing -0.588 -0.590 -0.570 -0.548 -1.191 -1.176
(0.176)∗∗∗ (0.175)∗∗∗ (0.217)∗∗ (0.212)∗∗ (0.410)∗∗ (0.407)∗∗

Mother’s Ed. Missing -1.487 -1.487 -1.655 -1.599 -0.681 -0.736
(0.182)∗∗∗ (0.181)∗∗∗ (0.230)∗∗∗ (0.225)∗∗∗ (0.369) (y0.366)∗

N 1651 1651 877 877 385 385
R2 0.406 0.415 0.390 0.417 0.347 0.362

standard errors in parentheses; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Birth year scaled so that intercept is 1945.

Source: National Survey of Black Americans, Waves I and II, General social Survey, 1982.
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NSBA in the models including the threshold than in the basic models. Because the birth

cohort composition shifted to younger cohorts between the waves, the second wave was more

representative of cohorts born after the threshold year. Models that don’t take account of

the threshold see what appears to be a period decline in β because of this shift to younger

cohorts. Once the decline is accounted for, β represents the effect only for those born prior

to 1945. The value of this coefficient is stable across the waves, as would be expected if the

threshold model is accurate.

In both the polynomial and threshold models, the NSBA wave II data suggest an

actual reversal in the effect of skin tone for the youngest cohorts studied here. This finding

is consistent with Udry, Baumann, and Chase (1971). Such a reversal is a possibility which

cannot be ruled out. However, the 95% confidence interval of the overall skin tone effect

around the final year includes zero, so a reversal must be viewed with some skepticism.

Occupational Attainment

Table 2.2 indicates that the threshold models fit well for Duncan SEI scores, al-

though the results are not quite as strong as those for educational attainment. The threshold

years are largely consistent across the waves of the NSBA, indicating a change in the mid-

1940s, although wave I pinpoints a late year of 1953. The GSS82 on the other hand finds a

much earlier threshold of 1934. In any case, there is no consistent shifting of the threshold

to later years in accordance with age shifts, casting doubt on an age interpretation of the

findings.

Figure 2.6 shows the BIC ′ by year of threshold for the occupational attainment

threshold models. Like the models for education, there is a consistent and strong dip for

each model around the best threshold year. The GSS82, however, is dipping earlier than

the NSBA.

Figure 2.7 shows the effect of skin tone on occupational attainment across birth

cohorts based on a fourth-degree polynomial model fit using equation (2.5). According to

this figure, the threshold models are concealing a great deal of complexity in the effect of

skin tone across birth cohorts. Two points are important about Figure 2.7.

First, there was an actual increase of skin tone differentials in the occupational

attainment for the oldest cohorts, just as I noted earlier in Figure 2.2. For these cohorts,

skin tone seems to have had no direct effect on occupational attainment, net of the effect it
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Figure 2.6: BIC ′ statistic for occupational attainment threshold models based on year of
threshold
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has through education and parental background. Both surveys suggest a rise in the direct

effect of skin tone on occupational attainment which peaked somewhere between 1930 and

the early 1940’s, and then began to decline again. The threshold models fit well because

they picked up this latter decline, even though they forced the effect in the earlier period

to be constant. There is some indication of a leveling off of this decline in the youngest

cohorts.

Second, Figure 2.7 suggests a period decline in the effect of skin tone. For each

wave of the NSBA, the overall effect of skin tone is generally lower than the overall effect for

the previous wave. It cannot be ruled out that this decline is a result of selective attrition,

but it suggests that there was a period decline in the effect of skin tone on occupational

attainment for all cohorts between 1980 and 1991.

Table 2.4 shows the polynomial models for occupational attainment, used to con-
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Table 2.4: Polynomial models predicting occupational prestige (Duncan SEI Score)

NSBA GSS82
Variable W1 W2 W3 W4

Intercept 24.02 28.74 30.77 34.15 25.83
(1.586)∗∗∗ (2.3)∗∗∗ (2.498)∗∗∗ (2.753)∗∗∗ (2.941)∗∗∗

Skin Tone (β) 2.065 1.614 0.964 0.240 3.435
(0.54)∗∗∗ (0.775)∗ (0.839) (0.919) (0.989)∗∗∗

Skin Tone Change (γ1) 0.026 -0.080 -0.086 -0.094 -0.122
(0.045) (0.056) (0.062) (0.069) (0.089)

Skin Tone Change (γ2) -0.0046 -0.0073 -0.0064 -0.0047 -0.0112
(0.002)∗∗ (0.002)∗∗ (0.003)∗ (0.003) (0.005)∗

Skin Tone Change (γ3) -0.00017 0.00016 0.00012 0.00010 0.00030
(−) (−) (−) (−) (−)

Skin Tone Change (γ4) -0.000018 0.000080 0.000056 0.000040 0.000130
(−) (−)∗ (−) (−) (−)

Education 3.964 4.433 4.578 4.564 3.239
(0.172)∗∗∗ (0.254)∗∗∗ (0.278)∗∗∗ (0.294)∗∗∗ (0.280)∗∗∗

Father’s Occupation 0.317 0.389 0.400 0.424 0.073
(0.104)∗∗ (0.153)∗ (0.163)∗ (0.176)∗ (0.075)

South -0.686 -2.102 -1.418 -2.097 -0.848
(0.858) (1.263) (1.373) (1.516) (1.612)

Male -1.310 -1.497 -2.439 -3.738 1.454
(0.891) (1.317) (1.436) (1.607)∗ (1.696)

Birth Year 0.098 0.177 0.195 0.281 0.113
(0.095) (0.134) (0.147) (0.170) (0.228)

Birth Year*Male -0.307 -0.395 -0.296 -0.343 -0.213
(0.057)∗∗∗ (0.087)∗∗∗ (0.096)∗∗ (0.115)∗∗ (0.129)

Birth Year*Education 0.073 0.093 0.099 0.080 0.032
(0.009)∗∗∗ (0.015)∗∗∗ (0.017)∗∗∗ (0.020)∗∗∗ (0.025)

Father Occ. Missing 1.227 -0.350 0.013 0.307 2.102
(1.093) (1.607) (1.763) (1.963) (1.812)

First Mimimum * 1908 1906 1906 1907
Maximum 1939 1931 1930 1928 1932
Second Mimimum * 1954 1957 1958 1953

N 1546 862 725 607 206
R2 0.385 0.390 0.408 0.413 0.529

standard errors in parentheses; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Birth year scaled so that intercept is 1937. Standard errors for γ3 and γ4 are too small too report here.

There were no real minima for wave I of the NSBA

Source: National Survey of Black Americans, Waves I-IV, General social Survey, 1982.
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Figure 2.7: Predicted effect of skin tone on occupational attainment (Duncan SEI scores)
across birth cohorts, based on fourth-degree polynomial models
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Source: National Survey of Black Americans, Waves I-IV, General social Survey, 1982.

struct Figure 2.7. The γ coefficients are difficult to interpret directly, but the maxima and

two minima for each curve are calculated based on the roots of the derivative of equa-

tion (2.6). As the maxima show, the peak of skin tone differentials in occupational attain-

ment was for cohorts born in the 1930s. The maxima appear to be moving backward over

waves, which rules out the possibility of an age effect.

The backward movement is most likely caused by the period decline in the effect of

skin tone for all cohorts, but affecting younger cohorts more. This period decline is visible

in the value of β over the four waves. This value corresponds to the effect of skin tone

for the birth cohort of 1937 in all four waves. When this cohort was 43 in 1980, the mean

difference in SEI between skin tone groups was 2.1. When this cohort was 50 in 1987, the

mean difference had declined to 1.61. When the cohort was 52 in 1989, the skin tone effect
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Figure 2.8: BIC ′ statistic for spousal attainment threshold models based on year of
threshold
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had declined to 0.96, and to 0.24 by the time the cohort was 54 in 1991. The effect of β is

consistently declining, indicating that skin tone mattered less for the same cohorts in 1992

than it did in 1980.

How can I reconcile these differences between cohort and period change in educa-

tional and occupational attainment? Educational credentials are generally received early in

the life course and as a result there is no period shift in educational differences. Occupa-

tional changes, however, can occur throughout the life cycle. As I noted earlier, occupational

upward mobility from 1980 to 1992 was greater for darker and medium skinned blacks than

for lighter-skinned blacks creating a convergence in skin tone differentials across all cohorts

still in the labor market.
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Figure 2.9: Predicted effect of skin tone on spousal years of education across marriage
cohorts, based on fourth-degree polynomial models
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Full results for the polynomial models are available in the appendix under Table A.2.

Assortative Mating

For spousal characteristics, the threshold model is not preferred. Skin tone differ-

entials in spousal characteristics did not change across cohorts. This is in sharp contrast

to the changes across educational and occupational attainment. Figure 2.8 shows the BIC ′

statistic for each year of the threshold for the spousal attainment threshold models. Al-

though none of the threshold models fit as well as the basic model (given by the last point

in 1980), there is a dip in the BIC ′ which suggests there may have been a slight change for

cohorts married in the late 1960’s. Nonetheless, this model is not preferred.

This finding is supported by the fourth-degree polynomial model presented in

Figure 2.9. The effect of skin tone is flat across most of the cohorts, except for the very

early cohorts where it declines dramatically. This decline should be discounted, due to the
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small sample sizes at the beginning of the period. It declines slightly for the later cohorts,

but this decline is not statistically significant, using either threshold or polynomial models.

Overall, the polynomial model suggests that the effect of skin tone on spousal education

was positive and constant throughout the period. This finding is inconsistent with the

trend shown in Figure 2.3 which suggested significant convergence in spousal attainment

across skin tone groups in the youngest cohorts. Most likely, this convergence was driven

by the convergence in educational attainment between skin tone groups. Since education is

controlled for in the multivariate models, we observe the net effect of skin tone on spousal

attainment. This net effect has apparently not changed greatly, although there may have

been slight declines in the late 1960’s.

2.4 The Unremarked Demise

Walker v. Internal Revenue Service may indeed by symbolic of a larger shift in the

skin tone hierarchy. This shift is not a reversal of fortune, but rather a decline in the privilege

associated with being light-skinned in terms of educational and occupational attainment.

This decline began with cohorts born in the 1940’s and these privileges disappeared entirely

by the late 1950’s. This timing corresponds well to the massive racial transformations taking

place during the civil rights era. Prior research has missed this decline because it neglected

to examine differences between cohorts.

I have also discovered an apparent rise in skin tone differentials in occupational

attainment earlier in this century. For cohorts born early in the century, there was little

occupational differentiation by skin tone. But occupational differentiation began to grow

until it peaked in the 1930s or 1940s, after which it began to decline. The mulatto elite

originally established its dominance through the educational system. Dominance in the

occupational sphere followed with some delay.

Unlike education and occupation, lighter skin still remains an advantage when

attempting to acquire a highly educated spouse. This finding is in sharp contrast to the

results for educational and occupational attainment and suggests certain causes behind the

decline.

Prior to the Civil Rights era, blacks normally attended all-black schools and the

black middle class was largely a petty bourgeoisie serving a black clientele. During and

after the tumultuous period of the 1950s and 1960s, schools slowly integrated and the black
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middle class grew largely through incorporation into white businesses and governmental

institutions (Wilson 1978). Marriage, on the other hand, remained overwhelmingly in-

traracial. These results may be interpretable as resulting from the integration of blacks

and whites in certain spheres of life. The integration of blacks into previously all-white

institutions changed the opportunity structure for blacks by creating new gatekeepers of

opportunity. While these new white gatekeepers were not race-blind, they may very well

have been tone-blind.

Therefore, a decline of skin tone differentials does not necessarily imply that prej-

udice based on skin color declined. Rather, it may indicate that the ability to turn this

prejudice into discriminatory outcomes has declined. Color distinctions may still be quite

salient within the black population, and yet not lead to observable advantages at the ag-

gregate level because of a particular opportunity structure.

On the other hand, the decline of color differentials for these cohorts does not mean

that they will not reappear for later cohorts. Color differentials could also reverse. Some of

the evidence presented here is suggestive of a possible reversal, but it is statistically dubious.

On the whole, it appears that skin tone differentials in education and occupation diminished

to non-significance in the second half of the twentieth century. The final remnants of the

mulatto legacy were washed away by a vast shift in race relations in this country. This shift

was broader than just the Civil Rights Movement. The entire structural basis of the racial

hierarchy shifted dramatically. The pre-existing caste-like system which entailed explicit

demonstrations of domination was abandoned and replaced by a system of formal racial

egalitarianism. This shift benefited blacks on many fronts, but it also generated new forms

of racial oppression and discrimination which have been difficult to ameliorate (Omi and

Winant 1994; Bonilla-Silva 1996). Furthermore, this shift in the racial hierarchy may have

also contributed to the isolation of a black underclass by providing greater occupational

and geographic mobility for the black middle class (Wilson 1978; Wilson 1987).

Into this radically changed racial climate were born a new set of biracials, as

interracial union formation increased dramatically with this shift in race relations. Given

that the old mulatto legacy had little relevance for their lives, how can we understand the

lived experience of these new biracials in the Post-Civil Rights era? In the next chapter, I

turn to this question.
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Chapter 3

The New Biracials

Dating and marriage across the race line has increased greatly in the United States

since the 1960s. Although black/white interracial marriages are still quite rare, they have

increased dramatically since 1960 (Kalmijn 1993). The increase in marriage is paralleled

by an increase in childbearing across the black-white divide. The last thirty years have

witnessed a “baby boom” of biracial children (Root 1992). Many of these children are

now becoming adults and entering the larger social world. Over the next fifty years, their

numbers will continue to grow. These are the new biracials.

Yet, we have little understanding of this new demographic entity. As the previous

chapters have made clear, this biracial baby boom is much different than what has come

before. These new biracials have intimate connections to white kin. Such connections

have never existed on such a large scale outside of the institution of slavery. Furthermore,

the decline of the skin tone hierarchy suggests that these new biracials are not just the

continuation of a legacy observed earlier in the twentieth century. The period from the

early 1950s to the late 1960s witnessed a dramatic transformation of race relations in the

United States. Biracials born after this transformation are a new phenomenon, and a source

of much speculation and little knowledge.

Many look hopefully to biracials as the harbingers of a more racially tolerant

future, a theme reminiscent of scholars from earlier in the twentieth century. Others look

upon them with skepticism, and see the resurgence of the now-forgotten mulatto elite. It is

thus critical to not only understand how these young biracials fit within the contemporary

system of American racial inequality, but to also understand why they fit where they do.

Because many of these biracials are quite young and because they are still a rel-
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atively small group, a satisfactory answer to this question remains elusive. Almost all

research on the new biracials has been based on the K-12 educational system and has been

derived from data collected specifically for school-age children. This focus is driven by ne-

cessity, not choice. Most of these new biracials have been born since 1960 and the lion’s

share are not even out of high school yet. Because the “tidal wave” of biracial children is so

young, it is difficult to examine educational transitions beyond high school, and even more

difficult to study labor market outcomes.

This limitation means that we cannot full understand how biracials fit into Amer-

ica’s racial hierarchy, and will not be able to until some of these cohorts are a bit older.

Nonetheless, the educational system is the dominant institution shaping the stratification

order within the United States, and is thus an excellent starting point from which to un-

derstand the position of these new biracials. In this chapter, I will use two nationally

representative surveys to analyze how these new biracials are performing in the school

system relative to their white and black peers.

3.1 The K-12 Racial Hierarchy

An important racial hierarchy exists in America’s K-12 schools. Although there

has been some convergence over the last three decades, black students are still less likely

to graduate from high school than white students (Mare 1995; Cook and Ludwig 1998:382-

383). Even among students who eventually graduate, black students are more likely to

receive an inferior education. Black students are highly segregated into poor neighborhoods

with the worst schools (Orfield 2001; Massey, Condran, and Denton 1987). When black

students do attend predominantly white schools, they are often concentrated in the lower

educational tracks, limiting their future educational opportunities. Black students are also

significantly more likely to be held back than white students (Hauser 1999; Hauser, Pager,

and Simmons 2000). Grade retention is an important risk factor for dropping out. Among

students that don’t drop out, those who have been held back will graduate at older ages

than their peers which may negatively affect their transition to college.

These qualitative differences in schooling matter. Despite improvements in other

educational arenas, the black-white gap in test scores remains large, despite some con-

vergence in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1996, for example, blacks were almost a standard

deviation lower in their National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) math and
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reading test scores (Jencks and Phillips 1998). Relative to white students, black students

are not learning the material that will promote their further educational attainment.1

3.1.1 The Biracial Advantage

Given the existing racial hierarchy within schools, it is worth considering where

biracial students fit within this hierarchy. Only a few studies have addressed this question,

but all have reached a similar conclusion: biracial students have outcomes which are in-

between those of black and white students. They tend to have better outcomes than blacks

and worse outcomes than whites. The outcomes differ by study, but tend to be focused on

outcomes within the K-12 system such as grade retention, dropping out, test scores, and

grades.

Harris and Thomas (2001) analyze educational outcomes for biracial children in

the National Longitudinal Survey of Adolescent Health (AddHealth). Respondents were

allowed to select more than one race in AddHealth. In addition, they were asked their

race in both a school survey and a home survey. Harris and Thomas identify as biracial

any youth who selects more than one race or selects different races at home and at school.

They measure grade retention, self-reported GPA, and AddHealth Picture Vocabulary Test

(AHPVT) scores. Harris and Thomas find that adolescents who identify as both black and

white have outcomes which are in-between their two constituent races on all three measures.

Biracials average AHPVT scores of 101, while white and black students average scores of

106 and 93, respectively. Biracials have an average GPA of 2.84, while white and black

students have average GPAs of 2.94 and 2.62, respectively. 19% of biracials have repeated

a grade, while 15% and 27% of white and black students, respectively, have repeated.

Udry, Li, and Hendrickson-Smith (2003) report grades and test scores for biracials

in the same survey, although they apparently define biracials in a slightly different manner.

They only label students as multiracial if they choose two or more races in the same survey

(either home or school). They apparently do not include students who chose different

races on different surveys.2 Their results largely confirm the results in Harris and Thomas

(2001), despite differences in the classification of biracials. Udry et al. (2003) find that

1Some have questioned the intrinsic value of such tests or have asserted that they are culturally biased.
While standardized tests may indeed be suspect on such grounds, the items they test are what is valued in
the educational arena. In navigating the existing stratification system, not performing well on these tests is
a deficiency, regardless of the tests’ intrinsic merit.

2I say apparently because the classification procedure used in their paper is not described in detail.
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24% of biracial students have high grades compared to 32% of white students and 15% of

black students. 18% of biracials had a high score on the AHPVT, compared to 27% and 8%

for white and black students, respectively. On both measures, biracials rate almost exactly

between white and black students.

Interestingly, Udry et al. (2003) found that biracial students had higher levels

of stress on several measures (feeling blue, trouble sleeping, headaches, etc.) than either

white or black students, a result which supports one interpretation of the “marginal man”

hypothesis (see Chapter 1). It may seem odd that these higher rates of stress do not translate

into poor performance, but these stress measures are apparently not well correlated to school

performance. White students, for example, report higher levels of stress than black students

despite having higher test scores and grades (Udry et al. 2003: Table 3). I do not know if

this lack of correlation is a peculiarity of AddHealth or a general finding, but it does cast

doubt on attempts to link the psychological status of biracials to their observed outcomes.

Kao (1999) examines mathematics test scores and self-reported grades for white,

black, and biracial eighth graders in the National Educational Longitudinal Survey (NELS).

She identifies students as biracial if they choose a different race than their responding parent.

This method is different than the self-identification method used by other authors, but is

problematic because NELS does not provide racial information for the non-responding par-

ent, meaning that some biracial children are misclassified as monoracial. Kao only presents

results which control for aspects of family background, so it is impossible to compare her es-

timates directly to other studies. After controlling for these factors, she finds that biracials

have a marginal advantage over blacks in terms of mathematics test scores and a significant

disadvantage relative to whites. Her results for grades are inconclusive because of the small

sample size.

Herman (2003) studies a group of biracial students from a survey of high schools

in California and Wisconsin between 1987 and 1990. Biracials are not self-identified, but

rather are classified by the races of each parent. This classification was only possible because

information about both parents was collected in this particular survey. Unfortunately,

Herman does not make clear whether there were missing cases when both biological parents

were not in the household at the time of the interview. Even with this potential problem,

Herman more accurately captures “new” biracials than methods which have relied on self-

identification. Although she does not explore the question addressed here directly, she

provides evidence that biracials have higher GPAs than black students and lower GPAs
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than white students (Herman 2003:Figure 1). Biracial students have GPAs on average 0.3

standard deviations lower than white students, while black students have GPAs on average

0.5 standard deviations lower than white students. Therefore, biracials are somewhere

between blacks and whites, although they lean slightly more to the lower scores of blacks

than to the higher scores of whites.

Morning (2000) is one of the few studies which analyzes adult biracials. Morning

(2000) uses answers to the 1990 Census question on ancestry to identify individuals with

multiracial ancestry. She identifies adult respondents as biracial if they gave responses to

the ancestry question which are inconsistent with their racial identification (black and Irish,

for example). She then compares these multiracial groups to their constituent groups in

terms of family income and education in the 1990 Public Use Microdata Sample of the US

Census. For both measures, biracials occupy a position in-between blacks and whites.

Most of these samples are small, and many have classification inadequacies, but

taken together, they provide a highly consistent picture of biracials’ place in the racial

hierarchy: an in-between status superior to monoracial blacks and inferior to monoracial

whites. I refer to this as the biracial advantage. I could also refer to it as a biracial

disadvantage, but the prevailing expectation has been that biracials will face the same

obstacles as blacks (which I will discuss below), so it seems best to consider it an advantage

requiring explanation.

The biracial advantage may just be a data artifact. With the exception of the Kao

(1999) and Herman (2003) studies (which have their own shortcomings), all of the previous

studies have used some form of self-identification to classify biracials. This method is not

fundamentally inappropriate, but can be problematic if we seek to understand new biracials

in general, whether or not they identify as biracial. There may be a selection problem in

that biracials who have been more successful in life may identify as biracial because their

success is inconsistent with prevailing stereotypes about blacks.

Later in this chapter, I will present results from surveys where new biracials can

be identified exactly based on the races of both biological parents, even when they do not

both reside in the household at the time of the survey. Results from these surveys show

that the biracial advantage remains and is not simply an artifact of the way the data have

traditionally been collected.

These biracials could simply be the newest generation of lighter-skinned blacks

and a continuation of the long-standing legacy of the mulatto elite. Unfortunately, none of
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the studies which collect information on biraciality collect information on skin tone, making

this a difficult assertion to test. Nonetheless, the analysis in Chapter 2 should cast doubt on

such an interpretation. By all appearances, the light-skinned advantage disappeared before

these children were ever born. While it has may have re-emerged, this possibility seems

remote.

This explanation also overstates the continuity between the old regime and the

new. New biracials are not simply light-skinned blacks, but also have living, close family

members who are white. Furthermore, they have been raised in the post-Civil Rights era

in which the entire racial system has been transformed.

The biracial advantage is neither a data artifact nor the mulatto legacy in another

guise. In order to understand this biracial advantage we must look to the structure and

generation of the contemporary racial hierarchy.

3.1.2 Understanding the Racial Hierarchy

Many theories have been developed to explain the underachievement of black stu-

dents in the post-Civil Rights era. All of these theories have implications for biracial

children.

Family Resources. It is no surprise that black students on average come from families

with fewer parental resources than white children. Parental resources include the educa-

tional level of the parents, and the income and wealth of the household. These resources

are important determinants of school success. Black parents have fewer of these resources

because a historical system of oppression has left them at the bottom of the social hierar-

chy. Thus, even if race was of no direct consequence for current black students, it would

indirectly affect them due to the generational lag of previous racial discrimination.

Although we know that family resources matter for educational outcomes, we are

less clear of the pathways by which they are mediated. At a very basic level, resources pro-

vide better material advantages to students such as quiet study areas, computers, and tutor-

ing. Parents with resources can place their children in the most desirable schools. Parental

background may shape the educational aspirations and peer groups of students (Sewell,

Haller, and Portes 1969; Hauser, Tsai, and Sewell 1983). Parental background may also

play an important role in a students’ development of certain styles of life and ways of acting,

some of which are more rewarded by teachers and administrators (Bourdieu and Passeron
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1977; Bourdieu 1973b; Bourdieu 1973a). Highly educated parents generally have superior

knowledge and confidence in navigating the school system for their child’s gain (Useem

1992). In terms of the research here, I am less interested in the proximate causes which

connect parental resources and school success, and more concerned with how this overall

relationship structures the racial hierarchy.

If most racial differences are due to a lag effect of prior discrimination rather than

contemporary discrimination itself, then racial discrimination is not the greatest problem

facing blacks today, but rather the location they find themselves within a class structure.

Since Wilson (1978) first argued this point, a long-lasting debate has ensued, sometimes

referred to inappropriately as the “race vs. class” debate.3

In practical term, “race vs. class” is often tested by estimating the net effect of

race on some outcome in a regression model after controlling for a variety of family back-

ground characteristics. In almost all cases, the net effect of race is much smaller than the

gross effect, indicating that a substantial share of the observed difference between blacks

and whites is actually a result of the fact that blacks and whites come from different family

backgrounds. However, an important net effect often remains. This is partially true of

education. Blacks apparently have similar rates of high school graduation after controlling

for family background characteristics (Cook and Ludwig 1998), but their qualitative expe-

rience within the K-12 system is still worse. In terms of grade retention (Hauser, Pager,

and Simmons 2000), test scores (Jencks and Phillips 1998), and GPA (Kao, Tienda, and

Schneider 1996), blacks do worse than whites even when they come from similar family

backgrounds.4 Blacks also have lower subsequent educational transitions which may reflect

their poorer experience at the K-12 level.

This net effect of race is difficult to interpret because it is a residual effect. Many

social scientists have interpreted it simply as an indicator of racism. Herrnstein and Mur-

ray (1996), on the other hand, interpret it in terms of genetics. Even if we discount the

genetic argument, understanding what is meant by racism and at what level it operates

is problematic. Several more sophisticated theories have been developed to unravel this

3I consider this title inappropriate because it is easy to confuse with an entirely different race vs. class
debate initiated by Marxists regarding whether race is reducible to a superstructural manifestation of class
conflict. We really should call the debate something like “present vs. past discrimination” which gets at the
mechanical issues involved, rather than using a theoretically loaded term like class.

4Conley (1999) argues that grade retention differences disappear after controlling for family wealth, which
has been neglected in most traditional models of this sort. I find, however, that the addition of wealth, while
it reduces the black/white difference in grade retention, does not fully negate it.
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dilemma.

Before turning to these theories, I wish to consider how family resources may affect

biracials’ position within the racial hierarchy. There is good reason to believe that biracial

children will come from families with greater resources than black children. Blacks who

enter interracial marriages have higher levels of education than blacks who enter intraracial

marriages. This phenomenon has generated a great deal of academic interest and will be

the subject of Chapter 4. Although this selectivity is not guaranteed to hold for biracial

children born outside of marriage, the general finding has been that biracial children do, on

average, come from homes with more resources available than black children. Both Udry

et al. (2003) and Harris and Thomas (2001) find that biracial children are more likely than

black children to have highly educated parents. Kao (1999) finds that biracial children have

fathers with higher education and occupational status, mothers with greater occupational

status, and come from households with slightly higher family income.

The biracial advantage may stem entirely or in part from these family background

advantages. Kao (1999), for example, provides estimates of the biracial advantage only after

she has controlled for background characteristics and she finds little evidence of a biracial

advantage. Thus, before turning to explanations that emphasize how biracials encounter

the racialized school setting, it is important to determine whether the biracial advantage

itself is explainable by non-racial factors such as family background. In the analysis below,

I pursue this line of reasoning. First, however, I will outline some of the other theories

regarding the educational racial hierarchy and how biracials may be affected by it.

Acting White. In a series of influential papers, Signithia Fordham and John Ogbu argue

that blacks have developed a culture which is oppositional to the educational system (Ford-

ham and Ogbu 1986; Fordham 1988). According to their ethnographic research, black

students who succeed in school are accused by their black peers of “acting white.” The de-

sire to not be seen as “acting white” encourages many able black students to underperform

in the educational system.

The oppositional culture theory has received a great deal of criticism because it

has been associated with neo-conservative arguments that see a dysfunctional black culture

as the main barrier to black advancement. The theory itself, however, must be separated

from these very simplistic caricatures.

At its core, the “acting white” thesis has much in common with Bourdieu’s notion
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of cultural capital (Bourdieu 1973b). From an early age, individuals internalize certain

ways of acting and styles of life, what Bourdieu calls a habitus, and these different ways of

acting are rewarded differently in the school setting. Because there is a strong sense of fictive

kinship within the black population, black children develop a shared identity and a common

set of behavioral traits which are distinctly “black.” Once they attend school, black students

realize that success will require them to change their behavior in a way that challenges their

sense of collective identity to other blacks. In order to succeed, black students must adopt a

strategy of racelessness whereupon they avoid practices and behaviors which are commonly

associated with black culture. As a result, many black students develop an oppositional

orientation to school (Fordham 1988). The underlying cause of oppositional culture is not

pathological behavior among blacks, but the rejection of black cultural orientations by the

educational institution.

The original oppositional culture theory developed out of ethnographic research,

but ethnographic and survey data have provided inconsistent assessment of the theory’s

merit. Using data from the National Education Longitudinal Study (NELS), Ainsworth-

Darnell and Downey (1998) found little evidence that high-achieving black students were

viewed negatively by their peers. In fact, they found that high-achieving black students

were more likely to be popular than high-achieving students from other racial groups, and

that on many measures, black students had more positive evaluations of school than white

students. Applying different models to the same NELS data, Cook and Ludwig (1998)

reported that social ostracization was lower for high-achieving black students than for high-

achieving white students, although Ferguson (1998a) questions the consistency of their

results for mixed-race school contexts. These findings cast doubt on the generalizability of

the oppositional culture theory. Nonetheless, the theory may still be useful in examining

low-income neighborhoods where ethnographic work has predominantly been conducted.

Oppositional culture theory has important ramifications for biracial children. Be-

cause these children come from households which are racially mixed, they may be less likely

to adopt a strong sense of collective identity as well as distinct behaviors associated with

black culture. In other words, we would expect biracial children to be more able and willing

to “act white” or “raceless” than their black peers. From this perspective, the biracial ad-

vantage may be a result of the expanded cultural resources biracial students can call upon

within the school system and their willingness to do so.
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Racial Stigma. According to critical theorists, the belief that racism has declined in

prevalence and importance to blacks’ life chances in the post-Civil Rights Era is based on an

overly simplistic view of racism as a static ideology operating at the individual level (Bonilla-

Silva 1996). The critical perspective argues that the overt racial prejudices of the pre-

Civil Rights Era have been replaced by the covert and even subconscious prejudices of a

hegemonic racial hierarchy in the post-Civil Rights Era (Bonilla-Silva 1996; Omi and Winant

1994). Educational institutions are racialized, even if this racialization is not apparent to

participants.

There is evidence to suggest that teachers treat black students differently even

though they may do so without intent. Teachers have lower expectations of black students

than they do of white students, and treat white students more positively (Casteel 1998; Fer-

guson 1998b). In an experimental setting, teachers were less helpful in giving performance

feedback to students they believed were black (Taylor 1979). These findings indicate that

black students still suffer directly from discriminatory practices within schools even if these

practices may not be intentional on the part of discriminators.

Racial stigma may even be pervasive enough that it affects students in testing

situations where direct discrimination is highly unlikely. Steele and Aronson (1998) have

found that black college students do worse in testing situations when their racial identity

has been primed than when it has not been primed. This priming can be as simple as

asking students to record their race prior to taking the test. Priming can also consist

of describing the test as relating to abilities for which negative stereotypes of blacks exist.

Steele and Aronson (1998) argue that racial priming creates pressure because black students

fear confirming racial stereotypes. This pressure interferes with test performance, ultimately

reinforcing the stereotype.

Biracials may suffer less from racial stigma than black students, because of their

ambiguous physical appearance. This racial ambiguity may reduce their visibility as po-

tential targets of discriminatory practices. Like their predecessors, biracial students may

engage in situational passing, either intentionally or unintentionally, to access resources not

available to their darker, more pheontypically “black” peers.

Residential Segregation. Differences in performance between white and black students

may be a result of the fact that they largely attend different schools. There is ample evidence

that there are discriminatory practices which prevent blacks from living in predominantly
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white neighborhoods, precisely the neighborhoods which often have the best schools (Massey

and Denton 1993).

Racial discrimination in the sphere of residential segregation may indirectly lead

to poor school performance because it isolates many black children in the worst inner-city

schools. This isolation is not merely a result of class. High status blacks face greater obsta-

cles to living in desirable neighborhoods than do similar status whites (Massey, Condran,

and Denton 1987).

The degree to which interracial couples are subject to such segregation is of critical

importance. Holloway, Ellis, Wright, and Hudson (2003), using data from the 1990 Census,

show that mixed-race black/white households are less segregated from whites and other

groups than black households. This greater residential mobility may play an important role

in the education biracial children receive, and may help explain the biracial advantage.

3.2 Understanding the Biracial Advantage over Blacks

Given the scarcity of data on biracials that exists today, the issues addressed above

can only be partially analyzed. However, in this section, I will make use of two surveys

which allow for a much more accurate classification of new biracials than previous studies.

These data will primarily allow me to test the relative importance of racial ambiguity vs.

family background as competing explanations of the biracial advantage. In other words, I

will be able to determine whether there truly is a biracial advantage apart from the superior

resources biracial children bring to school.

3.2.1 Data

Data for this analysis primarily come from the National Longitudinal Survey of

Youth, 1997 (NLSY97). The NLSY97 is a national sample of 8,984 youth who were aged

12-16 in 1997, with an oversample of blacks. The first wave of the survey was conducted in

1997 with follow-ups every year. Currently, the first four waves are available for analysis.

The respondents to the NLSY97 were born in the early to mid 1980s and thus represent a

cohort who has only experienced a post Civil Rights racial environment.

In terms of the identification of new biracials, the NLSY97 is a major improvement

over other surveys, such as the AddHealth or the NELS. In order to identify new biracials

regardless of whether they self-identify as biracial or not, it is necessary to have information
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on the race of both parents for each respondent. Although some surveys, such as AddHealth,

provide this information, they usual only do so if both biological parents are living in the

household at the time of the survey. Thus, it is only possible to identify biracials that live

in traditional two-parent households. This bias may lead to an overestimate of the biracial

advantage because these kinds of households tend to produce the best educational outcomes

for youth.

The NLSY97 provides racial information for respondent’s biological parents even

when they are not living in the household. In round one of the survey, a household informant

provided this information (NLSY97 2001). In addition to race, this household informant

also provided information about both biological parents’ educational background.

A few parents (or their proxy) responded to the race question as “mixed” or

“other.” In some cases, these parents may themselves be the product of interracial unions,

and in other cases this mixing may be more geneologically distant. Since I am particularly

interested in the outcomes for the most recent generation of children produced in interracial

unions, I “one-drop” these parents. The NLSY97 asked ancestry questions of each parent,

allowing them to identify with as many ancestry groups as they liked. If any of these

ancestries were “black” or “African American”, I relabeled that parent as black, provided

the parent had not also identified as Hispanic. This relabeling was done for 63 respondents

who identified as “mixed” or “other.”

I supplement The NLSY97 data with the The Panel Study of Income Dynamics

(PSID). The PSID is a panel study initiated in 1968 on a sample of 4,800 families. The PSID

has conducted a follow-up survey every year on these families, tracking both the original

and split-off families. My analysis will focus on children of the original respondents born

since the first survey in 1968. Although the age variation of this sample is greater than in

the NLSY97, children in the PSID were also raised in a post-Civil Rights environment.

The 1995 panel of the PSID included an educational supplement which included

information about grade retention. I use this panel to measure outcomes in the models

presented below.

Using the Parent Identification File (PIF) provided by the PSID staff, I can identify

both biological parents in various waves of the PSID. Unfortunately, the PSID data do not

provide complete information on biological parents unless they were living in the household

for at least one wave of the survey. Race was only asked of the household head until 1985,

when it was asked of both the household head and spouse, if present. Therefore, I lack
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Table 3.1: Cross-classification of biological parents’ race in two surveys

Mother’s Race
PSID NLSY97

Father’s Race White Black White Black

White 2941 13 3985 9
Black 37 1289 79 1882

Odds ratio 7881.4 10548.2

The numbers for the PSID sample reflect only respondents where both parents could be identified, and are

only for non-Hispanics. Almost all biological parents were identified by race in the NLSY97, so no cases

were removed.

information about the race of parents if they were never a household head and exited from

the survey prior to 1985 or if they have never been a household head or spouse since 1984.

I can also use the PIF to identify parents’ educational backgrounds, age, and occupational

status.

Because I can find biological parents over the 23 year-span of the survey, the PSID

is an improvement over surveys which collect parent information contemporaneously with

measured outcomes. However, the PSID data are still biased in that biological parents

who have never lived together will have incomplete data. There are a substantial number

of cases where both biological parents could not be identified. These individuals could

potentially be either biracial or monoracial. I exclude such cases because of this ambiguity.

Therefore, comparisons in the PSID are between biracials and monoracials where both

biological parents could be identified, meaning they were both in the household at some

point in time over the panel study. This exclusion is problematic but unavoidable.

Table 3.1 shows the distribution of respondents by mother’s and father’s race in the

NLSY97 and the PSID. I limit Table 3.1 and the analysis that follows to those respondents

whose parents are only some combination of non-Hispanic black and non-Hispanic white.

Although Hispanics are not officially a racial category according to the United States Census

Bureau, in practice they are often treated as a pseudo-racial group, despite a great deal of

diversity within the group. Because of their distinct status in the United States, studying

mixed-race Hispanics is a project in its own right.

As expected, the vast majority of children have biological parents of the same

race indicating a strong boundary between blacks and whites. In Table 3.1, I present

odds ratios which show just how dramatic this boundary is. These odds ratios indicate
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the odds of a black parent having a black co-parent vs. a white co-parent relative to

the odds of a white parent having a black co-parent vs. a white co-parent.5 The odds

ratio is enormous in both surveys. The Odds ratio for interracial marriages among couples

in a similar age range (25-35) in the 1990 Census is around 10,000 (see Chapter 4), a

figure which corresponds quite well to the odds ratio in the NLSY97, although the odds

ratio in the PSID is quite a bit smaller. By comparison, similar odds ratios for interracial

marriages between whites and Mexican Americans and whites and Japanese Americans are

270 and 837, respectively (Fu 2001). Gender asymmetry is also very pronounced within

interracial unions. Black male/white female pairings are much more frequent than white

male/black female pairings. We know that such gender asymmetry exists among those who

are interracially married (Kalmijn 1993; Qian 1997). The results here suggest that this

gendered asymmetry also applies to interracial fertility.

3.2.2 Measures

Since Mare’s (1980) innovation, researchers interested in educational inequality

have generally broken educational attainment into a sequence of “survival” transitions from

one level to the next (eg. Shavit and Blossfeld 1993). By focusing on ever making the grade,

this research misses important difference in timing and quality. I will use three measures

which provide different information about the schooling experience itself: grade retention,

self-reported grades, and test scores. The PSID only provides information about grade

retention.

Grade retention is both a signifier of poor past performance and a predictor of

poor subsequent performance. Despite popular concerns about “social promotion,” grade

retention appears to be a treatment worse than the disease. Controlling for prior perfor-

mance, being held back has a negative effect on subsequent grade transitioning and overall

academic performance (Hauser 1999).

Grade retention is strongly associated with family background. This is not surpris-

ing given that parents often have veto power over school recommendations to hold children

back, particularly if they are knowledgeable about navigating school bureaucracies. There

are also important racial differences in rates of grade retention, particularly at older ages.

In early grades, most of the black/white difference is apparently explained by family back-

5Formally, the odds ratios are the cross-product of the table, F11F22/F12F21.
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ground differences, but by high school, blacks are held back at higher rates than whites,

even controlling for family background characteristics (Hauser, Pager, and Simmons 2000).

I measure grade retention in both surveys dichotomously based on whether re-

spondents stated if they had ever been held back.

Students’ grades ostensibly reflect subject competency, but grades also indirectly

reflect how students are treated in the classroom. Like grade retention, there are large

differences in grades both by parental background and race (Kao, Tienda, and Schneider

1996). The NLSY97 does not provide actual grade point averages (GPA) for the majority

of students. However, I do have their self-reported grades in 8th grade. These are not

provided in terms of a GPA but rather as an ordered list such as “mostly A’s,” “mostly A’s

and B’s,” “mostly B’s,” etc.

NLSY97 respondents took the CAT-ASVAB test in 1997. The CAT-ASVAB

(Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery) is the test from which the AFQT test score

is derived. Herrnstein and Murray (1996) treat the AFQT score as a proxy for g, an ab-

stract concept of intelligence. Using the original NLSY79 sample, they demonstrate that

the AFQT score is a powerful predictor for a wide set of educational, labor market, and

family formation outcomes. However, Fischer et al. (1996) have shown that the AFQT

score is more correctly interpreted as a measure of learned skill rather than innate ability.

The actual AFQT scores are not yet available for the NLSY97, but I have scores

on the four sub-tests from which the AFQT is derived. 6 I simply average the four scores

and then normalize the resulting mean score for each respondent, so that individual scores

are represented as standard deviations from the grand mean.

While grade retention, grades, and test scores all tell us something about an in-

dividual’s schooling experience, they are very different types of measures. The decision to

hold a child back is a decision made within the social context of the school and requires the

negotiation of parents, teachers, and administrators, and how each of these groups view the

student in question. Testing on the other hand is a very isolated activity in which a stu-

dent’s mastery of certain subject areas is gaged. Grades, like test scores, ostensibly measure

knowledge, but are extremely subjective and are generated out of a classroom experience

which involves social interaction. Although racial differences exist for all three measures,

these differences are not necessarily caused by the same underlying dynamic.

6These sub-tests are arithmetic reasoning, word knowledge, paragraph comprehension, mathematics
knowledge.
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Table 3.2: Outcome measures by race

group means group difference tests
White Black Biracial B/W B/Bi W/Bi

Ever held back (PSID) 0.09 0.18 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.89
Ever held back (NLSY97) 0.13 0.34 0.21 0.00 0.01 0.09
Grades in 8th grade (NLSY97) 5.89 5.21 5.38 0.00 0.37 0.01
CAT-ASVAB test score (NLSY97) 0.39 -0.56 -0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00

The p-values reported for the difference tests are unadjusted p-values from two-sided pairwise t-tests. P-

values less than .10 are shown in bold. Test scores are presented in units of standard deviation from the

grand mean.

On all three of these measures, previous researchers have found a biracial advantage

in other surveys. Despite differences in classification, I find a similar biracial advantage in

both the NLSY97 and the PSID. Table 3.2 shows the means by race for all three measures

in the NLSY97, and for grade retention in the PSID. P-values from pairwise tests between

the three racial groups are also presented. Biracials are less likely to be held back than

black students in both surveys, and have higher test scores. All of these differences are

statistically significant at traditional levels (p < .10). Biracials also have marginally higher

grades than blacks, but this difference is not statistically significant (p = 0.37). Nonetheless,

the point estimate is in the appropriate direction and is consistent with the results for other

outcomes. The biracial advantage over blacks appears to be very real.

This advantage over blacks is generally matched by a disadvantage relative to

whites, confirming the “in-between” status of biracials. For all three measures in the

NLSY97, whites have better outcomes than biracials and these differences are statistically

significant. Grade retention in the PSID is the lone exception where there are no observable

differences between biracial and white students.

As expected, biracials are not only different from blacks and whites in terms of

their outcomes, but also in terms of their background characteristics. Tables 3.3 and 3.4

show the mean values for various background characteristics by racial groups in the NLSY97

and PSID, respectively. The pattern is similar across the surveys.

For practically every variable in both surveys, the differences between blacks and

whites are both statistically significant and socially meaningful. Whites come from families

with higher levels of parental education and occupational prestige, and from households

with higher levels of income and wealth than blacks. Whites are also more likely to reside
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Table 3.3: Variables by race, National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997

group means group difference tests
White Black Biracial B/W B/Bi W/Bi

Demographics
Age (in 1997) 14.35 14.43 13.97 0.06 0.01 0.03
Sex (male) 0.52 0.49 0.49 0.14 - -
Parental Background
Father’s highest grade completed 13.37 12.14 13.08 0.00 0.00 0.30
Mother’s highest grade completed 13.33 12.31 12.68 0.00 0.14 0.02
Household income (in $1000s) 59.91 29.52 39.61 0.00 0.05 0.00
Household net worth (in $1000s) 211.67 39.77 79.38 0.00 0.43 0.01
Father’s age at child’s birth 28.49 26.56 28.42 0.00 0.03 0.93
Mother’s age at child’s birth 26.23 24.21 24.79 0.00 0.34 0.03
Family Type
Both biological parents 0.40 0.31 0.64 0.00 0.04 0.00
Biological mother only 0.38 0.48 0.17
Biological mother/stepfather 0.03 0.09 0.11
Biological father/stepmother 0.03 0.02 0.02
Biological father only 0.05 0.02 0.03
Other type 0.11 0.08 0.02
Regional Distribution
Northeast 0.23 0.13 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.41
North central 0.35 0.18 0.32
South 0.22 0.63 0.30
West 0.20 0.05 0.17

The p-values reported for the difference tests are unadjusted p-values from pairwise t-tests, except for

family type and region where χ2 tests were used. P-values adjusted using the Holm method (Wright 1992)

for simultaneous inference yield substantively similar results, the only difference being that p-values for the

black-biracial difference in grades and dropping out are doubled. P-values less than .05 are shown in bold.
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in two-parent biological families than are blacks. Regional differences are also pronounced,

particularly the high concentration of blacks in the south.

The difference between biracials and their two constituent groups is a more complex

story, but there are certain clear patterns. In both surveys, biracial children are younger

than either monoracial group, although the differences are not statistically significant in

the PSID. This finding is expected, since interracial marriage (and presumably fertility)

has been increasing over time.

In terms of family background and structure, biracials tend to have an advantage

over blacks, but the size of this advantage differs by outcome. The results are strongest

for the educational background of biracials’ fathers. In both the NLSY97 and the PSID,

biracials have fathers with levels of education similar to the fathers of white students. As

Table 3.1 makes clear, most of these fathers are black men. Yet, these black fathers of

biracial children have levels of education similar to the white fathers of white children. This

finding suggests a strong selectivity of highly-educated black men into interracial unions.

This positive selectivity, however, does not hold up for the mothers of biracial

children, who have levels of education similar to mothers of black children. These mothers

are predominantly white, and yet they have educational levels on par with those of black

mothers of black children. This finding suggests negative selectivity of white women into

interracial unions. This contrasting selectivity of black men and white women will be the

subject of Chapter 4.

Only the PSID provides information on the occupational status of the parents. The

results here are similar to those for educational background, except that they tend to reveal

an “in-between” status. Fathers of biracial children have greater occupational status than

fathers of black children. However, fathers of biracial children also have lower occupational

status than the fathers of white children. The mothers of biracial children have only a small

marginal advantage over the mothers of black children, and a large disadvantage relative to

the mothers of white children.

The PSID and NLSY97 both show a biracial advantage over blacks in terms of

their household income and net worth. For net worth, the difference between blacks and

biracials appears large (on the order of $40,000 in both surveys), but is not statistically

significant. Both blacks and biracials have much lower net worth than whites, suggesting

an “in-between” status. The income differences are large and statistically significant in both

surveys. The income advantage of biracials is higher in the PSID where it is statistically
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Table 3.4: Variables by race, Panel Study of Income Dynamics

group means group difference tests
White Black Biracial B/W B/Bi W/Bi

Demographics
Age (in 1995) 14.44 14.35 13.64 0.60 0.38 0.32
Sex (male) 0.52 0.52 0.58 0.63 0.44 0.37
Parental Background
Father’s highest grade completed 13.61 12.35 13.51 0.00 0.00 0.76
Mother’s highest grade completed 13.35 12.63 12.58 0.00 0.87 0.01
Father’s occ. status (Duncan SEI) 42.94 24.44 36.02 0.00 0.00 0.03
Mother’s occ. status (Duncan SEI) 31.48 23.83 25.72 0.00 0.06 0.54
Household income (in $1000s) 50.38 31.49 50.55 0.00 0.00 0.98
Household net worth (in $1000s) 154.04 38.46 81.84 0.00 0.41 0.17
Father’s age at child’s birth 28.81 28.23 27.7 0.00 0.54 0.19
Mother’s age at child’s birth 26.47 25.18 26.95 0.00 0.01 0.50
Family Type
Female headed 0.08 0.22 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.34
Regional Distribution
Northeast 0.18 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
North central 0.27 0.09 0.06
South 0.34 0.72 0.54
West 0.18 0.05 0.20
Region Missing 0.03 0.08 0.14

The p-values reported for the difference tests are unadjusted p-values from pairwise t-tests, except for regional

distribution which is uses a χ2 test. P-values adjusted using the Holm method (Wright 1992) for simultaneous

inference yield substantively similar results, the only difference being that the p-value for the black-biracial

difference in being held back is doubled. P-values less than .05 are shown in bold. Family (female headed,

household income) variables were calculated from the 1993 PSID family file for all respondents under the

age of twenty in 1995. For those twenty and older, the 1985 PSID family file was used. Household net worth

was calculated from the 1994 wealth file for those under age twenty in 1995 and from the 1984 wealth file

for those age twenty and older in 1995.
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indistinguishable from the household income of whites. The NLSY97, on the other hand,

shows a more “in-between” for the household income of biracials.

In terms of monetary household resources, then, biracial students appear to have

some advantages over black students, but disadvantages relative to white students. This

disadvantage exists despite the fact that biracials have fathers who are of a similar educa-

tional background as the fathers of white children. This discrepancy may reflect differences

in the education of mothers as well as differences in family structure. The discrepancy is

also consistent with research showing that blacks have lower returns to human capital than

whites (Smith 2001; Holzer 2001), as well as research showing that blacks with similar levels

of education and income have far less wealth than whites, owing mainly to a lack of genera-

tional inheritance (Conley 1999). Given that one parent of a biracial is black, biracials will

be affected by these racial dynamics in human capital returns and wealth accumulation.

Biracials are more likely to live with both biological parents than blacks. In the

NLSY97, biracials are also less likely to live with both biological parents than whites,

suggesting another “in-between” status. In the PSID, on the other hand, they are much less

likely to live in single-mother families. The PSID probabilities are lower than the NLSY97

because many of these children are quite young.7 The underlying reasons for the family

structure of biracials are unclear. Many scholars have speculated that interracial unions

are more subject to dissolution than intraracial unions. The available evidence, although

scarce, suggests, however, that interracial black/white marriages have lower rates of divorce

than black marriages and higher rates than white marriages (Monahan 1970; Kreider 1999).

The results for the NLSY97 are consistent with this finding. Differential family structure

may be affected not only by differences in union exiting but also by differences in union

type at the time of the birth. Blacks are less likely to be living together at the birth of a

child than are whites (see Chapter 4). Sullivan (2003) found that the parents of biracial

children are more likely to be married at the time of the birth than the parents of black

children (50% compared to 36%), but both of these groups are less likely to be married

than the parents of white children (88%). I explore this topic in more detail in Chapter 4.

Biracials are distributed in a regional pattern which is distinct from both whites

and blacks. They are less likely than blacks but more likely than whites to live in the south.

They are also more likely than blacks to live in the west.

7The mean age is similar in both surveys, but the age distribution is much higher in the PSID, including
some respondents who are now adults.
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Table 3.5: The relative position of biracials

Measure NLSY97 PSID

Outcomes
Grade Retention In-between White
Grades Blacks -
Test Scores In-between -
Parental Education
Father’s Education White White
Mother’s Education Black Black
Household Resources
Household Income In-between White
Household Net Worth In-between In-between
Family Structure
Traditional Family In-between Whites

Table 3.5 summarizes the findings thus far. For each variable, the table indicates

whether biracials are closer to whites, blacks, or are in-between both groups. On almost

all measures, biracials are either in-between or more like whites, indicating a clear biracial

advantage over blacks in both outcomes and familial resources. The one exception here is

that biracial children do not come from families with highly-educated mothers relative to

black children. Nonetheless, family background may play an important role in explaining

the biracial advantage in educational outcomes. I now turn to multivariate models which

explore this question.

3.2.3 Models

To test the effect of parental resources on the biracial advantage, I fit nested linear

models to all of the outcomes measures described above. Each model consists of race effects

which compare the differences between racial groups, and some set of covariates. The grade

retention model, for example, is a logistic regression model, as follows:

log(
pi

1 − pi
) = α + β1xi + β2yi + z′iλ + εi (3.1)

Where pi is the probability of the ith individual having ever been held back, and xi and

yi are race dummies for whites and biracials, respectively. Blacks are the omitted category

which means that β1 and β2 describe how likely (in logit terms), whites and biracials are

to be held back relative to blacks. In this context, β2 is the biracial advantage over blacks.
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For grade retention, I expect this coefficient to be negative, indicating that biracials are

less likely to be held back than blacks. In addition to these race variables, I also include a

vector of control variables, zi, in the models.

The model for grades in 8th grade is similar, except that it is not a dichotomous

outcome. I model grades in two ways. Grades are essentially an ordered list, so first I

apply an ordered logit model which models the odds of being in a higher grade category

based on some covariate. I also use an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model in which each

grade category is considered to be one unit higher. These models produce highly consistent

results, so I simply present the OLS model, as follows:

gi = α + β1xi + β2yi + z′iλ + εi (3.2)

Where gi is the grade category for th ith individual (gi = 1, 2, 3, , ...) and the other variables

are as before. A positive coefficient indicates better grades. In this case, I expect β2 to be

positive, although the previous section indicated that this effect will be small.

I model test scores using an OLS model as well. However, I also include prior

grade retention and grades in 8th grades as predictors in this model. These outcomes

can be important mediators of other variables and so we must account for them before

attempting to explain test scores by such things as parental background and race. The

model is as follows:

si = α + β1xi + β2yi + γri + τ1gi + τ2g
2
i + z′iλ + εi (3.3)

Where si is the test score for the ith individual, ri is a dummy indicating whether the

ith individual has ever been held back, and gi is the grade category of the ith individual.

By experimentation, I discovered that a squared term for gi was warranted, because the

relationship is non-linear. The other variables are as before.

I use nested models to add sequentially larger sets of zi. By nesting the models, I

can see the effect of adding certain types of variables on the biracial advantage β2. Table 3.6

shows the general design of these nested models. Since these independent variables are

correlated with one another, the order in which they are entered matters in terms of the

effect they will have on the race coefficients. The order chosen here reflects both my earlier

observations of how these background characteristics differ for biracials and a conceptual

model of how these variables should matter.
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Table 3.6: Structure of the nested models

Model Concept Variables added

(1) Demographic age
sex

(2) Father’s background father’s years of schooling
father’s occupational prestige (Duncan SEI)
father’s age at child’s birth

(3) Household resources household income
household net worth

(4) Family formation family type dummies
(5) Mother’s background mother’s years of schooling

mother’s occupational prestige (Duncan SEI)
mother’s age at child’s birth

(6) Region regional dummies

Age and sex are fit first because it is important to remove these trivial demographic

effects before proceeding further. I fit father’s background (predominantly education) before

household resources because conceptually father’s background will affect children’s outcomes

both directly and indirectly through household resources. I want the inclusion of household

resources to occur after the direct effect of father’s education is already accounted for.

Mother’s background is included in a later model because I wish to test the possibility that

mother’s and father’s background may partially cancel out as explanations because of the

different selection of mothers and fathers into interracial unions.

The first model includes only the sex and age of the respondent. Since interracial

marriage (and presumably sexual contact) is increasing over time, biracial children should

be slightly younger than their monoracial peers. Age was fit as a continuous variable for all

models. Sex should not differ between the three groups, but it is important to control for

as the biracial sample size is small enough that there may be differences in sex composition

due to noise.

The second model includes information on the biological father’s education and

age at the child’s birth. It also includes information on the father’s occupational prestige

in the PSID. Occupational information is not available for parents in the NLSY97.

Household income and wealth are added in the third model. In the NLSY97, these

are measures for the respondent’s household during the first wave in 1997. Because the PSID

included respondents with a broad range of ages, it was difficult to determine the appropriate
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time point at which household income and wealth should have been recorded. Furthermore,

information on wealth has only been recorded for a few of the panels. For respondents who

were under twenty in 1995, I use the household income data from the 1993 family survey, so

that family background characteristics are measured before the respondents turn eighteen.

For respondents twenty and older in 1995, the household income data are from the 1985

family survey. I chose the 1985 survey because using this survey for older respondents

ensures that the mean age at which income information is collected is the same for those

over and under twenty at the time of the 1995 survey. Similarly, for respondents who were

under twenty years of age at the time of the 1995 survey, net worth information comes from

the 1994 wealth survey, while it comes from the 1984 wealth survey for those twenty and

older in 1995. All values in the PSID are represented in terms of 1995 dollars.

In both the NLSY97 and PSID, net worth includes home equity. Households with

negative net worth are recoded as having zero. I include a separate dummy for cases where

net worth was zero in order to deal with heaping at this value. Income and net worth are

also logged to reduce the severe skew in their distributions.

The fourth model incorporates family structure. Family structure has a strong but

hotly-debated effect on educational outcomes. On the surface, two-parent biological families

appear to be the best environments for producing positive educational outcomes. However,

Biblarz and Raftery (1999) have argued that after controlling for mother’s socioeconomic

status, single-mother families do just as well as two biological parent families. They argue

that the best specification would be a single “distance from mother” variable, rather than

a set of dummy variables specifying each possible type. I have experimented with such a

model, but present here only a dummy effect for two parent-biological families which seems

to be the best specification for the NLSY97. In the PSID, I use a dummy for female-headed

(i.e. single mother) households.

In the fifth model, I include the same information for mothers that I included for

fathers in the third model. This allows me to ascertain the independent effect a mother’s

resources have on biracial outcomes apart from the effect they share with father’s back-

ground and household resources. For the grade retention models, I also found that a family

structure-mother’s education interaction is important, because mother’s education has more

predictive power in non-traditional families.

In the final model, I include regional dummies. These variables do not directly

test a “familial resources” model, but are important to control for because the regional
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distribution of biracials may be different than the distributions of both blacks and whites.

Because I have only a small sample of biracials, it is important that I deal with

missing values for the independent variables. If I omit cases based on missing data, I may

observe changing coefficient values across nested models simply because of the omission.

For the NLSY97, there were significant numbers of respondents who had no information

for their parents’ education, household income, and net worth. For the PSID, this was

only a problem for household income. I follow a strategy similar to that used by Fischer

et al. (1996, appendix). For variables with missing data, I impute mean values and then

use a dummy variable to indicate that the data were missing for that case. The choice

of imputing mean values is arbitrary and in no way affects the estimate of the parameter

for that variable, because of the dummy variable. This method assumes that the data are

missing completely at random and therefore does not “fix” the variable where the missing

data occur. It does, however, allow me to use those cases without further biasing the data.

Since I am particularly interested in race differences in these models, I also allow the pattern

of non-reporting to differ between racial groups. Mechanically this involves interacting the

missing-variable dummies with the race dummies.

These models allow me to assess the strength of the biracial advantage (β2) after

controlling for a variety of family background characteristics. Unfortunately, like other

studies of this type, I am left with only the residual effect of being biracial. I can use

these models to distinguish between a family resource explanation or an explanation which

emphasizes biraciality, but I cannot sort out the reasons why a biracial effect might remain.

Nonetheless, the results presented below provide some valuable insight into the position of

biracials in schools today.

3.2.4 Analysis

The full output from the nested models outlined in the previous section is shown

in the appendix in Tables A.3-A.6. I will not describe in detail the output from the full

models, except to say that the results are consistent with previous research on educational

stratification.

The important coefficients in the nested models are the race coefficients, which

measure the difference between racial groups even among individuals who share the other

control characteristics. There are two important questions. First, how does controlling
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Table 3.7: Race effects, gross and net

Biracial Effect (β2) White Effect (β1)
Gross Net Gross Net

Grade Retention (PSID) -0.68 -0.27 -0.75 0.10
(.48) (.49) (.10)*** (.12)

Grade retention (NLSY97) -0.61 -0.25 -1.23 -0.46
(.28)* (.34) (.07)*** (.09)***

Grades in 8th grade (NLSY97) 0.16 0.06 0.70 0.21
(.18) (.19) (.05)*** (.05)***

CAT-ASVAB test scores (NLSY97) 0.54 0.45 0.69 0.49
(.09)*** (.10)*** (.03)*** (.03)***

standard errors in parentheses; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

for other factors change the biracial advantage? Given that biracials have superior fam-

ily backgrounds relative to monoracial blacks, the expectation is that controlling for these

factors will reduce the advantage, but the degree of the reduction is unknown. If biracials

have outcomes similar to blacks after controlling for these other factors, then the biracial

advantage stems largely from race and class dynamics in the sphere of union formation. If

biracials still have an advantage over blacks after controlling for these factors, then this ad-

vantage may derive from a more complicated process of racial ambiguity within educational

institutions.

Second, and perhaps less obvious, is the question of what happens to the white

advantage after controlling for these other factors. If the biracial advantage disappears in a

situation where the white advantage does not, then biracials apparently face the same racial

obstacles as blacks. In this case, their advantaged family background actually obscures their

racial disadvantage. If, however, the white advantage disappears as well, then contemporary

observed differences between all three groups are a result of the different family resources

they bring to the school system rather than racial practices within the system.

Overall Results

Table 3.7 gives an overall summary of the models. The table shows the estimated

coefficients for the biracial (β2) and white (β1) effects relative to blacks. The gross estimates

are the coefficients after model (1) of the nested models which only controls for age and sex.

The net estimates for these coefficients are the coefficients from model (6) of the nested
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model which includes the full set of control variables.

For all outcomes except test scores, the patterns for biracials are remarkably sim-

ilar. Inclusion of the control characteristics greatly reduces the observed biracial advantage

over blacks. For all three variables, the net effect of being biracial is statistically insignificant

after the inclusion of controls, indicating that there is little evidence of a biracial advantage

over blacks once we compare children who have similar family background characteristics.

The pattern for whites in terms of grade retention and grades is somewhat different.

The white effect is also reduced significantly by the inclusion of these control variables, but

the reduction does not reduce the white effect completely, except in the case of grade

retention in the PSID. In the NLSY97, differences between blacks and biracials disappear,

while differences between whites and biracials remain. According to the NLSY97 data, it

appears that biracials face many of the same obstacles as blacks, once one accounts for their

relatively privileged upbringing.

The discrepancy of the PSID here is likely due to the differing age profiles in the two

surveys. Hauser, Pager, and Simmons (2000) find that social and economic disadvantages

fully explain grade retention differences between whites and blacks for students under 15,

but only partially for students over this age. All NLSY97 students were at least 15 by

the third wave, while the PSID sample is predominantly under the age of 15. Thus, the

PSID is probably overstating the reduction in overall race differences because it only looks

at children’s early school experiences. The NLSY97 presents a more accurate picture of

students approaching the end of their secondary school education.

Thus, with the exception of test scores, these data appear to show that the biracial

advantage isn’t much of an advantage at all. Rather, it is a result of the very different family

backgrounds from which biracials come.

Test scores paint a very different picture. Biracials are nearly as advantaged over

blacks in terms of test scores as are whites, once you compare students with similar grades

and grade retention histories (the gross effects). After controlling for family background

characteristics (the net effects), whites and biracials are still equally advantaged over black

students, and the results are statistically significant. In sharp contrast to the results for

other educational outcomes, the biracial advantage in test scores appears to be real and is

not affected greatly by differences in family background between biracials and blacks. The

stubbornness of the black/white test score gap is well known (Jencks and Phillips 1998). A

similar gap between blacks and biracials appears to be just as stubborn.
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The divergent results between test scores and other outcomes suggests that the

racial dynamics producing test score gaps between racial groups are different than the racial

dynamics affecting other educational outcomes. As I have noted earlier, grade retention and

grades both entail a great deal of social interaction within schools, while testing situations

are highly isolated. In the social milieu of schools, blacks and biracials appear to both

suffer from racially discriminatory practices, however these are defined. On the other hand,

biracials do better in testing situations which assess their actual learning. I would suggest

two possibilities which may account for these discrepancies.

As I noted earlier, Steele and Aronson (1998) have shown that when students are

primed by their racial identity, test score differences are greater between racial groups. They

argue that the desire to avoid racial stereotypes about performance puts stress on minority

groups in such testing situations, which negatively affects their performance. Biracial stu-

dents may avoid such stereotype threats because they do not identify as strongly with their

black identity as black students do. This may explain the persistence of a biracial-black

gap in test scores in the face of controls for parental and household resources.

On the other hand, the biracial advantage in test scores may stem from a higher

quality education which is not explained by family background. Differences in quality may

be associated with school-level differences which are not accounted for here. Segregation of

biracials vis-a-vis blacks may play an important role.

Nested Models

So far, I have shown only the overall results from a simple model and one which

controlled for a variety of factors. This approach tells us little about how each set of

covariates affects the biracial advantage. I will now turn to the full nested models.

Rather than showing the full tables, I present figures which show how the biracial

and white effects change with the inclusion of various parameters, although the full tables

are available in the appendix as Tables A.3-A.6. Figure 3.1 shows these effects for grade

retention in the PSID. The lower bars show the coefficient for biracials relative to blacks

and the upper bars show the coefficient for whites relative to blacks. Within each group, the

nested models are shown, with the most basic (1) at the bottom and the most complicated

(6) at the top.

The initial models show strong negative effects for both whites and biracials, indi-
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Figure 3.1: Logit effect of race on probability of having ever been held back across nested
models, Panel Study of Income Dynamics 1995
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Figure 3.2: Logit effect of race on probability of having ever been held back across nested
models, National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997
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cating they are less likely to be held back than blacks. Controlling for father’s background

reduces both of these effects dramatically. For whites, the effect is still significant while it is

not for biracials. Controlling for household resources reduces the white effect significantly,

but hardly changes the biracial effect. Biracials get no advantage from household resources

that is not indirectly a result of father’s education. Controlling for family type changes little

for either whites or biracials. Adding mother’s background has hardly any effect on racial

differences between blacks and whites and actually increases the biracial advantage. This

is not because mother’s background is unimportant or because it does not differ between

the groups, but because it does not have an important effect which is not already captured

by its correlation with the other variables. For biracials, the increase is consistent with the

expectation that white mothers’ negative selectivity into interracial unions may partially

cancel out the advantage of a highly educated black father. Controlling for regional differ-

ences is important for both groups, primarily because grade retention is more prevalent in

the South.
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Figure 3.3: Effect of race on grades in 8th grade across nested models, National Longitudinal
Survey of Youth 1997
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The grade retention results for the NLSY97, shown in figure 3.2 tell largely the

same story. The biggest change comes with the inclusion of father’s education and re-

gional variation to the model. Household finances and family type change little for bira-

cials, although household finances significantly reduce the advantages of whites over blacks.

Mother’s background leads to a slight but negligible increase in the biracial advantage.

In terms of self-reported grades shown in Figure 3.3, biracials are also advantaged

relative to blacks, but the advantage is trivial compared to the difference between whites

and blacks. Although the initial biracial/black difference here is not statistically significant,

the change in the point estimate is similar to what I observe for grade retention. Controlling

for father’s education completely explains the biracial advantage. The other variables play

a minor role. Once again, mother’s background works in the opposite direction, although

the change is minor.

The results for grade retention and grades stand in sharp contrast to the results

for test scores shown in Figure 3.4. As I noted in the last section, the control variables have
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Figure 3.4: Effect of race on CAT-ASVAB scores across nested models, National Longitu-
dinal Survey of Youth 1997
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little effect on either the white or the biracial advantage over blacks. In fact, controlling

for these characteristics actually gives biracials an almost identical advantage over blacks

as the advantage for whites.

Even though the change is minor, however, we observe something similar with the

test score nested models. The biggest reduction comes with the inclusion of father’s edu-

cation as a control. It is the highly advantageous educational position of biracial students’

fathers vis-a-vis black students’ fathers which accounts for much of the biracial advantage

in grade retention and grades and for a slight proportion of the biracial advantage in test

scores.

3.3 The Uncertain Position

Based on prior research, we have had strong reason to believe that new biracials

have an advantage over black students in the educational system, but because of inadequate

classification of new biracials in previous surveys, this finding has been tentative. Further-

more, we have had little understanding of the pathways which generate this advantage.

In this chapter, I have presented results from two surveys which provide a much

better classification of new biracials. Like previous research , these surveys demonstrate

that new biracials do indeed have an advantage over monoracial blacks in terms of grade

retention, grades, and test scores. The analysis conducted here also suggests that this

privileged position is at least in part not a “true” biracial advantage, but rather derives

from the privileged family background of the average biracial. Biracials succeed in school

not because of their racial ambiguity in any sense, but because they have highly educated

(typically black) fathers. This finding holds for grade retention and grades, but is not

true of test scores, where there appears to be an actual biracial advantage unexplainable

by family background characteristics. I have suggested that this test score anomaly may

be the result of stereotype threat or better school quality resulting from less residential

segregation. Unfortunately, both of these assertions are not testable in the current data

sources.

In an unusual inversion of the typical race/class debate, I have shown that family

background characteristics actually obscure the racial disadvantages mixed race individuals

experience. After controlling for family background characteristics, biracials look much like

blacks and both groups face racial obstacles to their success. Biracials are more successful
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than blacks not because of an ambiguous racial status, but in spite of a clear one. At least

in terms of the social milieu of the schoolyard, the “one-drop” rule may still apply.

These results indicate that we need to understand the dynamics of family formation

which produce biracial families in order to understand the new biracials of today. This

family formation process is highly selective of higher-status blacks. This selectivity may be

problematic in that it isolates lower-class blacks and leads to a generational bifurcation of

the black class structure along lines which can be tied directly to issues of racial identity.

It is to this family formation which I now turn.
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Chapter 4

Back a Generation

Researchers have long given two ostensible reasons for studying marriage between

groups. First, the prevalence of interracial unions measures the strength of boundaries be-

tween groups in the most intimate area of daily life. According to Myrdal’s well-known

“rank order of discrimination”, taboos on sexual relations between whites and blacks are

the most sacred form of taboo on interpersonal relationships between blacks and whites and

should be the most difficult form of discrimination to eliminate (Myrdal 1944). Similarly,

Gordon (1964:80) argued that marital assimilation is indicative of broader structural as-

similation (defined as the assimilation of primary groups) which he felt was ultimately the

most important form of assimilation.

Second, interracial marriages are thought to have the potential to transform (and

potentially eliminate) racial boundaries by producing individuals with mixed heritage in

the next generation. It is widely believed that ethnic intermarriages among European

immigrants and between European immigrants and white natives were important factors in

reducing the salience of ethnicity among their ancestors today (Lieberson and Waters 1988;

Hout and Goldstein 1994).

Most of the emphasis in studies of union formation between blacks and whites has

focused on interracial marriages as a boundary and how this boundary is shaped by class

considerations. There has been less focus on the transformative role of interracial union

formation and subsequent fertility, despite a burgeoning field of study examining multiracial

individuals.

As the previous chapter made clear, it is necessary to explore how interracial

families themselves are constituted. Biracial children tend to come from privileged families
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relative to black children and this privileged background explains much of the advantages

biracial children have in school over black children. In order to understand the situation of

these new biracials, We must go back a generation and examine how the families of these

new biracials came to be.

The evidence presented earlier casts doubts on the basic assimilation process which

is assumed to underlie interracial unions. The privileged status of biracial households sug-

gests that interracial unions may essentially be “skimming off” the most privileged members

of the black population. If this is the case, then the belief that interracial unions will reduce

the salience of race might need to be re-evaluated. If interracial unions continue to be selec-

tive of high status blacks, then they may isolate as much as they amalgamate because they

will disproportionately exclude blacks who have not “made it.” This selective process has

the potential to ultimately bifurcate the “black” population along lines which correspond

to both class and heritage.

Although we know interracial marriages are selective in this fashion, we are less

clear of the underlying process which produces this selectivity. Furthermore, we have little

evidence about selectivity in other types of childbearing interracial unions. In order to

better understand this phenomenon and to understand how it may change in the future,

it is imperative to understand the source of black selectivity into interracial unions. In

this chapter, I present the major theories developed to explain this question and develop

models to test these different approaches. Furthermore, I compare two types of interracial

unions–marriages and cohabitations–in order to better understand patterns of interracial

union formation outside of marriage.

4.1 The Selectivity of Interracial Unions

The characteristics of those who enter interracial unions have long been a subject

of much speculation and theory. Early in the twentieth century, many observers believed

that only the lowest orders of both races engaged in such unions. This viewpoint gradually

shifted, particularly as evidence became available to the contrary. It became clear that

blacks (mostly men) in interracial marriages were on average more highly educated than

blacks in intraracial marriages. A recent example of this selectivity is shown in Figure 4.1,

based on data from the 1990 census. The educational distribution of black men and women

in interracial marriages with whites is skewed more toward higher educational levels than the
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Figure 4.1: Spousal educational distributions by race, race of spouse, and sex, Census 1990
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Only marriages between native-born individuals where the husband was 25-35 years of age. Interracial

marriages refer only to black/white interracial marriages.

educational distribution of black men and women in intraracial marriages with other blacks.

The modal educational category for blacks in interracial marriages is some college education,

while the modal category for blacks in intraracial marriages is high school graduation. The

selectivity of whites in interracial marriages, on the other hand, is less clear. White men in

interracial unions may be slightly more educated on average than white men in intraracial

unions, but this does not appear to be true for white women.

4.1.1 Theories of Interracial Marriage

Numerous theories have been developed to account for this black selectivity. Most

of these theories have focused particularly on how educational partnering within interracial

marriages might be different than educational partnering within intraracial marriages. The
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most prominent theory was proposed by Merton (1941) and Davis (1941), in independent

papers published at the same time. These two scholars proposed that interracial marriages

would frequently involve an exchange of status characteristics. The black spouse would trade

a high educational status in order to receive the high racial status of the white spouse. Thus,

black/white intermarriages were likely to involve a black spouse with greater education than

their white spouse, because these types of individuals would each have something to gain

from the union. Interracial marriages involving white spouses with greater education than

their black spouses would be much less likely because blacks would have nothing to offer their

potential white spouse in return for the white spouse marrying “down” in terms of race. This

particular pattern was thought more applicable to black male/white female pairings because

the black male’s educational characteristics would be tied to future potential earnings in a

way a black woman’s educational characteristics would not be. Although neither Merton or

Davis gave the theory a name, it has frequently been called “caste-status exchange” theory

or simply “status exchange” theory. I will use the latter term in this work.

Status exchange theory has been hotly contested. Numerous observers have noted

that, like intraracial marriages, interracial marriages are predominantly homogamous with

respect to education (Monahan 1976; Porterfield 1978; Heer 1974; Bernard 1966). Individ-

uals have a strong tendency to marry others of a similar educational background, and this

tendency has been increasing over the last half-century (Mare 1991; Mare 2000). Strictly

speaking, Merton (1941) predicted that marriages involving white hypergamy would be

more common than homogamous marriages, so the evidence presented by these scholars

appears to invalidate Merton’s original hypothesis.

However, Merton’s prediction is actually not an appropriate test of status exchange

theory. We expect that individuals consider a variety of factors when they entertain a

marriage possibility besides the potential for status exchange, and so it should not be

surprising that educational homogamy is strong in interracial unions, given that it seems to

be such a powerful determinant of marriage formation in general. The important question is

whether the pattern of non-homogamous educational partnering within interracial marriages

is different from the pattern in intraracial marriages. Kalmijn (1993) has suggested the use

of a hypergamy ratio to test for differences in these patterns. The hypergamy ratio is

calculated as the number of people in a certain group marrying up in education divided

by the number of people in that group marrying down.1 In order to test status exchange

1Traditionally hypergamy has been treated as if it applies exclusively to women, so that hypergamy means
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theory, Kalmijn (1993) compares the actual hypergamy ratios within interracial marriages

to the expected hypergamy ratios from log-linear models which assume that there is nothing

different about educational partnering within interracial marriages. Using vital statistics

data from 1970 to 1986, he finds that both black men and black women are more likely to

marry down in education within interracial unions than would be expected if they simply

followed the pattern within intraracial unions. For example, the hypergamy ratio of women

in black male/white female unions over the period 1970-1986 was 1.252, while the expected

ratio was only 0.928, indicating that white women are much more likely to marry up than

would be expected under a model which assumes no difference. Similarly, the hypergamy

ratio of men in white male/black female unions was 1.098, compared to an expected value

of 0.776, indicating significant upward marriage for white men in these unions. Qian (1997)

used these hypergamy ratios in his analysis of interracial marriage in the 1980 and 1990

Census data and produced similar results.

The hypergamy ratio approach seems to be a valid test of Merton’s and Davis’s

original works. Fu (2001), however, has suggested a complete reformulation of status ex-

change theory more consistent with exchange theory broadly defined. He argues that status

exchange theory makes two basic assertions. First, highly-educated spouses are more valued

on the marriage market than less-educated spouses. Second, white spouses are more valued

on the marriage market by both blacks and whites than black spouses. These two conditions

are necessary for the exchanges Merton and Davis outlined to occur. Fu argues that the

best way to test these two assertions is to observe how blacks and whites perform when

they compete for highly-educated spouses of both races. When whites and blacks compete

for a black spouse, whites should on average be able to acquire black spouses with greater

education than the spouses acquired by blacks. Similarly, when whites and blacks compete

for a white spouse, whites should on average be able to acquire white spouses with greater

education than the spouses obtained by blacks. Fu develops a log-linear model which tests

these assertions. He finds support for the theory in 1990 Census data, although the results

are weaker when men are competing for women, than when women are competing for men.

Later in this chapter, I will outline his model in more technical detail.

Aside from status exchange theory, there is a more mechanical reason to expect

downward marriage for a woman on some status characteristic. This terminology is unfortunate because it
makes discussing hypergamy among other groups inaccessible. Technically, we could think of white or black
hypergamy as well. The expectation of status exchange theory is that interracial unions will be hypergamous
for whites.
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selectivity of spouses within interracial marriages. If two groups have different distributions

of a status characteristic, such as education, then homogamous marriages between these

two groups will be selective of both parties. Intermarriages will be rare at the upper end

of the distribution for the privileged group and rare at the lower end of the distribution for

the disadvantaged group, because of the fewer educational matches across groups available

at those ranges. Therefore, the disadvantaged group will be positively selected while the

privileged group will be negatively selected. This expectation is identical to the expectation

of status exchange theory, but for different reasons. Therefore, it is necessary to account

for the different racial distributions of education and the general pattern of educational

partnering before testing for status exchange explicitly. The log-linear framework of both

Kalmijn and Fu controls for these distributions. The Fu approach also allows for a direct

comparison (in terms of goodness-of-fit) between the status exchange model and a model

which assumes that no additional parameters are necessary, and the evidence from the

1990 census supports his model. The Kalmijn approach unfortunately provides no way of

comparing models or generating inferential statistics.

In general, tests of status exchange have not been compared to other plausible

theories which could account for black selectivity within interracial marriages. It has long

been argued that the propensity to marry interracially will increase with educational level,

particularly at the college level (Kalmijn 1993), which in and of itself could explain black

selectivity. There are several reasons to expect such a relationship. First, universities

provide local marriage markets where blacks and whites are unusually integrated. Aside

from this simple propinquity, however, college attendance is a form of structural assimila-

tion which breaks down group barriers and attachments (Gordon 1964). Finally, research

has shown that high-status blacks are less likely to identify strongly by race relative to

lower-status blacks (Demo and Hughes 1990) and that intergroup tolerance increases with

education (Davis 1982), suggesting that interracial openness might increase with education.

I refer to this theory as the educational propensity theory.

According to this theory, we would expect interracial unions to be more common

in homogamous unions among the highly-educated than in other types of educational part-

nering. The greater likelihood of interracial unions within such unions may itself explain

the selectivity of blacks into interracial unions. Interestingly, educational propensity theory

has a completely different expectation about the selectivity of whites than status exchange

theory. According to educational propensity theory, whites should be positively selected
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into interracial marriages rather than negatively selected. To my knowledge, there have

been no empirical tests of educational propensity theory.

Scholars of American race relations in the Post Civil Rights Era have focused on

the specific circumstances of lower-class blacks, particularly their isolation in urban central

cities (Wilson 1978; Wilson 1987). The decline of a strict caste system of racial oppression

has led to a bifurcation of the life-chances of blacks by class. Middle and upper class blacks

have been allowed to join the American mainstream, while lower-class blacks have been

further isolated, creating a super-stigmatized urban underclass. This isolation of lower-

class blacks may seriously affect both their marriage opportunities with whites and their

marriageability as perceived by whites. From this perspective, blacks may have differential

access to the interracial marriage market depending on their level of education, and this

access will likely increase with education. I refer to this as isolation theory. It assumes

nothing about the particular educational partnering within interracial unions.

To my knowledge, only Kalmijn (1993) has linked this literature to interracial

marriage. However, he argues that status exchange itself is indicative of such isolation. This

assertion is not strictly true, because status exchange theory does not hold that lower-class

blacks are explicitly isolated, but rather that lower-class blacks may be mechanically isolated

because they have fewer opportunities to marry down in terms of education with whites

than do upper-class blacks. Isolation theory and status exchange theory are entirely different

theories which generate different predictions about patterns of educational partnering within

interracial marriages.

It is easy to conflate isolation theory with educational propensity theory. As I

mentioned above, some scholars have noted the reduced racial endogamy among highly-

educated blacks as evidence of the assimilative character of education. However, the two

theories differ in two important respects. First, educational propensity theory argues that

greater integration occurs in homogamous unions at the college level. Therefore the edu-

cational partnering of whites and blacks within interracial unions does matter. Second, if

this assumption is relaxed, then educational propensity theory would still expect a similar

ordering of preferences for interracial unions by education among whites. Isolation theory

predicts no such ordering of preferences among whites. To distinguish between the two

theories, one needs to consider the propensity to marry interracially by educational level

for both blacks and whites.

Three of the potential theories which I have outlined thus far are shown stylistically
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Figure 4.2: Stylized depiction of racial intermarriage patterns
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in Figure 4.2. Isolation theory cannot be shown in this manner because it does not generate

a prediction about educational partnering. The white bar is higher than the black bar to

represent the higher mean level of education for whites. The solid straight lines between

the two groups represent educational homogamy. Even though marriages are educationally

homogamous, they select out the top and middle of the black bar and the middle and

bottom of the white bar. This selection occurs mechanistically as a result of educational

preferences without consideration of race. The upper arrows are thicker than the lower

ones to indicate the hypothesized greater propensity to enter interracial unions among both

blacks and whites at higher educational levels.

Status exchange is represented by the dashed diagonal line. According to this

theory, marriages will not be homogamous but will flow in a particular direction. Status

exchange occurs because individuals make a decision based jointly on race and education.

Both educational homogamy and status exchange will positively select the black member

of interracial marriages and negatively select the white member of interracial marriages.

Educational propensity, on the other hand, will positively select both members of the union.
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Table 4.1: Union type distribution of new parents by race of parents

Union Type N Married Cohabiting Involved Not Inv.

White Unions 641 80.5 13.7 3.3 2.5
Interracial Unions 90 33.1 30.2 31.9 4.8
Black Unions 1330 27.2 27.6 39.7 5.5

Source: Fragile Families Study, 1998

Results are weighted to be representative of children born in US cities with over 200,000 population in 1998.

The union types are based on the mother’s report of her relationship to the father. “Involved” means the

couple was romantically involved but not living together.

4.1.2 Interracial Unions outside of Marriage

The theories above have been developed to explain interracial marriages in partic-

ular. Because of the focus on interracial marriages as a boundary and the easy availability

of marriage data relative to other types of unions, there has been little emphasis given to

other forms of interracial unions.

This focus on interracial marriages makes it difficult to understand interracial

unions which lead to childbearing, because a significant proportion of this childbearing

occurs outside of marriage. Table 4.1 shows the proportion of childbirths which fall into

different union types for white endogamous unions, interracial black/white unions, and

black endogamous unions. The data for this table are derived from the Fragile Families

Study conducted in 1998 (FFS98). The FFS98 sampled births occurring in hospitals in

a stratified sample of urban areas, and collected information about both the mother and

father of the child (Fragile Families Study 2003). Race was recorded for nearly every father

(97.5%), either by interview or proxy, making it possible to accurately identify children

born to interracial couples. The FFS98 oversampled non-marital births, but weights are

provided in order to make the sample representative of births occurring in cities with over

200,000 population in 1998 (Fragile Families Study 2003).

According to this data, childbearing interracial unions are much more like black

unions than white unions in terms of the parents’ relationship at the time of the birth. Only

a third (33.1%) of interracial couples bearing children were married at the time of the birth,

compared to 80.5% of white couples and 27.2% of black couples. Among couples who were

not married at the time of the birth, around half of interracial couples were cohabiting at

the time of the birth which is slightly higher than the figure for black couples. Among white
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couples who were not married at the time of the birth, more than two-thirds were cohabiting.

Although interracial couples appear slightly more likely to be either married or cohabiting

than blacks, the difference is slight. Sullivan (2003) reports that 50% of interracial couples

were married in the National Maternal and Infant Health Survey of 1988 compared to 36%

of black couples, indicating a greater propensity for marriage among interracial couples than

the FFS98.

In any case, Table 4.1 demonstrates that by only analyzing interracial marriage,

current research misses about two-thirds of childbearing interracial unions. If we wish

to examine interracial unions for the purpose of understanding the family background of

biracial children, then interracial marriage data are inadequate to the task.

It is possible that the pattern of union formation differs markedly in non-marital

unions. In terms of cohabitation, Blackwell and Lichter (2000) have argued that cohabi-

tation often provides a proving ground for marriage, and thus educational homogamy and

racial endogamy will be lower in these unions as individuals experiment with different part-

ners. Results from the 1990 Census indicate that this expectation is met (Blackwell and

Lichter 2000). More generally, we may expect that the weaker is attachment within the

union, the more likely the union is to be educationally heterogamous and racially exog-

amous. In addition, Blackwell and Lichter (2000) found that status exchange was lower

(and perhaps non-existent) in cohabitations in the 1990 Census compared to marriages,

using Kalmijn’s hypergamy ratio method. Therefore, there may be very different patterns

of black selectivity into interracial unions by union type.

More importantly, by only analyzing a portion of interracial unions, we cannot

distinguish between two competing explanations for black selectivity into interracial mar-

riage. On the one hand, the dynamic which produces black selectivity may be generalizable

to all interracial unions. In this scenario, the selectivity of black partners is embedded in

the decision to engage in an interracial union, regardless of the type of union chosen. On

the other hand, black selectivity itself may be created by the filtering of interracial unions

with different educational partnerings into different types of relationships. According to this

scenario, the selectivity of black partners is not embedded within the decision to engage in

an interracial union, but rather once such a union exists, black selectivity is embedded in

the decision about which type of union to pursue.

Take the isolation theory presented earlier as an example. It implies that blacks

with less education are less likely to be involved in an interracial marriage. This may be
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because such blacks are excluded from interracial unions altogether. On the other hand,

it may be that blacks with less education are just as likely to enter interracial unions, but

in comparison to highly-educated blacks, they are less able or willing to transform these

unions into marriages. If this is the case, then we would expect opposite patterns to exist

for other types of unions besides marriage. In the isolation case, we will expect blacks

with less education to be more likely to engage in an interracial union when this union is a

non-marital union than blacks with greater education.

In general, if black selectivity is a function of union type, we should expect that

interracial unions outside of marriage would negatively select black members. If there is no

overall selectivity into interracial unions, then marriages which select out the more-educated

members of the black population must be balanced by other union types which overrepresent

blacks with less education. Table 4.2 presents data from a variety of sources applied to this

question. Data for this table come from the FFS98, three US censuses, and the NLSY97 used

in the previous chapter. The census data are based on the 5% microdata samples of 1980,

1990, and 2000 for native-born married couples where the husband was aged 25-35. In 1990

and 2000, information is also available for cohabiting couples with the same demographic

characteristics. The census data differs from the Fragile Families data in that unions in

the census do not necessarily have to be childbearing unions. The NLSY97 data provide

information on the biological parents of children aged 12-16 in 1997, an earlier cohort of

parents than the FFS98. Because information such as race and education was asked of both

biological parents in the NLSY97 whether or not they resided in the household at the time

of the survey, this information is representative of childbearing unions, irrespective of the

relationship between mother and father at the time of the survey.

For each data source, I present the proportion of black men and women who

have greater than a high school education, classified by whether the respondents are in

an interracial or endogamous union. The difference between these proportions within each

union type indicates the strength and direction of black selectivity. Because the overall level

of education differs by union type, the percentage differences can be difficult to compare

across union types. Therefore, I also present odds ratios between interracial and endogamous

unions, which makes selectivity comparable across union type. If pis is the proportion of

black partners of sex s in interracial unions who have greater than a high school education,

and pes is the corresponding proportion for black partners of the same sex in endogamous
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Table 4.2: Proportion of black partners in each union type who have more than a high school education by sex and race of
partner

Black Men Black Women

Union Formation Parenting Union Formation Parenting
Dataset Married Cohab Involved Not Inv. Married Cohab Involved Not Inv.

Fragile Families
Interracial Union 50.8 25.2 67.3 14.0 44.5 100.0 47.1 0.90 98.1 30.2
Black Union 40.2 21.4 19.8 9.0 25.2 56.4 27.1 20.2 14.1 31.6

Odds Ratios 1.54 1.24 8.32 1.64 2.38 * 2.39 0.04 310.79 0.94

Census, 1980
Interracial Union 49.4 47.8
Black Union 35.1 34.2

Odds Ratio 1.80 1.77

Census, 1990
Interracial Union 56.4 49.6 66.7 46.1
Black Union 45.6 40.4 53.3 32.0

Odds Ratio 1.54 1.45 1.75 1.82

Census, 2000
Interracial Union 58.5 53.4 71.6 45.0
Black Union 51.2 45.7 61.6 36.2

Odds Ratio 1.34 1.36 1.57 1.44

NLSY97
Interracial Union 55.7 66.7
Black Union 40.5 35.2

Odds Ratio 1.84 3.69

Odds ratios are the ratios of the odds of having more than a high school education between black spouses in interracial unions relative to black spouses

in intraracial unions. presented only for comparison. * means that the odds ratio could not be calculated in that case because one of the percentages

is either 100 or 0.
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unions, then the odds ratios is:
pis/(1 − pis)

pes/(1 − pes)
(4.1)

This odds ratio measures the ratio of the odds of a black partner in an interracial union

having greater than a high school education relative to those same odds for a black partner

in an intraracial union. Values greater than one indicate positive black selectivity, while

values less than one indicate negative black selectivity.

I use the high school/some college boundary instead of some other educational

boundary because this boundary appears to be the boundary driving black selectivity, as

suggested by Figure 2.1. Results for the other boundaries are presented in the data appendix

as Table A.7 (college degree) and Table A.8 (high school diploma). The results are more

noisy for these boundaries because the sample size is small for college degrees in the FFS98

and NLSY97, and because high school graduation is nearly universal. Nonetheless, the

results for these transitions are generally consistent with the results presented here.

I will focus first on the results for black men. Every single odds ratio in this half of

the table is greater than one, indicating that black men are positively selected into interracial

unions, regardless of union type. Positive black selectivity is not just a characteristic of

interracial marriages, but of all interracial unions. The data from the FFS98 do not suggest

that this selectivity diminishes with the strength of union attachment, either. In fact, black

selectivity appears to go up in unions with little attachment, although the extremely high

odds ratio for romantically involved couples is probably a bit exaggerated. In the 1990 and

2000 Census, the odds ratios are also highly consistent across marriages and cohabitations

(1.54 and 1.45 in marriages and cohabitation in 1990, 1.34 and 1.36 in marriages and

cohabitation in 2000), suggesting little difference in selectivity by union type. There does

appear to be an overall decline in this selectivity from 1980 to 2000. The odds-ratio for

parenting regardless of union type is very similar in the FFS98 (2.38) and the NLSY97

(1.84). Finally, the odds ratios for the married and cohabiting unions in the FFS98 are very

similar to the odds ratios from Census 2000, as we would expect given that these cohorts

overlap considerably. Overall, the results are highly consistent for black men and indicate

that positive selectivity into interracial unions is a general feature of interracial unions,

regardless of union type. For black men, selectivity appears to be embedded in the decision

to enter an interracial union, not in the decision about which union type to pursue once in

an interracial union.
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The results are similar for women, except in the FFS98 where a very small sample

size (N=14) has resulted in extremely noisy estimates of the odds ratios. When the odds

ratios are broken down by type they are highly unreliable. Nonetheless, the overall odds

ratio for parenting in the FFS98 indicates no selectivity whatsoever (OR=0.94).

This finding from the FFS98 is not consistent with overall results found in the Cen-

sus data and the NLSY97. The census data find strong positive selectivity of black women

into interracial unions. The findings are consistent across marriages and cohabitations, and

appear to have declined somewhat from 1990 to 2000. Likewise, the NLSY97 shows that

interracial childbearing is highly selective of black mothers as well, although this sample is

also so small as to be quite uncertain (N=9).

Overall, the results for black women are consistent with the results for black men,

except for the Fragile Families dataset where the results are not reliable because of the

small sample size. The large samples from the Census provide the greatest precision here,

and indicate strong positive selectivity that does not differ by union type.

The results here suggest that blacks are positively selected into interracial unions

generally. But the data do not address the underlying mechanism behind this selectivity.

In the sections below, I develop a set of models for testing these mechanisms and apply

these models to both interracial marriages and cohabitations.

4.2 Models

In order to assess the theories outlined above, I develop several log-linear models

which capture each theory’s essential argument. Although previous researchers have used

log-linear models to test some of these theories, none have compared the fit of models

testing different theories in a consistent manner. Furthermore, these models have focused

exclusively on status exchange theory. Here I develop a broad set of models which can

be used to adjudicate between the theories in terms of explaining black selectivity into

interracial unions.

The log-linear models are constructed from four-dimensional tables of husband’s

race (i), wife’s race (j), husband’s education (k), and wife’s education (l). Within each cell

are the counts of unions (Fijkl) which correspond to each dimension. Race is coded as white

(1) or black (2), and education is coded as four discrete categories: less than high school

(1), high school degree (2), some college (3), or college degree (4).
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The following variables are used to flag interracial marriages:

mij =







1 if i = 2 and j = 1

0 else

fij =







1 if i = 1 and j = 2

0 else

nij =







1 if fij = 1 or mij = 1

0 else

In simple terms, mij identifies black male/white female (BM/WF) interracial unions, fij

identifies white male/black female (WM/BF) interracial unions, and nij identifies an inter-

racial union of either type. I also define terms b and w which are the educational levels of

the black and white spouse, respectively, in an interracial marriage.

Most of the models that follow are parameter-constrained fits of the four-way

tables, F12kl and F21kl. In the equations, I will assume that the parameters fit these two

tables identically, so that there is gender symmetry in the parameters between BM/WF

and WM/BF pairings. In the actual analysis, I test two different versions of each model,

one which assumes this gender-symmetry, and one which allows the parameters to vary

depending on whether the union involves a BM/WF or WM/BF pairing. Figure 4.3 shows

graphically how each of the following models codes the gender-symmetric four-way table.

I begin with a simple model which assumes that there is no unique pattern to

educational partnering within interracial unions. Formally, the model is:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl (4.2)

This model assumes that there is nothing in particular to explain about interracial unions

that is not explained by the general pattern of racial endogamy (λij), educational partnering

(λkl), and the different racial distributions of education (λik and λjl). I refer to this model

as the Independence (I) model. All of the subsequent models are nested within this model.

Educational Propensity I construct two models to test the educational propensity the-

ory. This theory asserts that interracial unions will be particularly likely among those in

highly-educated homogamous unions, particular at the college level.
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Figure 4.3: Parameterizations for models of interracial educational partnering

Independence

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 0 0 0
HS 0 0 0 0
SC 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 0

Differential Homogamy

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS A 0 0 0
HS 0 B 0 0
SC 0 0 C 0
C 0 0 0 D

College Corner

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 0 0 0
HS 0 0 0 0
SC 0 0 1 1
C 0 0 1 1

White Hypergamy, Balanced

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 -1 -1 -1
HS 1 0 -1 -1
SC 1 1 0 -1
C 1 1 1 0

White Hypergamy, Unbalanced

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 B B B
HS A 0 B B
SC A A 0 B
C A A A 0

Quasi White Hypergamy

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 0 0 0
HS 1 0 0 0
SC 1 1 0 0
C 1 1 1 0

Generalized Penalty

Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 1 2 3
HS 0 1 2 3
SC 0 1 2 3
C 0 1 2 3

Black Black Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 0 1 2 3
HS 1 2 3 4
SC 2 3 4 5
C 3 4 5 6

Isolation
Black White Spouse
Spouse LHS HS SC C

LHS 1 1 1 1
HS 1 1 1 1
SC 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 0

LHS=Less than high school; HS=high school graduate; SC=Some college, but no four-year degree; C=Four-

year college degree or more
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First, I test a model which assumes different levels of educational homogamy in

interracial unions depending on the level of education. Formally this model is:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + αk(xkl)(nij) (4.3)

where xkl equals 1 when k = l and 0 otherwise. The αk parameters give the strength of

homogamy at varying educational levels. According to theory, these parameters should be

stronger at higher levels of education,

α4 > α3 > α2 > α1

Two-dimensional log-linear models are often summarized by local odds ratios which

give the odds-ratio for every set of adjacent cells in the table. Each local odds ratio, θij , is

defined as:

θij =
Fij/Fi(j+1)

F(i+1)j/F(i+1)(j+1)

For a 4 x 4 table, there are nine local odds ratios. The models presented here can be

summarized in a similar fashion. Rather than local odds ratios, I calculate the ratios of the

local odds ratios for educational partnering in interracial unions compared to intraracial

unions. These ratios of odds ratios, (Θkl), tell us how much bigger or smaller the local odds

ratio is in interracial unions relative to intraracial unions. From the model outlined above,

these ratios of the local odds ratios are:

Θkl =
θ21kl

θ11kl
=

θ12kl

θ11kl
=

θ21kl

θ22kl
=

θ12kl

θ22kl
=









eα1+α2 1/eα2 1

1/eα2 eα2+α3 1/eα3

1 1/eα3 eα3+α4









Depending on the values of the αk parameters, this model will boost the local odds-ratio

along parts of the diagonal and depress it elsewhere. I refer to this model as the Differential

Homogamy (DH) model.

This model may be problematic because it does not assume any particular attrac-

tion among those who have attended college but not received a degree and those who have

received a college degree. Since the theory focuses particularly on the college boundary, I

test a second model which “blocks off” the college-educated corner of the table, as follows:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + β(xkl)(nij) (4.4)
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where xkl equals 1 if k equals 3 or 4 and l equals 3 or 4. The expectation is that β will be

positive.

This model produces the following Θkl:

Θkl =









1 1 1

1 eβ 1

1 1 1









The only odds-ratio affected by this parameterization is the one marking the boundary

between homogamous unions among those with and without a college education. I refer to

this model as the College Corner (CC) model.

Classic Exchange According to classic exchange theory, interracial unions can be divided

into three types based on the educational partnering of spouses: (1) those unions where the

black member has more education than the white member (white hypergamy), (2) those

unions where the black and white member have the same level of education (homogamy), (3)

those unions where the black member has less education than the white member (white hy-

pogamy).2 Relative to the general pattern of educational partnering (λkl), classic exchange

theory predicts that white hypergamy will be most common, followed by homogamy, and

then by white hypogamy. For example, a white man married to a black women would be

more likely than a white man married to a white women to be in a hypergamous union

relative to a homogamous union. Similarly, the same man would be less likely than a white

man married to a white women to be in a hypogamous relative to a homogamous union.

This ordering can be expressed with the following model:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + γ(xkl)(nij) (4.5)

When mij = 1, xkl equals 1 if j > l, equals -1 if j < l, and equals 0 if j = l. When fij = 1,

xkl equals 1 if j < l, equals -1 if j > l, and equals 0 if j = l. The expectation is that γ will

be positive.

This model produces the following Θkl:

Θkl =









1 1/eγ 1

eγ 1 1/eγ

1 eγ 1









2There is no gender focus in the terms hypergamy and hypogamy as I use them here. Rather, I am
referring to upward and downward marriage in terms of education from the viewpoint of the white person
in an intermarriage, regardless of gender.
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The local odds ratios which are affected indicate the boundary between white hypergamy

and homogamy and between white hypogamy and homogamy. I refer to this model as

the White Hypergamy, Balanced (WH-B) model because the expectation is that γ will be

positive indicating net white hypergamy within interracial unions. The term “Balanced”

refers to the fact that the disincentive to white hypogamy is constrained to be identical to

the incentive toward white hypergamy.

I also fit a less constrained model which does not assume that the incentives and

disincentives balance. This model is as follows:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + ν(xkl)(nij) + τ(ykl)(nij) (4.6)

When mij = 1, xkl equals 1 if j > l and 0 otherwise, and ykl equals 1 if j < l and zero

otherwise. When fij = 1, these assignments are reversed. The expectation is that ν will be

positive and τ will be negative.

This model produces the following Θkl:

Θkl =









1/eτ+ν eτ 1

eν 1/eτ+ν eτ

1 eν 1/eτ+ν









This model is asymmetric, and thus the diagonal elements of Θkl are affected. Other than

that, it is similar to the balanced model above. It is easy to show that if ν = −τ , the odds

ratios simplify to those for the WH-B model. I refer to this model as White Hypergamy,

Unbalanced (WH-U).

After initial tests of these two models, I discovered that another model was war-

ranted. This model is similar to the White Hypergamy, Unbalanced model, but it assumes

that τ = 0, as follows:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + κ(xkl)(nij) (4.7)

When mij = 1, xkl equals 1 if j > l and 0 otherwise. When fij = 1, xkl equals 1 if j < l

and 0 otherwise.

This model produces the following Θkl:

Θkl =









1/eκ 1 1

eκ 1/eκ 1

1 eκ 1/eκ
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In this model, the important boundary is between homogamy and white hypergamy. There

is no disincentive to white hypogamy relative to homogamy. Although this model fits the

data reasonably well, it is theoretically troubling and cannot be considered strictly status

exchange because there is no particular disincentive to white hypogamy. I refer to it as the

Quasi White Hypergamy (QWH) model to reflect this concern.

Restriction Models I now present two models which do not fit the four-way table itself,

but rather fit constrained models of the three-way table involving husband’s race, wife’s

race, and husband’s education and the three-way table involving husband’s race, wife’s

race, and wife’s education. Both of these models make arguments about restrictions or

barriers to blacks in marriage, so I refer to them as “Restriction” models.

The first model is the model proposed by Fu (2001). As I noted above, this model

is really a reformulation of classic exchange theory. Fu argues that exchange implies that

blackness is universally accepted as a lower status than whiteness. Because they possess a

racial characteristic which is less valued, blacks are less able than whites to acquire high

status spouses on other characteristics such as education, regardless of the race of this

spouse. Rather than examining the joint characteristics of spouses in interracial unions, we

only need to examine how black and white spouses do comparatively in acquiring highly

educated spouses. Formally, the model is:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + φ(k + l)(xij) + ρ(w)(nij) (4.8)

Where xij equals 1 when i = 1 and j = 1 (black endogamy). I refer to this model as the

Generalized Penalty (GP) model because it treats blackness as a universal penalty.

Since this model does not consider the education of both spouses in an interracial

marriage, the Θkl = 1 in all cases. The relevant odds ratios are the ones outlined above.

Specifically,
F22k(l+1)/F22kl

F12k(l+1)/F12kl
=

F22(k+1)l/F22kl

F21(k+1)l/F21kl
= eφ

The first ratio is the odds of black men marrying black women of one higher educational

category relative to that same odds for white men marrying black women. The second ratio

just switches the gender combinations.

F21k(l+1)/F21kl

F11k(l+1)/F11kl
=

F12(k+1)l/F12kl

F11(k+1)l/F11kl
= eρ
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The first ratio is the odds of black men marrying white women of one higher educational

category relative to that same odds for white men marrying white women. The second ratio

reverses the gender combinations.

The final model is intended to reflect the exclusion of lower-class blacks from the

interracial marriage market. According to isolation theory, interracial marriage only be-

comes an option for blacks who have “made it.” The model does not require any knowledge

of the joint characteristics of the interracial couple. It only examines the educational char-

acteristics of the black individual in interracial marriages. Mechanically, this model simply

blocks off the lower status black groups of both sexes in interracial marriages.

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + ω(xb)(nij) (4.9)

where xb equals 1 if b is 1 or 2, and equals zero otherwise. The expectation is that ω will

be negative. I refer to this model as the Isolation (ISO) model.

Like the GP model, Θkl = 1 for all values of k and l. The important odds ratios

in this model is the of odds of racial exogamy for blacks who have never attended college

relative to those same odds for those who have, like so:

F21(1/2)l/F22(1/2)l

F21(3/4)l/F22(3/4)l
=

F12k(1/2)/F22k(1/2)

F12k(3/4)/F22k(3/4)
= eω

4.3 Data

In order to test these models, I use data from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 censuses.

The data are derived from the 5% samples of each Census, using the Integrated Public Use

Microdata Sample (Ruggles and Sobek 1997). At the time of this writing, only the beta

sample is available for the 2000 IPUMS 5% sample, meaning that the results could change

when the final results become available.

I restrict the sample to married unions of native-born individuals where the hus-

band was 25-35 years of age. I restrict to the native-born population because the foreign-

born population may have faced very different marriage markets when they were younger

and may not be affected by the American racial hierarchy in the same manner as the native-

born population. The age restriction is a common method of dealing with prevalence data

on marriages. I would prefer data on new marriages, so that the models truly measure pat-

terns of union formation. The census data are prevalence measures of existing unions and
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Table 4.3: Sample size of data sets

Racially Endogamous Racially Exogamous
Dataset WM/WF BM/BF BM/WF WM/BF

1980 Census 452154 40445 1390 324
1990 Census 411867 31653 1913 675
2000 Census 286297 25952 3124 1018

may be affected by union attrition or by patterns which prevailed in the past. By focusing

on younger couples, I can reduce the effect of such attrition and capture unions which were

recently formed and thus reflect current patterns. In Appendix C, I test the sensitivity of

these models to changes in the sample restrictions and I test the models on young marriage

cohorts who can be identified in 1980. The results are robust to these sensitivity tests.

Table 4.3 shows the sample size of each dataset (where the unit is a marriage), by

the four racial combinations analyzed here. The sample is quite large for racially endoga-

mous couples, because racial endogamy is quite strong. Among racially exogamous couples,

BM/WF pairings outnumber WM/BF pairings by three to one in the 1990 and 2000 census.

This disparity is even greater in the 1980 census, where it is slightly greater than four to

one. This disparity is well known. None of the models I am putting forward here address

the disparity as it is not the focus of this research.

There has been a clear decline in racial endogamy from 1980 to 2000. The odds

ratio in 1980 was 40,606. This figure declined to 10,097 in 1990, and 2,336 in 2000. Racial

endogamy is steadily declining although it is still quite high.

The results reported in Table 4.3 and used in the analysis for 1990 and 2000 are

weighted counts. In these years, the Census Bureau used a stratified sampling technique of

the long-form responses to construct the 5% sample, meaning that weights must be used

to accurately generalize to the United States population (IPUMS 2003). Previous studies

of this type have generally not used weighted samples, although the rationale for doing so

seems unclear. An analysis with the unweighted counts (not shown here) produce similar

results, the only major difference being that the 2000 isolation model fits significantly better.

The models in this chapter are all fit as log-linear models which are a form of

generalized linear models used for counts. Log-linear models assume an underlying Poisson

distribution to the error term. Frequently, this assumption is problematic because the data

suffer from overdispersion, meaning that the variance in the actual data is larger than the
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variance predicted under the Poisson distribution. Overdispersion leads to deflated standard

errors and inaccurate likelihood measures, although it generally does not greatly effect the

actual parameter estimates themselves.

Overdispersion can sometimes be difficult to detect, partially because it can be

conflated with poor model fit. The models used here fit well by measures such as BIC (see

below) but appear to suffer from overdispersion according to the common rule of thumb

that the Pearson χ2 statistic should be roughly equal to the degrees of freedom. I use a

technique derived from McCullagh and Nelder (1989) in the analysis below. I model the

overdispersion with a single parameter σ which inflates the expected variance from the

Poisson model by a constant term, var(y) = σ2µ. A simple estimate of σ2 would be the

ratio of the Pearson χ2 to the degrees of freedom in a model more complex than any of the

ones under consideration. For this more complex model, I fit the log-linear model which

saturates every table except λijkl. This model is not preferred to the models used here

by BIC and is also not preferred on theoretical grounds, but does provide an estimate of

overdispersion in a nearly saturated model. The standard errors of all parameter values are

then inflated by σ. It should be noted that this leads to conservative inferences regarding

the parameters, because it assumes that σ is not equal to one (Lindsey 1999).

The key aspect of the analysis that follows is the comparison of competing models.

A common method for comparing log-linear models is the likelihood ratio test (LRT ) which

examines the difference in the likelihood ratio chi-squared statistic, G2, between nested

models. Given two models, n and u, where n is nested within u, the value of G2
n − G2

u is

asymptotically distributed (assuming the model is correct) as a χ2 with degrees of freedom

equal to dfn − dfu.

Some of the models used here are nested, while others are not. Each model has a

gender-symmetric (GS) version and a gender-asymmetric (GA) version. The GA version of

each model is nested within the GS version. Similarly, each model outlined above is nested

within the Independence model. None of the other models are nested within each other.

Comparing non-nested models is problematic using the likelihood ratio test.

Raftery (1995) has criticized the likelihood ratio test and similar tests because they

tend to support more complexity in very large samples, even if there is little grounds for

the more complex model. He suggests a more parsimonious technique, based on Bayesian

logic, which uses the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). BIC is an approximation of a
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transformed Bayes factor. It is calculated as follows:

BIC = G2
− DF log n (4.10)

Lower BIC indicates a better fit. BIC is implicitly compared to the saturated model and

values below zero indicate a preference for the current model relative to the saturated model.

Two models can also be compared directly with BIC, where the model with a smaller BIC is

preferred. BIC is less likely to prefer more complex models than LRT, particularly in large

samples. The main advantage of BIC for my purposes is that it can be used to compare

models which are non-nested as well as models which are nested.

For comparisons between nested models, I use both the LRT and BIC. For com-

parisons between non-nested models, however, I rely solely on the BIC statistic.

Overdispersion can make model comparison using both LRT and BIC problematic.

Therefore, I adjust these techniques by the method suggested in both Raftery (1996) and

Fitzmaurice (1997). Before calculating the relevant statistic, I scale G2 by (1/σ2). Since

this scaling reduces G2, it leads to greater preference for parsimonious models by both LRT

and BIC. Overall, the important results are highly consistent if σ is assumed to be one.

The best models are still generally the best models and strong parameters are still strong

parameters.

4.4 Understanding Black Selectivity

First, I will present results from the data on marriage. These data point toward

a few of the models above as the best characterizations of the data. I will then apply these

select models to data which includes cohabitation.

4.4.1 Interracial Marriage

Model Fit

Table 4.4 shows the goodness of fit of each model for the three censuses. On the

right-hand side, p-values are presented from the LRT comparing each gender-symmetric

version of the model with the gender-asymmetric version.

P-values comparing the Independence model (I) in each decade to the other models

by a LRT test are not explicitly shown in the table, but in every case except one (2000
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Table 4.4: Fit of different interracial union formation models to marriages from the 1980,
1990 and 2000 U.S. Censuses

Gender Symmetric Gender Asymmetric
Model DF G2 BIC DF G2 BIC LRT

1980
Independence 39 537.2 -225.0
Differential Homogamy 35 457.0 -215.3 31 442.5 -170.6 0.101
College Corner 38 487.5 -238.4 37 473.8 -232.6 0.007
White Hypergamy, Balanced 38 506.3 -228.3 37 498.9 -219.2 0.047
White Hypergamy, Unbalanced 37 480.1 -229.2 35 472.8 -206.9 0.144
Quasi White Hypergamy 38 481.3 -241.7 37 473.9 -232.5 0.047
Generalized Penalty 37 414.3 -264.3 35 384.4 -254.0 < .001
Isolation 38 422.1 -273.2 37 399.9 -272.0 0.001

1990
Independence 39 284.9 -313.4
Differential Homogamy 35 204.9 -315.8 31 196.4 -269.6 0.214
College Corner 38 214.0 -348.7 37 213.5 -336.0 0.557
White Hypergamy, Balanced 38 245.4 -327.3 37 243.3 -315.7 0.232
White Hypergamy, Unbalanced 37 243.3 -315.7 35 236.7 -294.2 0.104
Quasi White Hypergamy 38 249.4 -324.5 37 243.4 -315.6 0.043
Generalized Penalty 37 186.4 -354.4 35 180.5 -332.5 0.132
Isolation 38 168.0 -379.9 37 164.6 -369.3 0.124

2000
Independence 39 308.1 -353.0
Differential Homogamy 35 247.6 -330.0 31 236.0 -284.6 0.257
College Corner 38 306.7 -341.0 37 306.7 -328.3 0.947
White Hypergamy, Balanced 38 230.7 -375.8 37 227.2 -364.7 0.207
White Hypergamy, Unbalanced 37 214.7 -370.4 35 198.9 -352.3 0.027
Quasi White Hypergamy 38 219.1 -381.1 37 204.6 -375.0 0.010
Generalized Penalty 37 244.3 -356.9 35 236.6 -335.0 0.176
Isolation 38 261.3 -361.7 37 261.2 -349.1 0.858

The LRT value is the p-value for the gender-asymmetric model over the gender-symmetric model. All BIC

values and the LRT test have been adjusted to account for overdispersion as described in the text. The

overdispersion parameters were estimated as: σ2
1980 = 1.88; σ2

1990 = 1.47; σ2
2000 = 2.19. The G2 values in the

table are not adjusted.
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CC), the more complex models are preferred to I. The more parsimonious BIC statistic

also prefers every complex model except the 1980 and 2000 DH model, the 1990 and 2000

WH-U model, and the 2000 CC to I. Clearly, there is something distinct about interracial

unions. Each of the models captures some aspect of this distinctiveness, although the extent

to which they accurately characterize it differs considerably.

In 1980, gender-asymmetric models were preferred in every case by LRT except

for the DH and WH-U models, but for none of the models by BIC. This 1980 result is very

different from the 1990 and 2000 results, which prefer gender-asymmetry in only a handful

of cases. I will turn to the reasons for this discrepancy below. Only the GA version of the

QWH and the WH-U models were preferred in Census 2000 by LRT, and only the QWH

model alone in Census 1990. None of the GA models were preferred by BIC.

The educational propensity models generally fit the least well of all the models,

although the CC model fits quite well in 1990. The DH model was preferred by BIC to the

Independence model in 1990 only, and then by only a small margin and it consistently has

the lowest BIC score among the more complex models.3 In all three censuses, the CC model

is preferred to the DH model. the CC model also outperforms the classic exchange models

in 1990. In general, the CC model seems to be a better parameterization of educational

propensity than the DH model, although both models must be viewed skeptically compared

to the other models fit here.

The classic exchange models fit decently in all three censuses but the goodness of

fit varies considerably by version and year. The WH-B model fits somewhat better than

the WH-U model in 1990 and 2000, but the two models are virtually tied in 1980. The

QWH model also fits quite well and is preferred to the WH-B model in 1980 and 2000

and fits almost as well in 1990, suggesting that the WH-B model may be concealing some

complexity. In fact, the QWH model is the best-fitting model overall in 2000. As I noted

earlier, both WH-U and QWH seem to fit better if they are gender-asymmetric, suggesting

that the patterns of classic exchange differ by the gender pairing.

Although both educational propensity and classic exchange models fit reasonably

well, they generally do not fit nearly as well as the two restriction models. In 1980 and 1990,

GP and ISO fit much better than any of the other models. In 2000, they are outperformed

by the classic exchange models, but still fit quite well. Of the two models ISO is preferred

3The gender-symmetric DH model outperforms a couple of other GS models in 1990 (WH-U and QWH),
but each of these models has a GA version which is preferred.
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to GP in every census, and is the preferred model overall in 1980 and 1990.

Although the data presented in Table 4.4 are complex, they generally point to five

models as the best-fitting candidates. The GP and ISO models fit well for all censuses, and

are clearly the best models in 1980 and 1990. Of the classic exchange models, QWH fits

the best in general, but WH-B is also a candidate because it outperforms QWH in 1990.

Finally, the CC model fits reasonably well in 1980 and 1990, although its poor showing in

2000 makes it something of a darkhorse.

Table 4.4 tells us nothing about the actual parameter values. It is important

to determine if the parameters are consistent with expectation. Furthermore, some of the

inconsistencies in the fitting may be better understood by examining the actual parameters.

I will now move to an examination of these parameters.

Model Parameters

The parameters of each model are shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, for 1980, 1990,

and 2000, respectively. I will address the parameters of each model in turn rather than by

decade.

I expected the differential homogamy parameters to increase across the educational

range. In the gender-symmetric case, this pattern holds only for the 1980 census. In that

particular instance, it only truly holds for the BM/WF parameters. The WM/BF parame-

ters in 1980 have no order whatsoever and are statistically indistinguishable from zero. In

all three censuses, the parameters fail to follow this pattern for the WM/BF pairings, and

in general there is little relationship between the BM/WF and WM/BF parameters. The

BM/WF parameters are generally as expected for 1990, although α1 > α2, and in 2000, the

BM/WF parameters do not hold to a pattern any more than the WM/BF parameters. The

only parameter which is consistently strong and stable is α2 which suggests an important

division between high school graduation/college attendance. Overall, the parameters for

these models do not fit in the order expected or any other consistent ordering and are often

not statistically distinguishable from zero. This model is not a good characterization of the

data.

The College Corner model appears to be a far better model of educational propen-

sity than the Differential Homogamy model. In 1980 and 1990, the parameter is large and

statistically significant, suggesting that interracial unions are much more common among
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Table 4.5: Important parameters from log-linear models, 1980

GS GA
Parameter BM/WF WM/BF

Differential homogamy (α)
Less than high school -0.551 -0.656 0.038

(0.1419)∗∗∗ (0.1575)∗∗∗ (0.325)

High school -0.413 -0.468 -0.134
(0.0863)∗∗∗ (0.0951)∗∗∗ (0.2035)

Some college 0.075 0.099 -0.020
(0.1148) (0.127) (0.2687)

College 0.104 0.207 -0.081
(0.119) (0.1398) (0.2279)

College Corner (β) 0.388 0.496 0.017
(0.0735)∗∗∗ (0.0823)∗∗∗ (0.1579)

White Hypergamy, Balanced (γ) 0.196 0.243 -0.003
(0.0484)∗∗∗ (0.054)∗∗∗ (0.1117)

White Hypergamy, Unbalanced
White upward mobility (ν) 0.431 0.490 0.087

(0.078)∗∗∗ (0.0847)∗∗∗ (0.2086)

White downward mobility (τ) 0.068 0.062 0.070
(0.0838) (0.096) (0.1725)

Quasi White Hypergamy (κ) 0.408 0.470 0.060
(0.0726)∗∗∗ (0.0787)∗∗∗ (0.1973)

Generalized Penalty
Black spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (φ) -0.284 -0.346 -0.013

(0.0427)∗∗∗ (0.0474)∗∗∗ (0.0998)

White spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (ρ) 0.002 -0.017 0.018
(0.0439) (0.0945) (0.0492)

Isolation (ω) -0.533 -0.649 -0.057
(0.0676)∗∗∗ (0.0754)∗∗∗ (0.1533)

† p < .1;* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Standard errors shown in parenthesis. All standard errors have been corrected for overdispersion, σ = 1.37.

GS refers to the gender-symmetric model, while GA refers to the gender-asymmetric model.
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Table 4.6: Important parameters from log-linear models, 1990

GS GA
Parameter BM/WF WM/BF

Differential homogamy (α)
Less than high school -0.219 -0.357 0.194

(0.1452) (0.1725)∗ (0.2688)

High school -0.339 -0.381 -0.193
(0.0671)∗∗∗ (0.0764)∗∗∗ (0.1395)

Some college 0.186 0.150 0.286
(0.0637)∗∗ (0.0747)∗ (0.122)∗

College 0.149 0.211 0.071
(0.0815)† (0.1008)∗ (0.1414)

College Corner (β) 0.344 0.362 0.297
(0.0491)∗∗∗ (0.058)∗∗∗ (0.0943)∗∗

White Hypergamy, Balanced (γ) 0.181 0.206 0.111
(0.0349)∗∗∗ (0.0407)∗∗∗ (0.0682)

White Hypergamy, Unbalanced
White upward mobility (ν) 0.236 0.311 0.035

(0.0576)∗∗∗ (0.0672)∗∗∗ (0.112)

White downward mobility (τ) -0.122 -0.095 -0.197
(0.0603)∗ (0.0694) (0.1225)

Quasi White Hypergamy (κ) 0.274 0.342 0.092
(0.0546)∗∗∗ (0.0635)∗∗∗ (0.1072)

Generalized Penalty
Black spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (φ) -0.261 -0.303 -0.149

(0.0338)∗∗∗ (0.0398)∗∗∗ (0.0662)∗

White spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (ρ) -0.060 -0.022 -0.072
(0.032)† (0.0608) (0.0378)†

Isolation (ω) -0.442 -0.487 -0.307
(0.1067)∗∗∗ (0.058)∗∗∗ (0.1003)∗∗

† p < .1;* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Standard errors shown in parenthesis. All standard errors have been corrected for overdispersion, σ = 1.21.

GS refers to the gender-symmetric model, while GA refers to the gender-asymmetric model.
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Table 4.7: Important parameters from log-linear models, 2000

GS GA
Parameter BM/WF WM/BF

Differential homogamy (α)
Less than high school -0.241 -0.183 -0.462

(0.1847) (0.2046) (0.4345)

High school -0.245 -0.290 -0.087
(0.0676)∗∗∗ (0.077)∗∗∗ (0.1412)

Some college 0.091 0.075 0.147
(0.0603) (0.0696) (0.1215)

College -0.205 -0.311 0.016
(0.0763)∗∗ (0.0954)∗∗ (0.132)

College Corner (β) 0.038 0.036 0.043
(0.0477) (0.0562) (0.0943)

White Hypergamy, Balanced (γ) 0.204 0.229 0.128
(0.0343)∗∗∗ (0.0396)∗∗∗ (0.0696)†

White Hypergamy, Unbalanced
White upward mobility (ν) 0.330 0.428 0.089

(0.0572)∗∗∗ (0.0671)∗∗∗ (0.108)

White downward mobility (τ) -0.08 -0.048 -0.18
(0.0569) (0.0637) (0.1291)

Quasi White Hypergamy (κ) 0.356 0.445 0.134
(0.0542)∗∗∗ (0.0633)∗∗∗ (0.1038)

Generalized Penalty
Black spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (φ) -0.153 -0.173 -0.091

(0.0336)∗∗∗ (0.0397)∗∗∗ (0.0673)

White spouse’s education, BS vs. WS (ρ) -0.151 -0.052 -0.184
(0.0309)∗∗∗ (0.0617) (0.0358)∗∗∗

Isolation (ω) -0.229 -0.234 -0.212
(0.0498)∗∗∗ (0.0576)∗∗∗ (0.1049)∗

† p < .1;* p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Standard errors shown in parenthesis. All standard errors have been corrected for overdispersion, σ = 1.48.

GS refers to the gender-symmetric model, while GA refers to the gender-asymmetric model.
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couples who are both college-educated. In 1990, the size is consistent across both gender

combinations, while it is only noticeable for BM/WF pairings in the 1980 data. In 2000,

however, the parameters for both pairings are statistically indistinguishable from zero. Al-

though this model fits better than DH, its absolute failure in the 2000 data means it should

be viewed with some caution.

I will address the various classic exchange models collectively. The WH-B model

fits reasonably well in 1990 and 2000, but an analysis of the parameters from the WH-U

model reveals that the WH-B model is seriously flawed. The parameters from the WH-U

model are not balanced at all and, in all three censuses, the parameter for white downward

mobility (τ) is negligible and statistically indistinguishable from zero and has the wrong

valence for all three model types in 1980. The WH-B model fit better than the WH-U model

not because of a balance in the parameters, but because τ is an unnecessary parameter.

It was this result which initially prompted me to use the QWH model which sets

τ equal to 0. This model generally fits better than the WH-B and WH-U models. The

parameter values, however, reveal a marked difference between the gender pairings. In 1980

the WM/BF parameter is essentially zero, while in 1990 and 2000, the parameter appears

to be negative. So, the expectations of this model are only met for WM/BF pairings.

Overall, these results cast doubt on classic exchange theory. Although setting τ

equal to zero improves model fit, this parameterization is inconsistent with classic exchange

theory. According to classic exchange theory, there should be a strong disincentive for

whites to enter educationally hypogamous interracial unions because they would be marry-

ing down in terms of both race and education. Yet, the data suggest that there is no special

disincentive toward white hypogamy relative to homogamy.

The overall fit of the Generalized Penalty model is quite good, but the actual

parameter values reveal a less convincing story. The φ parameter compares the education

of black spouses married to blacks relative to black spouses married to whites. The ρ

parameter compares the education of white spouses married to blacks relative to white

spouses married to whites. I expect both of these parameters to be negative, indicating that

blacks marry lower in terms of education when they compete with whites for “high-value”

spouses. All the parameter estimates are in the correct direction except one (ρ, WM/BF

1980), but only the φ parameter for BM/WF marriages is consistently strong across all three

censuses. There is little evidence that ρ is not zero for BM/WF pairings. The results are

highly inconsistent for WM/BF pairings. There is no support for either parameter in 1980.
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There is mild support for the BM/WF pairings in 1990. The GS parameters look quite

reasonable in the 2000 Census where both parameters are around -0.15 and statistically

significant. However, the GA parameters reveal opposite patterns for the 2000 parameters

by gender pairings. In 2000, the BM/WF φ parameter is strong while the ρ parameter is

weak and statistically indistinguishable from zero. For the WM/BF pairing, on the other

hand, the φ parameter is weak while the ρ parameter is strong.

Although, GP fits well overall, only one of the parameters, φ for BM/WF pairings

is convincing. In comparison to white women who marry black men, black women who

marry black men acquire spouses with less education. This is apparently not true when

comparing black men and white men who marry black women. There also appears to be

no competition among blacks and whites in terms of their spouse’s education when they

both marry whites. This discrepancy is inconsistent with the notion that being black is a

universal penalty on the marriage market. Thus, we must be suspicious of the GP model.

The isolation model fits well across all three censuses and its parameter is consis-

tent across all three censuses. The only discrepancy in the ISO model is that the parameter

appears to be zero for WM/BF pairings in 1980. It should be noted that none of the models

fit well for the WM/BF pairing in 1980. In 1990 and 2000, however, the parameters are

fairly consistent across both gender pairings. Overall, the consistency of the parameters

in the ISO model, and it’s superior fit in 1980 and 1990 make it the clear front-runner

of the models analyzed here. It also offers a very clear and straightforward argument to

explain black selectivity into interracial marriages: lower-class blacks are excluded from the

interracial marriage market.

On the surface, this account may seem similar to educational propensity theory,

particularly the CC model. The key difference between the models is that the the CC

model assumes that the distinction is only applicable to blacks who marry college-educated

whites. That is, the CC model assumes that it is something about the college experience

which makes both blacks and whites more conducive to interracial unions. The ISO model

on the other hand assumes that such educational homogamy is not required. Blacks who

have a college education are simply more likely to marry interracially, whether or not they

marry homogamously. Many will, of course, marry homogamously because the general

strength of homogamy is quite strong.

One might object that the assumption of educational homogamy for the educa-

tional propensity models is too drastic. An alternative model would simply assume that
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Table 4.8: Comparison of isolation model to an alternative educational propensity model

BIC LRT δ
Ed. Prop. Isolation

Census 1980 -263.0 -273.2 0.087 −0.13 (0.08)†

Census 1990 -367.3 -379.9 0.549 −0.03 (0.05)
Census 2000 -359.0 -361.7 0.002 0.17 (0.05)∗∗

BIC and LRT are adjusted for overdispersion. See previous tables for overdispersion parameters.

the odds of interracial marriage increase for both whites and blacks as education increases.

According to this scenario, the ISO model is an incomplete model. We should have a similar

parameter for whites. Formally, this model would be:

log(Fijkl) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λij + λik + λjl + λkl + ω(xb)(nij) + δ(xw)(nij) (4.11)

where xw equals 1 if w is 1 or 2, and equals zero otherwise. The expectation is that both

ω and δ will be negative, indicating that the odds of interracial marriage decline among

blacks and whites with less than a college education.

Results from this model are shown in Table 4.8. The table shows the BIC for this

new model and the ISO model and the LRT p-value for preferring this new model over the

ISO model. The estimated δ parameter is also shown.

There is little support for this model. It is only supported by LRT in Census

2000, and it is not supported by BIC for any Census. Furthermore, the parameter value

for Census 2000 is in the wrong direction, indicating that the odds of interracial marriage

declines among college-educated whites. Overall, this parameter is completely inconsistent

across the three censuses. The ISO model is not an incomplete educational propensity

model. Only the educational characteristics of blacks matter when considering the odds of

interracial marriage.

Fitting Only BM/WF

The general finding from the preceding tables has been that most of the models fit

the WM/BF pairing poorly. Although the GS models are generally preferred by both LRT

and BIC, they are preferred simply because separate parameters for the WM/BF pairing

were generally zero. The possibility remains that the best fit is not gender symmetric but a

model which only fits the BM/WF table. According to such a model, BM/WF pairings have
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Table 4.9: Comparison between gender symmetry and BM/WF only models

Models BM/WF GS GA

1980
College Corner -245.69 -238.40 -232.59
White Hypergamy, Balanced -230.25 -228.34 -219.18
Quasi White Hypergamy -245.54 -241.67 -232.52
Generalized Penalty -280.07 -264.29 -254.00
Isolation -284.93 -273.21 -271.96

1990
College Corner -339.08 -348.66 -336
White Hypergamy, Balanced -328.03 -327.28 -315.7
Quasi White Hypergamy -327.91 -324.53 -315.63
Generalized Penalty -349.72 -354.42 -332.46
Isolation -372.7 -379.94 -369.3

2000
College Corner -340.77 -340.98 -328.32
White Hypergamy, Balanced -382.58 -375.75 -364.68
Quasi White Hypergamy -386.05 -381.06 -375.03
Generalized Penalty -332.12 -356.88 -335.02
Isolation -357.58 -361.75 -349.11

BIC and LRT are adjusted for overdispersion. See previous tables for overdispersion parameters. Numbers

in bold are for the preferred models.

a distinct dynamic of educational partnering, but the educational partnering in WM/BF

pairings is no different than the educational partnering within intraracial unions.

Table 4.9 shows the BIC statistic for the five preferred models (CC, WH-B, QWH,

GP, ISO) based on three different subtypes: gender-symmetry, gender-asymmetry, and only

fitting the BM/WF table. In 1980, only fitting the BM/WF table is preferable for all models,

owing to the lack of any significant parameters among WM/BF pairings in 1980. The 1990

and 2000 results differ however. For the 1990 and 2000 censuses, only fitting the BM/WF

table is preferable only for the WH-B and QWH models. In 1980 and 2000, the QWH

model is preferred to the WH-B model, and in 1990 the two models are in a statistical tie

(-328.02 vs -327.90). Overall, the QWH model which fits only BM/WF table seems to be

the best parameterization of the classic exchange model.

We are left then with four models which produce reasonable fits to the data: a

gender-symmetric college corner model, a QWH model only fit to BM/WF pairings, a

gender-symmetric generalized penalty model, and a gender-symmetric isolation model.
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On close inspection, however, only the isolation model seems to stand up well to

scrutiny. The CC model fits very poorly in 2000, and never fits as well as the ISO model

in general. The GP model performs almost as well as the ISO model in all three censuses,

but only one of its key parameters produces consistent results, and this parameter only for

BM/WF pairings.

The QWH model fits well in 2000 and adequately in 1990 making it the only

serious competitor to the isolation model. However, for theoretical reasons I prefer the

isolation model. By making the model one-sided, the heart of classic exchange theory is

eviscerated. If interracial unions truly consist of exchanges, then we should expect white

downward mobility to be particularly rare. This is not the case. There is no preferencing

of homogamy relative to white hypogamy above and beyond that found in other types of

marriages. Classic exchange is not the correct characterization of the data. If isolation

is the correct characterization of the data, then this pattern will look very similar to the

upward white mobility of classic exchange, because the two theories share most of their

coding in common. The fact that the data do not show a strong distaste for downward

white mobility leads me to believe that isolation is a better model at the theoretical as well

as the empirical level.

Although these data have allowed me to examine why interracial marriages are

selective of black spouses, it would be premature to assume this argument holds for inter-

racial unions more broadly defined, particularly those which result in childbearing. I will

now extend the models developed here to interracial cohabitation, in order to determine

whether the pattern holds.

4.4.2 Interracial Cohabitation

There is reason for concern that the patterns described above for interracial mar-

riages do not hold more broadly for interracial unions in general. The selectivity of inter-

racial unions may not occur in the formation of these unions, but rather in the decision

about which type of interracial union to form. In the case of the isolation model, for ex-

ample, lower-class blacks may not be excluded from interracial unions disproportionately,

but rather may be less willing or able to make the transition from an informal union to a

marital union compared to higher-class blacks. If this is the case, we might in fact expect

opposite patterns to exist in other types of interracial unions.
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Interracial unions can usefully be broken down into three different types here:

marriages, cohabitations, and non-cohabiting unions. Of course, this is not the only typol-

ogy available but is useful for my purposes here. All three types of unions can result in

childbearing. Unfortunately, non-cohabiting unions are difficult to identify in most data,

and are almost non-existent in data of the size necessary to explore the models used here.

However, information on both cohabitation and marriage is available from the Census in

1990 and 2000. In both of these Censuses, the relationship to head of household question

includes the possibility of an “unmarried partner” response, making it possible to identify

cohabitors when they are romantically involved with the head of household.

Using this data, I construct a five-way contingency table, similar to the one earlier

except that a new fifth dimension (m) indicates whether the union was a marriage or a

cohabitation. Using this new model, I can explore whether it is necessary to distinguish the

parameters from the models above depending on the union type.

The Independence model above needs to be adjusted to reflect the new union type

dimension. The new Independence model is:

log(Fijklm) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λm

+λij + λik + λjl + λkl + λim + λjm + λkm + λlm (4.12)

+λikm + λjlm

This model incorporates the relevant marginal and joint distributions of m with the other

variables. This model, however, does not include separate parameters of educational part-

nering or racial endogamy by union type. Based on prior research, there is reason to believe

that both educational homogamy and racial endogamy will be lower in cohabitations than in

marriages (Blackwell and Lichter 2000). A second Independence model which incorporates

these potential differences would be:

log(Fijklm) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λm

+λij + λik + λjl + λkl + λim + λjm + λkm + λlm (4.13)

+λijm + λklm + λikm + λjlm

Where λijm signifies differences in educational partnering by union type and λklm signifies

differences in racial endogamy by union type.

In order to test whether union type differentiation is an important aspect of the

models presented above, I test for differences in the more complex models. These models
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can be adjusted to allow the parameters to vary by union type. For example, the ISO model

would be:

log(Fijklm) = λ + λi + λj + λk + λl + λm

+λij + λik + λjl + λkl + λim + λjm + λkm + λlm (4.14)

+λijm + λklm + λikm + λjlm

+ωmxbnij

Where ωm refers to the parameter value for union type m. This parameterization doubles

the number of critical parameters in each model. The question is whether such a param-

eterization is necessary or whether ω1 = ω2. A model which assumes that the parameters

are equal is nested within the model which assumes they differ, thus I can compare models

using both the LRT and BIC.

Although the isolation model is my preferred model overall, I consider the other

three models which fit well for marriage data here as well. Table 4.10 shows the fit of

these models in 1990 and 2000. Model (1) in each case is the model which assumes that

the parameters do not vary by union type, while Model (2) allows the parameters to vary.

For the Independence model, the difference between these models is the difference between

equation (4.12) and equation (4.13).

The Independence model which does not allow educational partnering and racial

endogamy to vary by union type does not fit well by either BIC or LRT. The inclusion of

differing parameters leads to a huge increase in the goodness of fit of the model. Clearly,

differences in racial endogamy and educational partnering do exist between these two union

types. Although not shown here, the parameter values indicate lower educational homogamy

and racial endogamy in cohabitations, consistent with previous research.

With the exception of the 2000 CC model and the 2000 GP model, all of the

more complex models are an improvement over the Independence (2) model by both BIC

and LRT . The best-fitting models overall in each census are the same as they were for

the marriage data alone. The ISO model fits best in 1990, while QWH fits best in 2000,

although ISO is the second best model according to BIC in 2000 as well.

Whether or not the parameters vary by union type depends upon whether LRT

or BIC is being used as the test, but the results are entirely consistent across the two

censuses. By BIC, none of the models which allow the parameters to differ by union type
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Table 4.10: Fit of models comparing interracial union formation between marital and co-
habiting unions

LRT BIC
(1) (2) (1) (2)

Model DF G2 DF G2 p-value BIC BIC

1990
Independence 88 1767 78 380 < .001 298 -709
College Corner (GS) 77 289 76 288 0.846 -771 -758
Quasi White Hypergamy (BM/WF) 77 348 76 340 0.007 -722 -716
Generalized Penalty (GS) 76 268 74 261 0.066 -775 -754
Isolation (GS) 77 240 76 239 0.258 -810 -799

2000
Independence 88 1906 78 442 < .001 -242 -794
College Corner (GS) 77 438 76 437 0.559 -783 -771
Quasi White Hypergamy (BM/WF) 77 347 76 337 0.029 -825 -817
Generalized Penalty (GS) 76 389 74 366 0.005 -794 -778
Isolation (GS) 77 389 76 387 0.253 -806 -794

BIC and LRT are adjusted for overdispersion parameters: σ2
1990 = 1.22 and σ2

2000 = 2.15.

are preferred to their more parsimonious relatives. By the LRT test, QWH and GP appear

to have parameters which vary by the union type being examined, while there is little

evidence that the parameters vary in the CC and ISO model.

But just how much do these parameters vary? Figure 4.4 plots the parameters for

the models by marriages and cohabitations. In every case, the cohabitation parameters are

smaller than the marriage parameters. This suggests that whatever the underlying cause,

the pattern of black selectivity may be weaker in interracial cohabitations than in interracial

marriages, although the degree of difference appears to be trivial in most cases.

The difference between the two parameters is marginal for both the ISO and CC

model, as Table 4.10 suggested. For the generalized penalty model, the differences only

appear to be important for the questionable ρ parameter. For the QWH model, upward

white mobility is noticeably less common in interracial cohabitations than in interracial

marriages.

Although these data suggest that interracial cohabitations have weaker patterns

of black selectivity than interracial marriages, in no case are the parameters reversed. All of

the parameters are consistent across cohabitations and marriages, even if slightly different.

For the preferred isolation model, there is no evidence of even this slight difference. Black
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Figure 4.4: Parameters from models of interracial educational partnering for married and
cohabiting unions
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selectivity in marriage is not explained by the decision of whether to cohabit or marry. Both

union types display similar patterns. Black selectivity appears to be explained rather by the

decision to form an interracial union itself. Of course, this does not rule out the possibility

that black selectivity could still be explained by differences between marital/cohabiting

unions and non-cohabiting non marital unions, but the data presented earlier cast doubt on

that possibility because black selectivity was not any lower in parenting situations where

the parents were not cohabiting or married.

These results are generally in opposition to the results of Blackwell and Lichter

(2000). The reason for this opposition is that Blackwell and Lichter only examined the

possibility of status exchange and only through the use of hypergamy ratios for which it is

not possible to generate statistical inference. Like Blackwell and Lichter, my results tend to

show weaker status exchange when a status exchange model is used, although the difference

is only accepted by LRT and not by BIC. However, status exchange is not the preferred

model. In the preferred models, it is clear that the underlying mechanics of black selectivity

are the same across marriages and cohabitations.

4.5 The Unnoticed Isolation

In order to understand the life chances of the today’s biracial children, it is neces-

sary to understand how the families from which they come are constituted. In this chapter,

I have attempted to unravel some of the key aspects of interracial family formation by ad-

vancing arguments made regarding interracial marriage and applying these arguments to

other domains of interracial childbearing.

Although we have known for some time that blacks who enter interracial mar-

riages are a highly select group, competing theories have existed to explain this selectivity.

Furthermore, there has been little research expanding the focus on interracial marriage to

other types of interracial unions. By developing a set of log-linear models, I have been

able to adjudicate between competing explanations for this selectivity. The overall results

do not support the dominant status exchange theory, but rather a theory dominant in the

broader field of race and ethnic studies but which has yet to be applied to the interracial

marriage literature. Blacks in interracial marriages are a highly select group because lower

class blacks are excluded from the interracial marriage market. Furthermore, this exclusion

is not a result of lower-class blacks pursuing alternate forms of interracial unions. The same
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exclusion applies to interracial cohabitations, and the strong selectivity in other forms of

parenting unions suggests that the overall pattern is the same in all types of interracial

unions.

This finding has important implications for today’s biracials. It suggests that

interracial unions are disproportionately available to those blacks who have “made it” by

entering the mainstream middle-class. Just as lower-class blacks are excluded from access

to many decent neighborhoods and jobs, so are they excluded from the new amalgamation

occurring between blacks and whites. Over time, this selectivity will likely generate a set

of biracials who are disproportionately middle and upper-class, leading to a bifurcation of

the “black” population in terms of ancestry.

The different models presented here have different implications for the future. If

black selectivity were simply a function of the different marginal distributions of education

for blacks and whites, then increasing the parity in these distributions would remove this

selective element. If black selectivity is however a joint function of race and class, then

improving these distributions may not reduce the overall selectivity much. In order to

reduce blacks’ unequal access to interracial unions, it is necessary to reduce the social

isolation of blacks with low levels of education.
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Chapter 5

Tommorrow

In this research project, I have attempted to sketch how biracial black/whites fit

into America’s racial hierarchy and how this process may be changing for new biracials.

Now comes the opportunity to speculate on how this change might proceed in the future.

Predictions about the future are rarely accurate, because such predictions rely

on a complex array of possibilities. The best way to avoid an incorrect prediction is to

not make one at all. Nonetheless, the future of the new biracial formation in the United

States is important to the future of race in this country, and the research I have presented

here provides some insight into the future possibilities. In this concluding chapter, I will

offer some insight about these potential futures. I will begin by recapitulating the research

presented earlier, followed by a discussion of the possibilities inherent in the new biracial

formation. I will conclude with a brief discussion of future avenues of research for scholars

interested in this topic.

5.1 The Story So Far

Interracial sexual contact declined in the late 19th century, remaining extremely

low until the 1960s, and the old biracial formation (mulattoes) disappeared as a distinct

group. However, skin tone variation, the heritage of prior racial amalgamation, remained as

a status characteristic around which privilege and disadvantage within the black community

was organized. Lighter-skinned individuals were particularly advantaged in the educational

sphere. These advantages began to decline for cohorts born in the 1940s. The exact nature

of the decline is unknown, but the timing is consistent with the broader social transformation
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around race occurring at this time.

Although, light-skinned privileges in the educational and occupational arena de-

clined, skin tone remained a valuable asset on the marriage market. This discrepancy

suggests that changing attitudes about skin color among blacks may not have been the

driving force in the decline of the skin tone hierarchy. Indeed, contemporary research indi-

cates that skin tone is still a salient issue for younger blacks (Powell-Hopson and Hopson

1988; Porter 1991; Robinson and Ward 1995; Bond and Cash 1992). I have suggested,

rather, that the decline may be a result of a changing opportunity structure. Simply put,

racial integration was more advantageous for darker-skinned blacks than for lighter-skinned

blacks because institutional gatekeeping shifted to whites, who were less salient of skin tone

distinctions within the black population.

Ironically, the same social transformation which wiped away the last remnant of

the old biracial regime also contributed to the foundation of the new biracial regime. Since

about 1960, interracial marriage and parenting has been sharply rising, leading to a new set

of biracials who have intimate connections with both white and black kin. I have argued

that we must treat these modern biracials as a new phenomenon.

These biracials come from families which are not drawn at random. Due to complex

dynamics of interracial family formation, the black parents of biracial children tend to be a

highly select group of blacks in terms of their educational characteristics. As I have shown

in Chapter 4, this finding holds true for interracial parenting outside of marriage as well as

within it. Thus, the families of biracials are disproportionately being formed from the black

middle and upper class. Up until now, the dominant explanation for this selectivity has

been that interracial unions involve exchanges of status in which black partners exchange

educational credentials for the racial credentials of their less-educated white partners. I

have shown, however, that interracial union formation is more accurately characterized by

the isolation of blacks with less than a college education from access to interracial unions,

regardless of their potential white partner’s education. In contrast to status exchange theory,

isolation theory explicitly points to the internal class cleavages within the black population

which have led to the isolation of blacks without means in poor, segregated central city

neighborhoods.

This isolation ultimately has important consequences for the life-chances of new

biracials. Although previous research has generally found that biracials are privileged in

school over monoracial blacks, there has been little attempt to understand the basis of
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this privilege. In Chapter 3, I used a particularly rich study to show that this “biracial

advantage” is largely a result of the superior resources biracial children are bringing to

the school system. After accounting for the differing levels of resources between biracials

and blacks, biracials have little if any advantage over blacks in school outcomes such as

grade retention and grading. On the other hand, an important biracial advantage does

remain in test scores. On the surface, this latter finding seems odd given that testing

situations involve the least opportunity for direct discriminatory practices. I have suggested

that the remaining advantage here may be explained by psychosocial processes of identity

(i.e. stereotype threat) and/or school-level differences driven by differences in segregation

between biracial and black students which are not explained by family background.

Nonetheless, the results for other educational outcomes imply that we must care-

fully consider the family background of new biracials when examining their lived experience

and how it is differentiated from both blacks and whites. After controlling for background

characteristics, biracials are nearly as disadvantaged as blacks. This evidence suggests that

biracials succeed not because of an ambiguous identity, but in spite of a clear one. They

are largely treated as black, but this treatment is obscured by their privileged resources.

By all appearances, the one-drop rule remains dominant.

A key point of this entire project has been the necessity of distinguishing between

biraciality before and after the racial transformation which took place between 1945-1970.

Just as we would not expect continuity across this period in how the racial hierarchy itself

was reproduced, we should not expect continuity in terms of how biraciality was treated.

Although this period is associated with the Civil Rights Movement, I am not

attempting to argue that this transformation was simply an ideological shift. This trans-

formation was a deep structural shift in many spheres of life including the economic and

political sphere. The most profound transformation was the shift from a caste-like system

of racial hierarchy which entailed explicit demonstrations of domination toward ostensible

racial egalitarianism where explicit racial domination is deemed unacceptable. Underlying

this racial democracy, however, is a form of hegemony which continues to privilege whites in

subtle ways (Omi and Winant 1994; Bonilla-Silva 1996). Another important shift was the

integration of blacks into educational and occupational institutions. Although this shift has

improved blacks’ life chances overall (Hout 1984), it may have also led to the deterioration

of traditional black neighborhoods and the isolation of a black underclass (Wilson 1978;

Wilson 1987).
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The integration of blacks and the resulting bifurcation of the black class structure

have important ramifications for the life-chances of biracials. Integration may have played

a role in the declining importance of skin tone within the black population, and with the

increase in interracial union formation in the Post-Civil Rights Era. However, the associated

bifurcation of the black class structure has also lead to important selection of blacks who

enter such unions.

5.2 Possibilities

Throughout the last century and into the beginning of this one, many Americans

have looked upon the mulatto as the harbinger of a more racially egalitarian future. What

can the research presented here tell us about this question?

Before addressing this question it is necessary to examine the claim that biraciality

reduces racial conflict in greater detail. There are actually several different arguments which

fall under this general claim. First and foremost is the argument made most explicit by

Boas, and which I quoted at length in Chapter 1. The argument here is that biraciality

will reduce the physical differences between groups and thus make discrimination more

difficult. Although it is typically not seen as such, this argument is really about shifting

the marginal distribution of phenotypes, not about racial egalitarianism. The argument

makes no claims about a shift in the overall racial hierarchy which would presumably still

be ordered by white, biracial, and then black groups. Overall discrimination would decline

simply because more individuals would move out of the lowest category within the hierarchy.

There are reasons to be skeptical that such distributional changes would even be

important. While biracials have better outcomes than monoracial blacks, this advantage

is not directly tied to their biraciality. Once their privileged background is accounted for,

biracials have little advantage over blacks in how they are treated in schools, suggesting

that they suffer from racial discrimination in much the same way blacks do.

Furthermore, even if biraciality itself provides superior outcomes to biracials, bira-

ciality excludes as much as it amalgamates. The ultimate problem with Boas’s argument

is that not everyone will become an “octoroon living among whites.” Those blacks who

remain phenotypically dark may be a smaller group, but their isolation may increase as

well.

This distributional argument needs to be separated from arguments which see
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biraciality as presenting a challenge to the overall racial hierarchy. The original “mulatto

vanguard” theory argued that biracials would be the leaders of a black movement toward

racial equality. Although lighter-skinned blacks have often played leadership roles within the

black community, their role has not always been so beneficial. From a historical perspective,

there is nothing determinative about the emergence of this mulatto elite.

Daniel (2002) has recently proposed that multiracial movements are racial projects

which attempt to break down the existing racial hierarchy. He argues that actions as varied

as the movement to change official racial classifications and “passing” in the early Twentieth

century are all racial projects which attempt to articulate different understandings of race.

From this perspective, the new biracial formation may help articulate a more egalitarian,

less essentialist, racial project.

While Daniel’s argument is quite nuanced, it should be viewed with caution. As

Jones (2000) has pointed out, many of the claims of the modern multiracial movement sound

much like the arguments of a “buffer class” some one hundred years ago. This concern is

compounded by the results here which clearly demonstrate that the ability to enter the new

biracial formation is disproportionately granted to middle and upper class blacks, meaning

that class issues become deeply intertwined in any racial project.

The skepticism generated by the findings here is not meant to suggest that bira-

ciality is antithetical to greater racial equality, but rather to suggest that its role is highly

contingent upon a broad set of factors.

The exact future is uncertain, but I would like to speculate on a few scenarios

based on two factors. The first factor is the common question of how frequent interracial

unions will become in the future. To this factor, I would like to add a second dimension

which grows out of the findings presented here: the restrictiveness of interracial unions to

highly educated blacks.

The two dimensions are drawn on Figure 5.1. The present moment is marked by

a circle in the lower left corner where interracial unions are quite rare and tend to be quite

restrictive. From this present moment, it is possible to move in three future directions.

Future 1: Interracial unions increase but continue to be highly selective. In-

terracial unions become more commonplace, and as a result biracials become much less

rare. However, the black parents of these biracials (and white parents, by homogamy) are

generally college-educated. Because of these family resources, biracial children live in more
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Figure 5.1: Possible scenarios for the future, based on two dimensions of change

Unions
Closed

Unions
Open

Union Formation Remains Rare

Union Formation Increases

Present Future 3

Future 1

Future 2

integrated neighborhoods, do better in school, and go onto college themselves, forming a

distinct group relative to black children who are on average produced by black parents with

far fewer resources, and in more segregated and poorer neighborhoods. At its best, this new

biracial group forms a new “mulatto vanguard” which may be able to challenge the dom-

inant racial system. At its worst, the growth of the biracial population leads to a “buffer

class” between blacks and whites. Interracial unions may create a largely mainstream group

of phenotypically diverse individuals with black “ancestry”, and a more marginalized group

of less phenotypically diverse people who are identified racially as black.

Future 2: Interracial unions increase and become less selective. Like the previous

scenario, this one assumes that interracial unions become much more commonplace, but at

the same time it assumes that the selectivity of these unions disappears, so that all blacks

have equal access to them. Although the increase in interracial unions leads to even greater
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variance with regard to skin tone in the “black” population, it does not necessarily lead

to a distinct group because its members are not disproportionately drawn from the black

upper and middle class. Of course, if biracials still have advantages apart from their family

background, a tripartite racial hierarchy may yet emerge. At its best, the increase in

interracial unions will challenge the racial hierarchy itself by blurring physical distinctions.

At its worst, whites will simply move back the boundary of whiteness one step further in

order to maintain the one-drop rule.

Future 3: Interracial unions remain rare, but they become less selective. Ac-

cording to this scenario, interracial unions do not increase in frequency and remain rather

novel family forms. However, the interracial unions which do occur become less selective of

highly educated blacks. This scenario will likely have less of an effect on overall American

race relations, because biracials will remain a small group who are not differentiated from

“other” blacks in terms of status.

Of course, this two-dimensional model “controls for” many other factors. Nonethe-

less, I do think the model encapsulates the key dimensions in the formation of the new

biracial group. Of the three scenarios, the data suggest that we may be on a path toward

Future 2. As Chapter 4 demonstrated, the frequency of interracial unions is increasing

quite rapidly. Furthermore, the models presented in Chapter 4 suggest that the selectivity

of black spouses in interracial unions may be declining. No doubt, the declining selectivity

of interracial unions has been partially driven by the declining segregation of blacks and

whites, particularly lower class blacks, over the last two decades. Both these assessments

must be tentative, as interracial unions are still extremely rare, and there is certainly the

potential for a reversal of the trend. Nonetheless, it is perhaps a promising sign.

Ultimately the results here indicate that laying our bets on interracial unions as

the solution to America’s racial woes is no substitute for addressing racial inequality at

a deeper level. Unless we address contemporary racial issues head on, particularly the

isolation of lower-class blacks from the American mainstream, interracial unions may divide

as much as they unite.
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5.3 Directions

This study is one of the first systematic examinations of biracials from a stratifi-

cation perspective, and has generated many useful insights. But it is also only a beginning,

one which I hope has raised more questions than it has answered. I also hope that it will

spur greater interest in data collection on multiracial issues.

Researchers of the multiracial experience are data-starved. Data sources are gen-

erally drawn from small convenience samples or from the slim pickings of large-scale surveys

designed for other purposes. The only large-scale survey which was explicitly designed to

capture information on multiracials (AddHealth) uses a Census-style “pick all that apply”

approach to identification. Although this approach is valuable, we also need to ask about

parents’ race and ancestry in order to more effectively pinpoint the new biracials. Most

surveys treat the family and household as synonymous and therefore, biological parents

outside the household are simply missing from the dataset. Recording information about

biological parents, in the manner of the NLSY97 would be extremely valuable for many

studies of the family. More surveys need to consider such an approach.

As more surveys of this type become available, we will be able to get a better

handle on the stratification of new biracials. Although Chapter 3 provided an initial anal-

ysis, this analysis must be considered tentative due to the small sample sizes involved.

Important issues are left unresolved. Foremost among these questions in my mind is the

question of segregation. The public-use NLSY97 does not provide any data for examining

school level effects. Apart from their family resources, biracials may live in more integrated

neighborhoods than blacks. Since segregation is such a powerful force in the generation of

the contemporary racial hierarchy, this issue is of paramount concern.

In addition to questions on biological parents, we need surveys which collect infor-

mation on skin tone. Since the work of Hughes and Hertel (1990) and Keith and Herring

(1991), most scholars have thought this issue settled and there has been little interest in

measuring skin tone in recent surveys. However, as I have shown in Chapter 2, the issue is

hardly dead and we desperately need data on more recent birth cohorts. We know nothing

of the effect of skin tone on blacks less than forty years of age. If this item were included on

a large-scale survey which also asked for both biological parents’ race, then we could really

make some progress.

In the research presented here, I have intentionally shied away from issues of racial
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identity which have dominated much of the contemporary literature on multiracials. Issues

of identity are important for our understanding of this group, but I hoped here to paint

a clearer picture of the life circumstances which may shape biracials’ identity formation.

As I have demonstrated, class issues have always been deeply intertwined with the racial

identity of mixed-race black/whites, and continue to be intertwined today. This finding

has important implications for both the individual identities of biracials and the emerging

collective identity of multiracial groups.

I would argue that we need to move away from psychological research on multira-

cials which individualizes the phenomenon of multiraciality and highlights social stress in

the fashion of the “marginal man” hypothesis. Ultimately, successful people are happy, and

unsuccessful people aren’t. We care about the race issue in the United States because it

makes a difference for people’s life chances. Furthermore, psychological studies of multira-

cials should move away from the individualistic focus on self, and pursue a more explicit

social psychology focus which examines how others attribute identity to multiracials. The

research here suggests that while biracials may think of themselves in a fluid manner, others

may have some different views.

I have also shown that the dominant view of interracial unions as exchanges of

status is apparently incorrect. It has remained dominant for so long because it has never

been rigorously compared to competing theories. The theories and models I have presented

here are a beginning, but no doubt other theories may occur to other researchers, and we

need to actively pursue the best characterization of the data. Furthermore, we need to

expand beyond the traditional focus on interracial marriage.

Ultimately, the log-linear models (like all statistical models not using experimental

data) from Chapter 4 are merely descriptive. They only describe patterns in the data, but

they do not explain the reasons for those patterns. Why are lower-class blacks less likely

to enter an interracial union? I have argued that this is not due to education’s role as a

form of structural assimilation, because the same relationship does not hold true for whites.

Rather, I have suggested that the difference is due to the segregation of lower-class blacks.

The relationship might also reflect a decision made by whites about the attractiveness of

spouses which jointly considers their race and class background. We need to consider new

methods to address the mechanisms of this exclusion.

As one final point, I would suggest that we can do a better job of understanding

the stratification of old biracials as well. The work of historians such as Williamson (1995)
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has been particularly important in this regard, but new historical data sources such as the

IPUMS project (Ruggles and Sobek 1997) provide further avenues for research, particularly

at the micro level. Historical demographers need to take advantage of these resources to

better address questions regarding the life-chances of the first biracial order.

5.4 A Final Note

Up to this point, I have discussed the issues of race, biraciality, and interracial

marriage from the dispassionate and perhaps calloused perspective of a social scientist.

Yet, these issue are highly charged in today’s racial climate. I have no doubt that the

subjects addressed here have raised the hairs on the back of some people’s necks and caused

some readers to squirm uncomfortably in their chairs.

Interracial marriage is a particularly tense issue among blacks. Many blacks see

it as weakening the black community. This view is complicated even further by the gender

asymmetry in interracial marriage, which tends to disadvantage black women. Blacks who

do intermarry, on the other hand, take umbrage at the hostility of their black peers and

see in it the germ of prejudice not terribly dissimilar to that of the white supremacists of

yesterday. It is difficult to discuss the issue of interracial marriage without being caught in

this maelstrom of opinion, and I suspect that some will accuse me of implicitly encouraging

interracial marriage by referring to “isolation” from it, while others will feel that I am un-

justly abusing interracial unions and the children they produce for their supposedly ‘elitist’

origins. Let me be clear that I am attempting to do neither. People should marry who they

wish, and there is little basis for policy intervention in such a realm. But I have attempted

to make clear that structural conditions that have their origin in the race dynamic lead to

interracial unions which are not open to all who might want them if they had the opportu-

nity. Whether interracial marriages remain infrequent or become more common is not the

primary issue, but whether they become open to all. To address this question, we must

pursue the deeper structural basis of American racial inequality.
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Table A.1: Polynomial models predicting educational attainment (years of schooling)

NSBA GSS82
Variable W1 W2

Intercept -1.43 10.67 -2.21
(0.353)∗∗∗ (0.436)∗∗∗ (0.75)∗∗

Skin Tone (β) 0.473 0.391 0.528
(0.088)∗∗∗ (0.104)∗∗∗ (0.177)∗∗

Skin Tone Change (γ1) -0.006 -0.016 0.002
(0.007) (0.007)∗ (0.014)

Skin Tone Change (γ2) -0.0009 -0.00093 -0.00122
(−)∗∗∗ (−)∗∗ (0.001)

Skin Tone Change (γ3) -0.0000185 -0.00001437 -0.0000373
(−) (−) (−)

Skin Tone Change (γ4) -0.00000002 0.000000180 0.00000033
(−) (−) (−)

Father’s Education 0.048 0.067 0.025
(0.028) (0.033)∗ (0.054)

Mother’s Education 0.171 0.146 0.280
(0.028)∗∗∗ (0.033)∗∗∗ (0.051)∗∗∗

Father’s Occupation 0.146 0.128 0.007
(0.017)∗∗∗ (0.022)∗∗∗ (0.015)

South -0.739 -0.725 0.282
(0.140)∗∗∗ (0.172)∗∗∗ (0.297)

Male 0.024 0.033 -0.392
(0.143) (0.179) (0.3)

Birth Year 0.089 0.114 0.094
(0.014)∗∗∗ (0.017)∗∗∗ (0.029)∗∗

Siblings -0.094
(0.037)∗

Father Ed. Missing -0.601 -0.572 -1.216
(0.175)∗∗∗ (0.214)∗∗ (0.408)∗∗

Mother Ed. Missing -1.491 -1.593 -0.686
(0.181)∗∗∗ (0.264)∗∗∗ (0.366)

Father Occ. Missing -0.039 -0.057 0.127
(0.187) (0.231) (0.414)

N 1649 876 385
R2 0.414 0.418 0.367

numbers in parentheses are standard errors; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Source: National Survey of Black Americans, General social Survey, 1982.
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Table A.2: Polynomial models predicting spouse’s years of schooling

Variable Coefficient

Intercept 9.25
(0.443)∗∗∗

Skin Tone (β) 0.342
(0.104)∗∗

Skin Tone Change (γ1) 0.0031
(0.010)

Skin Tone Change (γ2) 0.000024
(−)

Skin Tone Change (γ3) -0.000023
(−)

Skin Tone Change (γ4) -0.00000089
(−)

Education 0.431
(0.031)∗∗∗

Father’s Occupation 0.040
(0.023)

Father’s Education -0.035
(0.034)

Mother’s Education 0.085
(0.034)∗

South -0.035
(0.034)

Male 0.052
(0.021)∗

Marriage Year 0.342
(0.104)∗∗

Marriage Year*Male -0.044
(0.012)∗∗∗

Father Occ. Missing 0.061
(0.241)

Father Ed. Missing -0.251
(0.213)

Mother Ed. Missing -0.255
(0.225)

N 784
R2 0.472

numbers in parentheses are standard errors; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Source: National Survey of Black Americans.
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Table A.3: Models predicting whether respondent has ever been held back, Panel Study of Income Dynamics 1995

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept -2.62 (.16)*** 0.19 (.43) 0.82 (.61) 0.46 (.65) -0.17 (.76) -0.29 (.76)

White -0.75 (.10)*** -0.29 (.11)** -0.12 (.11) -0.09 (.40) -0.08 (.11) 0.10 (.12)

Biracial -0.68 (.48) -0.36 (.46) -0.33 (.49) -0.30 (.49) -0.34 (.49) -0.27 (.49)

Black (ref.) - - - - - -
Age 0.04 (.01)*** 0.04 (.01)*** 0.04 (.01)*** 0.05 (.01)*** 0.05 (.01)*** 0.05 (.01)***

Sex (male) 0.77 (.10)*** 0.80 (.10)*** 0.80 (.11)*** 0.81 (.11)*** 0.83 (.11)*** 0.83 (.11)***

Father’s grade -0.15 (.03)*** -0.14 (.03)*** -0.14 (.03)*** -0.10 (.03)** -0.09 (.03)**

Father’s age -0.019 (.008)* -0.013 (.008) -0.012 (.008) -0.004 (.012) -0.004 (.013)

Father’s occ. status -0.020 (.003)*** -0.016 (.003)*** -0.016 (.003)*** -0.014 (.003)*** -0.015 (.004)***

HH income (logged) -0.027 (.048) 0.003 (.05) 0.11 (.06)† 0.11 (.06)†

HH net worth (logged) -0.11 (.03)** -0.10 (.03)** -0.09 (.03)* -0.08 (.03)*

Female headed 0.24 (.15) 3.72 (1.10)*** 3.72 (1.10)***

Female headed*mother’s grade -0.27 (.09)** -0.27 (.09)**

Mother’s grade -0.07 (.04)† -0.06 (.04)

Mother’s age -0.01 (.015) -0.01 (.016)

Mother’s occ. status -0.011 (.003)*** -0.012 (.003)***

Northeast -0.27 (.17)

North Central -0.62 (.15)***

West -0.44 (.18)*

South (ref.) -

N 4,262 4,221 4,198 4,198 4,191 4,191
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. P-values are for two-sided tests.

For each model a dummy was also fit to account for missing values on household income. Mean imputation was used for these missing values. In

addition, a dummy was included for zero net worth to account for heaping at this value. Models were fit using logistic regression.
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Table A.4: Models predicting whether the respondent has ever been held back, NLSY97

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept -3.847 (.362)∗∗∗ -0.800 (.439) -0.262 (.461) -0.466 (.465) 1.274 (.553)∗ 1.254 (.554)∗

White -1.234 (.073)∗∗∗ -0.907 (.082)∗∗∗ -0.618 (.088)∗∗∗ -0.575 (.089)∗∗∗ -0.577 (.09)∗∗∗ -0.462 (.095)∗∗∗

Biracial -0.609 (.281)∗ -0.428 (.325) -0.373 (.33) -0.345 (.33) -0.413 (.335) -0.254 (.338)

Black (ref.)
Age 0.198 (.024)∗∗∗ 0.211 (.025)∗∗∗ 0.229 (.026)∗∗∗ 0.221 (.026)∗∗∗ 0.223 (.026)∗∗∗ 0.228 (.027)∗∗∗

Sex (male) 0.616 (.073)∗∗∗ 0.642 (.075)∗∗∗ 0.688 (.076)∗∗∗ 0.695 (.076)∗∗∗ 0.711 (.077)∗∗∗ 0.723 (.077)∗∗∗

Father’s grade -0.197 (.016)∗∗∗ -0.15 (.017)∗∗∗ -0.146 (.017)∗∗∗ -0.111 (.018)∗∗∗ -0.106 (.018)∗∗∗

Father’s age -0.025 (.005)∗∗∗ -0.019 (.005)∗∗∗ -0.015 (.005)∗∗ -0.006 (.006) -0.008 (.006)

HH income (logged) -0.231 (.046)∗∗∗ -0.201 (.046)∗∗∗ -0.153 (.048)∗∗ -0.138 (.048)∗∗

HH net worth (logged) -0.17 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.151 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.129 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.137 (.03)∗∗∗

2-Bio. Parent HH -0.376 (.087)∗∗∗ -1.588 (.474)∗∗∗ -1.56 (.475)∗∗

2-Bio. Parent*Mother’s grade 0.096 (.038)∗ 0.092 (.038)∗

Mother’s grade -0.178 (.027)∗∗∗ -0.175 (.027)∗∗∗

Mother’s age -0.016 (.008)∗ -0.015 (.008)

Northeast -0.15 (.109)

NorthCentral -0.452 (.098)∗∗∗

West -0.383 (.134)∗∗

South (ref.)

N 5361 5361 5361 5352 5352 5352
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. P-values are for two-sided tests.

For each model a dummy was also fit to account for missing values on household income. Mean imputation was used for these missing values. In

addition, a dummy was included for zero net worth to account for heaping at this value. Models were fit using logistic regression.
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Table A.5: Models predicting grades in 8th grade, NLSY97

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept 5.881 (.216)∗∗∗ 3.483 (.246)∗∗∗ 3.004 (.259)∗∗∗ 3.24 (.259)∗∗∗ 2.628 (.268)∗∗∗ 2.642 (.269)∗∗∗

White 0.699 (.046)∗∗∗ 0.403 (.05)∗∗∗ 0.24 (.053)∗∗∗ 0.19 (.053)∗∗∗ 0.182 (.053)∗∗∗ 0.213 (.055)∗∗∗

Biracial 0.157 (.183) 0.035 (.197) 0.02 (.196) -0.006 (.194) 0.017 (.193) 0.06 (.194)

Black (ref.)
Age -0.022 (.015) -0.024 (.014) -0.03 (.014)∗ -0.023 (.014) -0.021 (.014) -0.021 (.014)

Sex (male) -0.705 (.043)∗∗∗ -0.708 (.041)∗∗∗ -0.719 (.041)∗∗∗ -0.719 (.041)∗∗∗ -0.718 (.041)∗∗∗ -0.717 (.041)∗∗∗

Father’s grade 0.152 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.124 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.118 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.085 (.009)∗∗∗ 0.086 (.009)∗∗∗

Father’s age 0.016 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.012 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.008 (.003)∗∗ 0.002 (.004) 0.002 (.004)

HH income (logged) 0.11 (.029)∗∗∗ 0.079 (.029)∗∗ 0.053 (.029) 0.055 (.029)

HH net worth (logged) 0.123 (.017)∗∗∗ 0.105 (.017)∗∗∗ 0.091 (.017)∗∗∗ 0.09 (.017)∗∗∗

2-Bio Parent HH 0.375 (.047)∗∗∗ 0.382 (.047)∗∗∗ 0.378 (.047)∗∗∗

Mother’s grade 0.081 (.01)∗∗∗ 0.081 (.01)∗∗∗

Mother’s age 0.01 (.005)∗ 0.01 (.005)∗

Northeast -0.045 (.059)

NorthCentral -0.076 (.052)

West -0.147 (.066)∗

South (ref.)

N 5799 5799 5799 5790 5790 5790
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. P-values are for two-sided tests.

For each model a dummy was also fit to account for missing values on household income. Mean imputation was used for these missing values. In

addition, a dummy was included for zero net worth to account for heaping at this value.
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Table A.6: Models predicting CAT-ASVAB test scores, NLSY97

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Intercept -3.777 (.142)∗∗∗ -4.669 (.151)∗∗∗ -4.853 (.155)∗∗∗ -4.889 (.157)∗∗∗ -5.277 (.16)∗∗∗ -5.289 (.16)∗∗∗

White 0.685 (.025)∗∗∗ 0.565 (.026)∗∗∗ 0.492 (.027)∗∗∗ 0.495 (.027)∗∗∗ 0.493 (.027)∗∗∗ 0.472 (.028)∗∗∗

Biracial 0.541 (.092)∗∗∗ 0.476 (.098)∗∗∗ 0.459 (.097)∗∗∗ 0.462 (.097)∗∗∗ 0.452 (.096)∗∗∗ 0.445 (.096)∗∗∗

Black (ref.)
Age 0.216 (.007)∗∗∗ 0.214 (.007)∗∗∗ 0.21 (.007)∗∗∗ 0.209 (.007)∗∗∗ 0.213 (.007)∗∗∗ 0.212 (.007)∗∗∗

Sex (male) 0.091 (.022)∗∗∗ 0.066 (.021)∗∗ 0.05 (.021)∗ 0.051 (.021)∗ 0.046 (.021)∗ 0.044 (.021)∗

Ever held back -0.572 (.03)∗∗∗ -0.514 (.03)∗∗∗ -0.484 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.486 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.465 (.029)∗∗∗ -0.465 (.029)∗∗∗

Grades in 8th grade -0.148 (.037)∗∗∗ -0.131 (.035)∗∗∗ -0.137 (.035)∗∗∗ -0.134 (.035)∗∗∗ -0.121 (.035)∗∗∗ -0.125 (.035)∗∗∗

Grades in 8th grade (squared) 0.034 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.03 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.03 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.03 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.028 (.003)∗∗∗ 0.029 (.003)∗∗∗

Father’s grade 0.068 (.004)∗∗∗ 0.057 (.004)∗∗∗ 0.057 (.004)∗∗∗ 0.037 (.005)∗∗∗ 0.036 (.005)∗∗∗

Father’s age 0.004 (.002)∗∗ 0.003 (.002) 0.003 (.002) 0.001 (.002) 0.002 (.002)

HH income (logged) 0.076 (.015)∗∗∗ 0.079 (.015)∗∗∗ 0.059 (.015)∗∗∗ 0.058 (.015)∗∗∗

HH net worth (logged) 0.04 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.042 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.035 (.008)∗∗∗ 0.036 (.008)∗∗∗

2-Bio. Parent HH -0.039 (.024) -0.012 (.024) -0.017 (.024)

Mother’s grade 0.057 (.005)∗∗∗ 0.058 (.005)∗∗∗

Mother’s age 0.001 (.002) 0.000 (.002)

Northeast 0.184 (.03)∗∗∗

NorthCentral 0.027 (.026)

West -0.01 (.033)

South (ref.)

N 4404 4404 4404 4395 4395 4395
Numbers in parentheses are standard errors. † p < .1; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001. P-values are for two-sided tests.

For each model a dummy was also fit to account for missing values on household income. Mean imputation was used for these missing values. In

addition, a dummy was included for zero net worth to account for heaping at this value. Models were fit using logistic regression.
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Table A.7: Proportion of black partners in each union type who have a college degree by sex and race of partner

Black Men Black Women

Union Formation Parenting Union Formation Parenting
Dataset Married Cohab Involved Not Inv. Married Cohab Involved Not Inv.

Fragile Families
Interracial Union 15.6 2.2 0.0 0.0 6.9 0.00 0.00 0.5 0.00 0.3
Black Union 14.6 3.4 0.9 3.3 5.4 17.6 4.1 1.9 0.1 6.7

Odds Ratios 1.08 0.64 * * 1.28 * * 0.24 * 0.04

Census, 1980
Interracial Union 19.2 19.4
Black Union 11.9 12.1

Odds Ratio 1.76 1.75

Census, 1990
Interracial Union 16.6 13.3 23.8 9.7
Black Union 12.2 7.4 15.2 6.3

Odds Ratio 1.43 1.91 1.74 1.60

Census, 2000
Interracial Union 17.2 18.5 26.2 11.5
Black Union 15.3 10.6 20.3 7.4

Odds Ratio 1.15 1.91 1.39 1.63

NLSY97
Interracial Union 13.9 0.0
Black Union 1.5 2.4

Odds Ratio 10.71 *

Odds ratios are the ratios of the odds of having more than a high school education between black spouses in interracial unions relative to black spouses

in intraracial unions. presented only for comparison. * means that the odds ratio could not be calculated in that case because one of the percentages

is either 100 or 0.
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Table A.8: Proportion of black partners in each union type who have more a high school diploma by sex and race of partner

Black Men Black Women

Union Formation Parenting Union Formation Parenting
Dataset Married Cohab Involved Not Inv. Married Cohab Involved Not Inv.

Fragile Families
Interracial Union 94.7 99.8 99.4 39.3 88.9 100 81.4 100 100 99.6
Black Union 97.3 95.2 84.4 50.4 83.2 99.3 98.5 97.2 97.9 91.8

Odds Ratios 0.49 20.73 28.59 0.64 1.62 * 0.07 * * 23.78

Census, 1980
Interracial Union 85.0 87.0
Black Union 76.8 80.2

Odds Ratio 1.72 1.66

Census, 1990
Interracial Union 91.3 87.5 93.9 84.1
Black Union 89.6 83.5 91.5 80.0

Odds Ratio 1.22 1.38 1.42 1.33

Census, 2000
Interracial Union 92.7 91.6 95.7 88.4
Black Union 93.1 88.6 94.2 85.6

Odds Ratio 0.94 1.41 1.37 1.28

NLSY97
Interracial Union 89.9 77.8
Black Union 81.9 75.9

Odds Ratio 1.96 1.11

Odds ratios are the ratios of the odds of having more than a high school education between black spouses in interracial unions relative to black spouses

in intraracial unions. presented only for comparison. * means that the odds ratio could not be calculated in that case because one of the percentages

is either 100 or 0.
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Appendix B

Genealogical Data

The problem with Herskovits’s reporting is not entirely obvious, but it is highly

problematic. He reports from his Howard University sample,

Although only about two per cent of the present college generation knew of
White parentage, about ten per cent knew of White grand-parents, and those
who knew their ancestry farther back reported even a larger proportion. (Her-
skovits 1928, pg. 30)

I will ignore generations beyond grandparents for the present analysis. I will also ignore the

possibility that some of Herskovits’s genealogies may have been incomplete, although such

missing information would probably lead to an underestimate of the difference between

generations because information would more likely be missing among the grandparental

generation than the parental generation.

The two numbers of 2% and 10% are not directly comparable, because they have

a different meaning. A general statistic used by many scholars to denote the strength of

interracial unions (λ) is the proportion of unions that were interracial out of all unions

involving at least one black, or:

λ =
(# of interracial unions)

(# of interracial unions) + (# of black intraracial unions)
(B.1)

Today, this index has generally been replaced by the use of odds ratios which can control

for the different marginal distribution of each racial group. Nonetheless, λ is still quite a

useful measure and can be used here to show the discrepancies in Herskovits’s figures.

To show how Herskovits’ figures compare to λ, let me first divide the sample into

six different groups, based on the two generation genealogies. Let W indicate a white
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intraracial union, B indicate a intraracial union between blacks, and M indicate a mixed

union between a black and a white. The product of a mixed union will be considered black

for purposes of determining whether their own union is inter or intraracial, consistent with

the sampling frame used by Herskovits. The sample can be divided into six genealogical

classes as follows.

Table B.1: Possible Genealogies in the Herskovits Sample

Group Parental Grandparental
ID Union Unions

A M WB
B M WM
C B MM
D B BM
E B BB
F W WW

Because the sample only includes mixed and unmixed blacks, group F has zero

members. The total sample size, N , is A + B + C + D + E.

I will denote Herskovits’ measures as λ∗
1 and λ∗

2 and measures of equation (B.1) as

λ1 and λ2, for the parental and grandparental generation, respectively.

According to Table B.1,

λ∗
1 =

A + B

N
(B.2)

and according to equation (B.1),

λ1 =
A + B

N
(B.3)

So, for the parental generation, Herskovits’ measure of 2% is equivalent to equa-

tion (B.1), above. The problem occurs in the grandparental generation, where Herskovits

measure is

λ∗
2 =

A + B + C + D

N
(B.4)

Getting a correct measure of λ2 in this case is more complicated. The numerator should

add up the number of cases of interracial unions. The denominator should add up to the

number of interracial and black unions, as follows:

λ2 =
B + 2C + D

2C + 2D + 2E + A + B
(B.5)
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Group C contributes two unions, because both grandparental groups are interracial unions.

Groups C,D, and E contribute twice to exposure because they involve two unions that

qualify, while A and B only contribute one applicable union, because the other involves a

white intraracial union. Equation (B.5) can be rewritten as,

λ2 =
B + 2C + D

2(A + B + C + D + E) − (A + B)
(B.6)

From equation (B.3) and equation (B.6), it can be shown that,

λ2 =
B + 2C + D

(2 − λ1)N
(B.7)

In comparing the difference between equation (B.4) and equation (B.7), it is clear

that Herskovits made two critical errors in his formulation. First, he neglected to consider

the fact that one has twice as many grandparental unions as parental unions and thus the

probability that at least one of these grandparents will be white is increased due to more

“trials.” Intuitively, this suggests that his 10% figure should be halved before comparison,

but as the analysis above shows, this number must be adjusted by the number of interracial

unions in the parental generation, because these unions indicate intraracial white unions in

the grandparental union which will not contribute to exposure. According to the 2% figure

in the parental generation, the 10% figure should be adjusted by a factor of 1
1.98 .

Even if this is done, however, a more critical problem remains in the numerator.

Herskovits estimate is of the percent of individuals who have at least one white grandparent.

As shown in equation (B.4), this number includes group A. However, Herskovits wishes to

interpret this number as a measure of interracial pairings in the grandparent generation.

Group A has no such pairings, while group C has two. The only reason group A has

white grandparents is because there was an interracial union in the parental generation,

but Herskovits uses those white grandparents to show that interracial unions were higher

in the grandparental generation. This is extremely problematic.

It is possible to estimate the bias in Herskovits’ estimate. First assume that A is

related to C by some factor x, like so:

A = xC (B.8)

Let λ∗∗
2 be Herskovits’ figure for the grandparental generation after correcting for the de-

nominator issue. The ratio of the correct number to Herskovits number is:

λ2

λ∗∗
2

=
B + 2C + D

A + B + C + D
(B.9)
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Figure B.1: Strength of interracial sexual contact in Herskovits sample, based on different
assumptions
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Consider that,

A + B + C + D = λ∗
2N (B.10)

rearranging terms and substituting B.8,

B + D = λ∗
2N − (x + 1)C (B.11)

Using equation (B.10) and equation (B.11), equation (B.9) can be rewritten as,

λ2

λ∗∗
2

= 1 + (1 − x)
C

λ∗
2N

(B.12)

The bias in Herskovits estimate depends on the relative sizes of A and C deter-

mined by x, and the proportion of the sample that is of type C. If group A is bigger, then

λ∗∗
2 is an upwardly biased estimate of λ2. If C is bigger, then λ∗∗

2 is a downwardly biased

estimate of λ2. The bias in either direction will be bigger when C is a larger share of the
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data. It is impossible to know the values of x and C, but a range of plausible values can be

generated. First, A and B only add up to 20% of the total number of λ∗
2N (.02/.1), so an

upper bound on A
λ∗
2N is 0.2. For any particular value of C, this limits the possible values

of x to be 0.2
(C/λ∗

2N) . Figure B.1 shows the value of λ2 for different values of C and x. The

value of λ2 is a linear function of x with a slope equal to C
λ∗
2N . Each line for a particular

value of C ends at the highest possible value of x. Within the range of plausible values,

there is not a great deal of variability. Based on this, it seems reasonable to assume that

λ in the grandparental generation was somewhere between two and three times as high as

that in the parental generation.
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Appendix C

Sensitivity Analysis

Because data on marriages from the Census are prevalence measures of current

unions, there is always a concern that the data may be biased by union dissolution over

time. The general strategy employed by other researchers has been to only examine young

couples because these couples are more likely to be recently married and thus there will

be less union dissolution among such couples. In the analysis in Chapter 4, I use couples

where the male was 25-35 years of age at the time of the Census. When making this kind

of restriction, there is always the concern that results might not be generalizable to older

age groups.

I have addressed this problem by calculating the parameters for the models from

Chapter 4 with every five-year age group (of the husband) in the 1990 Census, up to age

60. Beyond age 60, sample size becomes an issue, as does the relevance of these couples to

childbearing. The results are shown in Figure C.1. The results indicate that the parameters

are highly stable across age groups. The only parameters for which there is a wide variation

and change in directionality are parameters which are not preferred in general (α3, α4, τ ,

and ρ). Interestingly, τ from the WH-U model and ρ from the GP model are both in the

wrong predicted direction for every age group but the two that were used in Chapter 4,

which casts further doubt on the disincentive toward white hypogamy within interracial

unions.

It would be preferable to use marital duration rather than spousal age to restrict

the sample. Information on marital duration is available in the 1980 Census, but not the

1990 or 2000 Census. In order to present consistent comparisons, therefore, I did not use

the duration information in Chapter 4. However, I can use it to test the stability of the
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Figure C.1: Comparison of parameters from log-linear models with different age groups
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Figure C.2: Comparison of parameters from log-linear models with marriages of various
durations
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parameters across marriages of different duration. Figure C.2 shows the parameters of the

log-linear models from Chapter 4 based on marital unions of different durations, broken into

five year groups.1 Once again, the results are very consistent across age groups, particularly

for models which fit well overall. The only parameters which seem to fluctuate dramatically

are α3, α4, and ρ, all parameters of which I was already suspicious, based on the results

from Chapter 4.

In general, the results here fully support the data restrictions used in Chapter 4.

In fact, the results here strengthen my choice of the ISO model as the preferred model,

because the parameters from the ISO model are highly consistent across both age and

marital duration groups.

1Excluding couples where the husband was over sixty years of age
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